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1 Background to the Study
1
How is my job likely to change under the impacts of new technolo-
gies, and how will these affect the persons close to me? Will I soon lose
my privacy as computer surveillance becomes more widespread? More
and more people are asking these questions as the coverage in the
media of artificial intelligence, and particularly the threats it may
pose, increases steadily. At the same time, politicians, civil servants,
and executives in funding and investment institutions are asking
whether artificial intelUgence will really yield a high return on the
money and other resources invested.
Researchers who are themselves active in AI note that an increas-
ing number of their colleagues are being employed by defense agencies
of one sort or another. Even those working in universities or private
companies are concerned about whether the results of their work will
be of real benefit to mankind, or wonder if their positions are not
uncomfortably close to that of J. Robert Oppenheimer during the
Manhattan Project.
There are certainly grounds for all these questions and concerns,
and they have been strengthened by the recent explosion of growth in
spending on AI research. The Japanese Fifth Generation Computer Sys-
tems Project was established in 1981 with a three-year budget of US
145 million. This was swiftly countered by a group of US companies who
*Department of Medloal Cybernetlos and Art.lftolal Intelligence, University of
Vienna, FreYUDg 6, A-101.0 Vienna, Austria.
2founded the Microelectronics and Computer Corporation (MCC); the MCC
project ALFAOMEGA will receive the bulk of the Corporation's funds,
with US 115 mUllon per year for ten years' work on AI studies, new
computer designs, and models and structures for data bases. The US
Department of Defense has since requested US 1600 million for military
research, mostly in the field of AI. And more than US $100 million has
already been raised in the United States as venture capital for AI
software companies.
In Europe, the UK Government has started its Alvey Project, one
of whose four main research areas is AI, with funding equivalent to US
1300 million. The Federal Republic of Germany followed suit with a US
150 million research pr02l'8m on pattern recognition and knowledge
processing. In Spring 1984 the European Community decided to launch
ESPRIT, a European Strategic Program in Information Technology;
ESPRIT has an enormous US 11.5 billion budget to be spent in five
areas, and the largest of these (accounting for even more than
microelectronics) will be advanced information processing, defined in
the program as "machine intelligence. "
After several years of working in the area of AI, I also became
more and more troubled about the possible impacts of our research, but
felt that the topic needed more systematic attention than was possible
in occasional gatherings at conferences. I therefore approached the
Austrian Federal Ministry for Science and Research to support a study
of the potential impacts of AI. It seemed absolutely essential that the
study should not be limited to a literature search and perusal of the
available material but that it should also provide the opportunity for
leading AI researchers to discuss the topic at some length in a suitable
atmosphere. Very fortunately, the Ministry agreed with these proper
sals.
2 Organizational Framework
The goal of our study. and therefore also of the Meeting that gave
rise to this volume, was defined as follows:
"... t.o determine and assess impacts of AI in order t.o avoid poten-
t.lal daJnaie and t.o encourage socially helpful and eoonomically
useful AI research and applloaUons."
The results of our work should be of interest to three types of audi-
ence:
• concerned AI researchers;
• decision makers in government, funding institutions, and private
companies; and
• "educated laymen" who are aware of the potential changes that AI
may bring about in their lives.
Together with the International Institute for Applied Systems
Analysis, in Laxenburg, Austria, which agreed to co-organlze and host a
three-day Task Force Meeting, I tried to identify leading AI research-
ers who had already expressed interest in the impacts of AI, were
working in a range of different areas of AI, and came from countries
with a variety of social and economic systems.
After many long-distance calls, letters of invitation were finally
sent to Professors Michael A. Arbib (United States), Margaret Boden
(UK), Ronald Brachman (United States), Stefano Cerri (Italy), Ivan M.
Havel (Czechoslovakia), Fried.hart Klix (GDR), Makoto Nagao (Japan),
Nils J. Nilsson (United States), D.A. Pospelov (Soviet Union), Peter
Raulefs (FRG), Roger C. Schank (United States), and Tibor V~mos (Hun-
gary) to attend this Meeting.
Each was invited to prepare a position paper reflecting his or her
own views concerning the future of AI according to the following guide-
lines:
• Development within the next ten years:
1. What are the most likely core research areas in AI and what
results do you expect?
2. What impacts of AI on other sciences or on technology do you
expect?
3. What social impacts do you expect?
4. What economic im):acts do you expect?
• If you were to speculate, what might be the long-range research
results and impacts of AI?
• Which particular research areas of AI would you, as a member of
the AI community, support mostly, and why?
The position papers we received (Roger Schank's was co-written
with Stephen Slade) were distributed among the participants before
the Meeting. Only AI researchers were invited to attend, thus running
the risk of overspecialization and omissions, but ensuring that it was
possible to conduct involved discussions from a broadly shared back-
ground.
The Meeting of AI researchers described above and its physical
outcome, this book, comprised the first stage of the study. In the
second stage there will be a conference based on the book, which will
4actively involve not only AI researchers but also sociologists, political
scientists, and decision makers.
3 Structure of the Book
This book opens with a short, "one-hour course" in AI. which is
intended to provide a nontechnical but hopefully informative Introduc-
tion to the material that follows. Next comes an overview chapter.
which is based on an extensive literature search. the position papers.
and the discussions during the Meeting. The overview is not a
comprehensive summary of the Meeting but represents my own - natur-
ally somewhat biased - personal views on the subject.
The next section of the book. Chapters 4-11, contains the posi-
tion papers (revised and updated by the authors), whose richness and
diversity illustrate the wealth of opinions and research directions that
today fall under the umbrella term "AI research." The papers are fol-
lowed by a select bibliography containing nearly 700 books. articles,
and research memoranda on AI-related topics. together with a
thesaurus and KWIC index to facilitate the retrieval of information.
The book closes with an index and two appendices, one listing the
names and addresses of all the contributing scientists and the other
giving details of the AI curriculum at the University of Vienna.
This book is intended to serve as the first stage in an iterative
process of detecting, predicting, and assessing the impacts of AI. If.
after reading it. you would like to contact either myself or any of the
other contributors with your opinions or questions about AI, you are
welcome to do so. We look forward to receiving your reactions.
hnpacts of Artificiallntelligence
R. Trappl (editor)
Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y. (North-Hoiland)
© R. Trappl, 1985
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After reading this chapter, which will take about one hour. you
will know
• how artificial intelligence is defined.
• something about the three AI product groups that are already
commercially successful.
• how some of the principles of AI really function,
• which software tools and which dedicated machines AI research
requires.
• in which directions AI may develop in the future, and
• where to look for more information about AI.
2 Deftnitions of Artiftcial Intelligence
The definition of artificial intelligence most widely accepted is
making computers smart. Another definition, also widely accepted, is
maJcing computer models oJ human inteUigence. And a third one
might be summarized as building machines that simulate human
intelligent behavior.
-Department of Medlael CybernetJo8 and ArtIftolal Intelllgenoe, Unlver8lty of
Vienna, Freyung 6, A-i010 Vienna, Austria.
6A survey conducted at the Eighth International Joint Conference
on Artificial Intelligence in 1983 revealed 143 different definitions of
AI, the majority of which could be related to one of the three
presented here. Interestingly, there is also a correlation with world
regions: the first definition is generally accepted in the United States,
while in Europe the distribution is more uniform (Negrotti 1983).
These three definitions correspond to the three main ways of
approaching artificial intelligence: the behavior-oriented approach,
which attempts to program computers to behave in an intelligent, or
"smart" way; the cognitive approach, which tries to model human
thought processes in order to understand the human mind better; and
the robotic approach, which is interested not only in programs, but
aiso in building the machines.
The term "artificial intelligence" was coined by John McCarthy in
1956 for a conference called "The Dartmouth Summer Research Project
on Artificial Intelligence." Many researchers at that time and ever
since have felt that the name is not the best possible description for
what they are doing; but in the absence of any general agreement on
other candidates, such as "machine intelligence" or "intellectic," arti-
ficial intelligence has persisted.
AI researchers have different opinions about how to define the
subject, and therefore stress different areas and efforts of AI (and
ignore others), but most of them will agree that what they are doing is
AI and they will aiso accept the work of their colleagues as AI. There-
fore, AI curricula at different universities don't differ as much as
might be expected. Since the curricula aiso give a good overview of
which topics are generally agreed to belong to AI, I have included in
Appendix 2 details of our own version here in Vienna, where the AI
curriculum is an elective specialization of the computer science study
program.
3 Three Commercially Successful AI Product Groups
8.1 Ezpert BYBte-
An expert system is a large computer program that makes avail-
able to its user rare or important expertise, in other words the
knowledge and reasoning of one or more experts. Since good experts
are expensive, most AI companies concentrate on expert systems.
Probably more than 1000 expert systems have already been developed,
in areas like medIcine, chemistry, geology, molecular genetics, elec-
tronics, law, computer configuration, and elsewhere.
To give some idea of what a dialogue with an expert system looks
like, Figure 1 lists a dialogue with the famous medical expert system
AI: A Orut-Hour Courn
• What is the patient's name?
John Doe




• Have you obtained positive cultures indicating general type?
Yes.
• What type of infection is it?
Primary Bacteremia.
• When did symptoms first appear?
May 5,1975.
• Let's call the most recent positive culture CULTURE-1. From what




• Let's call the first significant organism from this blood culture
ORGANISM-1. Do you know the identity of ORGANISM-1?
No.
• Is ORGANISM-1 a rod or a coccus or something else?
Rod.
• What is the gram stain of ORGANISM-1?
Gramnegative.
• Have there been positive cultures from sites which are not associated
with infections about which you are seeking advice?
No.
• Did ORGANISM-1 grow aerobically?
Yes.
• Did ORGANISM·1 grow anaerobically?
Yes.
• What is the suspected portal of entry of ORGAN ISM-1?
The gastrointestinal tract.
• My first recommendation is as follows: In order to cover for items 1,
2, 3,5, and 6, give Gentamycin using a dose of 119 mg (1.7 mg/kg)
q8h IV [or 1M] for 10 days. Modify dose in renal failure. And in
order to cover for item 4, give Clindamycin using a dose of 595 mg
(8.5 mg/kg) q6h IV [or 1M] for 14 days. If diarrhea or other gastro-
intestinal symptoms develop, check for pseudomembranous colitis.
• Do you wish to see the second choice?
..~ 1 Sample dialogue with the medioal expert. syst.em MYCIN
(adapted froM WfnsLon 1977).
7
8KYCIN (Buchanan and Shortliffe 1984). KYCIN acts as a medical expert
for the diagnosis and therapy of infectious diseases; the dialogue
reproduced here is slightly modified from Winston (1977).
In order to perform these tasks. an expert system consists of five
subsystems. as shown in Figure 2. The knowledge base contains the
knowledge of the expert(s) plus the facts provided by the user during
the interaction with the system. while the infer811.Ce engine infers or
deduces knowledge that is not explicitly contained in the knowledge
base. The user inter.fa.ce formulates recommendations and questions
to the user and. if it is an intelligent interface. will also understand
rather more than simple answers like "Yes" or "No" or numbers. In an
ideal case it will be a natural language interface (but more about this in
later sections). The ezplana.tion pa.rt. which explains to the user how
the system arrived. at a specific conclusion. has proved to be of special
importance: it not only increases acceptance by the user but also
helps identify and correct logical errors or simple bugs in the system.
In most present-day expert systems the knowledge of the expert is
first obtained. through a dialogue with a knowledge acquisition
module. then structured. and finally loaded into the computer.
Several examples of successful expert systems are mentioned











P'iIIure a The five main components of an expert system.
AI: A Or&c-Hou.,. Cou.,.••
8.2 NaturallaD«uace 1IJ1Ite-
9
Natural language systems understand, process, or produce natural
language, such as English, as opposed to "artificial" or "technical"
languages, like programming languages. Natural language systems
should not be confused with speech understanding systems, which
remain in their infancy.
Important areas of application of present-day natural language
systems include the following:
• Machine translation. The first translation programs performed
only word-to-word translation. This led to very curious examples '
like "water-goat" for "hydraulic ram" or "invisible idiot" for "out
of sight, out of mind". Present-day translation programs con~ider
not only the syntax, but also the meaning, the semantics, of a
text. However, it is stU! not possible to make consistently accept-
able translations, so a two-stage procedure, involving machine
translation followed by editing, is used.
• Understand.ing oJ te:ds, e.g. executing orders, making sum-
maries, or drawing conclusions. In order to perform such tasks.
programs must know something about human beliefs, goals, and
plans. A good example is CYRUS, developed by Schank, which
searched UPI wires for information about the then US Secretary
of State, Cyrus Vance. When asked if the wife of Mr. Vance ever
met the wife of the then Israeli Prime Minister, Menachem Begin, it
concluded - correctly - from the fact that the two men had on
several occasions attended the same state banquets that their
wives had very likely accompanied them and thus met (Alexander
1982).
• Generation of te:ds, e.g. for product descriptions or user manu-
als that can be adapted to the specific needs of a user group. It
is also possible to generate (simple) fairy tales (Haase-Rapoport
and Pospelov 1964). It may sound very easy to generate such
texts, but it is often very difficult to make them acceptable.
When do you end a sentence? How often should you repeat a
person's name and when is it better to use just the personal pro-
noun? And so on.
• Natura.l langua.ge inter.fa.ces. These are used in data-base sys-
tems, question-answering systems, and expert systems, and they
can greatly increase the degree of acceptance of all three. The
best-known natural language interface, INTELLECT™ from Artifi-
cial Intelligence Corporation, has been installed in more than 300
systems. Interfaces that develop a model of the user and there-
fore adapt to his or her personal needs, are under development.
10
8.8 Robou.:.
Present-day robots don't look much like the two on the left-hand
side of Figure 3: they're usually much more prosaic, like the industrlal
robot shown on the right-hand side of the figure.
"iaure 3 Robots: oonoeption and realit.y. On t.he left. are R2D2 and C3PO
from sta.r Wa.rs while the pict.ure on t.he right. shows a real indust.rial robot.
from Zeppelin-Hitachi.
Robots used in industry are manipulators that cannot move as
freely as men, and neither can they sense, reason, or plan. They con-
sist in principle of two components: a moving part with arm, wrist, and
hand, and a control system. Robots are programmed, either by keying
in a program or by guiding the arm manually along a specific track and
then instructing the robot to repeat this track. The control system
may also be directly connected to a computer.
While robots are not yet human-like, they aiready can and do out-
perform. men in many respects (Engelberger 1980): they can work in
hostile environments, where noise, vibration, smells, or danger would
have an adverse effect on the human system. The use of hydraulic or
electric power gives a robot more potential "muscle" than a man. And
they don't stop to eat, they never want to go home, and they don't go
on strike.
AI: A Ort.e-Hour Course
4 AI lIethods
u
If you are interested in how AI programs function and what the
underlying principles are, this section will give you a short introduc-
tion to a few important and fascinating AI methods. If on the other
hand this doesn't interest you, just skip this section and reduce the
"one-hour course" to thirty minutes.
4:.1 Knowled&e r8pre88ntation
In order to act "intelligently," you have to know something. One
common form of representation involves semantic networks. Let's
suppose that we want to represent the fact that "all robins are birds"
in a semantic network (modified from Barr and Feigenbaum 1981). We
can do this by creating a simple graph in which the nodes (here ovals)




If "Clyde" is a particular robin, we can easily express this fact by







If we want to add our knowledge that birds (or at least most of them)
have wings, we add a node for "wings" and introduce another type of








This representation enables us to deduce facts that are not explicitly
stated in the network, e.g. that robins have wings since they are birds,
and so does Clyde since he is a robin. This feature is calied property
inheritance.
If we now wanted to express the fact that "Clyde owns a nest" and
tried to represent "own" by another link, we would run into trouble if
we built in the very plausible condition that Clyde owns his nest only
from the spring to the fall. Since we have at our disposal only binary
relations. I.e. only links between pairs of nodes, we couldn't connect all
these facts. We solve this problem by realising that "ownership" is also
a fact that we can express by a node, and the fact that Clyde owns
something is an instance of this general fact. Also, the specific nest
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We also have expressed the fact that "ownership" is a "situation."
Since "own" implies both an owner and an ownee, the next time the
information that something is owned is input, the system can automati-
cally search for someone (an animate object, person, or legal entity)
who is the corresponding owner. This sort of procedure could also, for
example, be of great help in sentence analysis.
Knowledge can also be represented as rules. The knowledge in
the medical expert system we saw in the preceding section is stored in
the form of rules. Such rules could look like this:
• {(stain is grampositive then organism is streptococcus.
• 1/stain is gramnegative then organism is E. coli.
• {( organism is streptococcus or bacteroid then penicillin is indi-
cated.
• IJ drug is indicated a.nd don't know whether allergic to drug then
ask whether allergic to drug.
(Cafeteria, Seat-Yourself, Wait-to-be-Seated)
Wait-to-be-Seated
IF plastic-orange-counter TH EN Fast-Food,
IF stack-of-trays THEN Cafeteria,










(Cash, CreditCard, Check, Washing-Dishes Script)
all restaurants with same FoodStyle
(Find all Restaurants with the same FoodStyle)
Location:
range: an ADDRESS
if-needed: (Look at the MENU)
Name:
if-needed: (Look at the MENU)
Food-Style:
range: (Burgers, Chinese, American, Seafood, French)
default: American
if-added: (Update Alternatives of Restaurant)
Times-of-Operation:
range: a Time-of-Day








n.ure f The Restaurant. frame (Barr and Feigenbaum 1961).
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Rules consist of first an antecedent. Le. a condition. a situation.
or a premise. and second a consequent. which can be an action or a
conclusion. The antecedent may consist of several conditions logically
connected by "and(s)" and/or "or(s)."
F'rames (Minsky 1975) are a special type of network structure
used to represent complex knowledge. They feature slots. which ere
places reserved for special information. A well-known example is the
Restaurant frame (Barr and Feigenbaum 1981) shown in Figure 4. The
slots in this particular frame are Specialization-of. Types, Location.
etc. "Specialization-of" allows for property inheritance. as in a seman-
tic network. The slot "Types" gives a range of types to which this
particular restaurant may belong. If this information is not requested.
a deJa.ult value, essentially the most common value. is assumed; if it is
requested. procedures are given that help to elicit this information
(procedural attachment).
And what about complex actions. such as eating at a restaurant.
which would be a fairly predictable sequel to a restaurant frame? The
representation of such a sequence of events is called a script. like a
movie script. Our self-explanatory "Eat-at-Restaurant" script (Barr
and Feigenbaum 1981) might look like Figure 5:
EAT-AT-RESTAURANT Script
Props: (Restaurant, Money, Food, Menu, Tables, Chairs)




















Eat-Food Script unless (Long-Wait) when
Exit- Restaurant-Angry Script




"icure 5 Expansion of t.he "Eat.-at.-Restaurant." soript. from Figure 4
(Barr and Feigenbaum 19B1).
.AI: A OAe-Hour Cours.
4:.8 gearch
15
Search is a very important tool tor problem solving, interence,
planning, and reasoning. As an example, consider ways in which we










in which the empty field - denoted by a black square - is in the middle
ot the puzzle. Three moves are possible trom our given starting posi-
tion: we could move 7 to the right, 6 down, or 5 to the lett. Since none
ot the resulting situations is the solution, we must thenexamine every
possible move trom each ot the three intermediate positions. We can
represent the problem by a search tree, which is e%pancled trom the
given starting position. It we expand the tree to its tull breadth on
each level and check to see it the solution is contained in that level,
this is known as a breadth-first search. The tully expanded tree is
shown in Figure 6 (trom Nilsson 1971).
It is quite clear trom Figure 6 that we need to develop some means
ot reducing the seach ettorts involved; otherwise it would, tor example,
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AI: A On.e-Hour Cour.. 17
This reduction can be performed by evaluating each intermediate posi-
tion in turn. Since it is rarely possible to specify a precise metric. we
simply use rules 0/ thumb to estimate what looks promising in the
search for the solution and what does not. For example. the more lev-
els the tree already has. the "worse" is the situation. And the more
elements that are misplaced in any given position. I.e. not where they
should be in the solution. the worse the position is. We simply add up
the number of levels already developed and the numbers of elements
misplaced. Before developing our tree to the next level. we evaluate
each position in this way and then expand only the one that has the
lowest value of the evaluation function we have developed. This pro-
cedure is continued on each successive level until the solution is
obtained. The tree produced by this type of search is depicted in Flg-





f'iaure 7 Simplified searoh tree for t.he a-puzzle. result.lng from
t.he applloat.lon of a simple evaluat.lon funot.lon (Nilsson 1971).
18
We see that this new tree is far simpler than the one shown in Fig-
ure 6. This reduction results from the heuristics of the evaluation
function. Had we defined a more restrictive evaluation function, then
the tree might have been even smaller, but we would have run the risk
of expanding it in the wrong direction. Had we defined the function
less restrictively, the tree would inevitably have become larger.
•.3 Rea8oniD& and. planning
We have now seen several ways of representing knowledge. These
representations are the basis for reasoning and planning.
Suppose we want to answer the question "What does Clyde own?"
using our knowledge representation in the form of the semantic net-
work developed earlier. The first step will consist in restructuring the





In the second step we look for a similar structure (of nodes and
links) in our semantic network (which in a "life-representation" will be
considerably larger!). This process is performed by a pa.ttern
ma.tcher. As soon as the pattern matcher has successfully performed
its task, we find, at the location of the question mark, the answer
"NEST-1. "
If our program had to reply to a more complex question like "Is
there a bird who owns a nest?" the first step, again, would be restruc-
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In this case we will not find an identical pattern in our earlier semantic
network since CLYDE is not directly connected to BIRD by an "is-a"-
relation but only via the intermediate ROBIN node. The pattern
matcher thus has to make inJerences on the basis of the semantic net-
work, which in this example means deducing from the two "is-a"-
relations that Clyde is a bird, as we did in Section 4.1.
How can we reason using rule-bCJsea knowledge representCJtion?
Let's have another look at the rules introduced in Section 4.1:
• qstain is grampositive then organism is streptococcus.
• q stain is gr-amDegative then organism is E. coli.
• q organism is streptococcus or bacteroid then penicillin is indi-
cated.
• q drug is indicated CJna don't know whether allergic to drug then
ask whether allergic to drug.
In proceeding toward a therapy recommendation, we may start
from the fact that the stain of an unidentified organism is grampositive
(whatever that means). We then match this fact with all the
antecedents until we find a rule in which this condition is fulfilled.
Thus we can deduce "organism is streptococcus" as a new fact.
We then compare this new fact with all the antecedents until we
find one in which this condition holds, and so on. Since the true
antecedents-consequents-antecedents- follow each other iike the
links of a chain, this reasoning process is called jorwCJra chaining.
This is, in principle, one way in which expert systems reason. But
since expert systems often consist of several thousands of rules, addi-
tional methods are needed to derive a subset of all the rules that is
still able to select the important facts.
Alternatively, we could start from a particular therapy, by asking
e.g. "When would you prescribe penicillin?" Here the program has to
search the rules "backward," from consequent to antecedent, and so
on; this method is therefore called bCJclcwCJra reasoning.
Chaining methods are also used for plCJnning, in which we start
by defining an initial state and a goal state. In rare cases it may be
possible to go directly from the initial state to the goal state, but in
such a simple situation we clearly wouldn't need planning. Usually
operCJtors are available that enable one state to be transformed into
another (nearby) state, thus producing a series of intermeaiCJte
sta.tes. Operators are selected with respect to reducing the distance
to the initial state or to the goal state. Two modes of operation are
possible: either from the inltial state to the iQ81 state by forward
chaining, or vice versCJ. The decision on how to proceed will depend on
the particular stCJte SPCJCfl concerned (we have already encountered
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one state space when considering the 6-puzzle). Obviously, we try to
proceed in directions where the chance of encountering dea.d-ends,
Le. states that are not the goai and from which proceeding to the goal
is impossible. is smaller. Dead-ends make it necessary to ba.cktra.ck to
former intermediate states and then to select another path. In the 6-
puzzle example we used forward chaining. On the basis of the princi-
ples described here, several programs for planning have been
developed.
Suppose that we want the computer to learn to "understand" the
concept of an arch:
I am aware that this arch lacks something of the beauty of the arches
of the Alhambra. It is, however, frequently necessary to reduce com-
plex objects from the real world into simpler examples: an environment
sometimes used in AI is the blocks UJorld representation seen here.
One method of teaching the concept of an arch involves first
presenting to the computer an accurate realization of the concept, fol-
lowed by a number of nea.r misses - realizations that each deviate in
one particular aspect from an arch - (Winston 1975), in a "didactic"
sequence. This sequence of presentations enables the program to
improve its representation in a stepwise fashion (modified from Winston
1977).
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We assume that the program has prior knowiedge of the fact that
an arch consists of three elements ex, Y, Z}, all of which are blocks:
BLOCK
Furthermore, we assume the program knows various categories for
which it must look, such as support. touch. and orientation, which it
can then add to its representation by corresponding links. If we now




and inform the program that this is not an arch, it will realize from
comparison between this and the original that in an arch two blocks are









If we now present the near-miss:
and inform the program that this is also not an arch. it recognizes the
difference related to "support" and adds two more links to its
representation:
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has-orientation





it will realize that, in an arch, the two standing blocks must not touch.




must -not- touch fs
has-orientation
which would correspond to the arch originally depicted above.
Improved learning programs have succeeded, for example, in
learning the descriptions of dozens of soybean diseases from several
hundred previously identified samples (Michalski et a.l. 1963). These
descriptions were in no case worse than those supplied by human "con-
trol" experts, and in some cases they were actually better (Winston
1964). Since soybeans are a primary nutritional factor in several coun-
tries, this represents important progress. The AM: program of Lenat
(Davis and Lenat 1962) has even discovered interesting new concepts in
mathematics.
5 AI Soft1l1U"e and Dedicated lIachines
Most AI pr~ are written in the programming language LISP
(from list processing). Actually, LISP was one of the first high-level
proeramming languqes like FORTRAN or COBOL; it was developed by
John McCarthy and his colleagues in the late fifties. There ls a very
simple way of recognizing if a program is written in LISP: many lines in
a LISP program will start with a parenthesis "(".
This language is (almost) ideally suited to expressing and manipu-
lating the concepts of AI, Le. for symbolic processing. For example.
examine how the definition of an arch in the world of blocks is
expressed in LISP:



























The same structures hold for rules like the examples in our expert sys-
tem:
(RULE12
(IF (SAME STAIN CONTEXT GRAMPOS)
(THEN (CONCLUDE ORGANISM CONTEXT STREP 1.0)}}
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The main purpose of LISP is not "number crunching" but evaluat-
ing symbolic expressions. Since there is no difference between pro-
gram and data, a LISP program can regard another program or even
itself as a symbolic expression and evaluate it accordingly. Unfor-
tunately, there is not just one LISP language, but rather several
"dialects" %LISP (where % = INTER, MAC, FRANZ, ZETA, etc.). This
means that LISP programs are not very easily portable. However, there
is a good chance that COMMON LISP may become widely accepted as a
standard.
Recently, another language called PROLOO (from programming in
logic), developed by Colmerauer and Kowalski, has found adherents in
Europe and Japan. PROLOG received a special boost when it was
decided to use it as the principal language of Japan's Fifth Generation
Computer Systems Project. A good introduction is given by Clocksin
and Mellish (1981). A PROLOG statement of the fact that John is the
father of Mary would read
Father (John, Mary)
In order to pose the question "Who is the father of Mary?" the input
would have to be
? - father (X,Mary)
to which the system would reply
x =John
It is also possible to define conditions, such as "X is the parent of Y if
X is the father of Y," which in PROLOG would read
parent (X,Y) :- father (X,y)
Thus, PROLOG can clearly be used to answer more complicated ques-
tions. PROLOG is very useful if the problem can be cast into logical
forms of the type described above: first, state facts and conditions in
logical forms and then prove Z by showing that A and Band C and D,
and so on, are fulfiiled.
The pros and cons of LISP and PROLOG have been extensively dis-
cussed, e.g. in O'Keefe (1982) or Foster (1984). There have already
been some attempts to combine the advantages of both languages, for
example in LOGLisp by Robinson (Harris 1983) or POPLOG (Sloman st
al. 1983). One definite advantage of LISP is that there are, at present,
far more tools available that can simplify life considerably when
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developing a large program. These cover not only software but also
hardware tools: liSP machines have been developed by several com-
panies (Symbolics, Lisp Machines Inc.. Xerox. Texas Instruments. etc.).
and these offer extremely fast execution of LISP programs in com-
parison with normal computers together with a wide variety of software
features (environments). Some of these machines also support the
execution of PROLOG programs. Contrary to earlier expectations (see
e.g. Alexander 1982), the price of many of these machInes has not
dropped much from the initial bracket of US 8100.000. Only recently
have machines in the US 860,000 range been announced (Texas Instru-
ments). Since all of these machines (with one exception) are single-
user computers, between 60.000 and 100,000 dollars must be spent to
provide computing facUities for each AI researcher. An excellent over-
view of the options and factors to be considered when planning AI facil-
ities can be found in Fahlman and Steele (1982). But the costs of a
working place in an AI research department are still considerably
lower than in other high-tech development areas.
8 Future Trends in AI
Expert systems will become larger, and natural language systems
will approximate natural language and speech, both for input and out-
put. Automatic programming will make the need to actually learn a pro-
gramming language obsolete for most people. Robots will sense their
environments, and in particular hear. see. feel. and move around freely.
They will not only be able to play chess; they will also be able to find
the chess board!
Will these tasks be achieved just by using "more of the same" or
will it be necessary to develop qualitatively different approaches?
Take for example the medical expert system: it knows that "If organ-
ism is streptococcus or bacteroid then penicIllin is indicated" but it
does not know how penIcillin interferes with the metabolism of a bac-
terium. Therefore, will its present surja.ce knowledge suffice. for
example to recognize where its knowledge ends and where it may be
safer not to give any recommendation? Many scientists such as Hart
(1982) argue that expert systems should also have knowledge of the
underlying structure: it is not accidental that physIcians are first
trained in anatomy and physiology before they start diagnosing and
treating disease. We will thus have to incorporate a vast additional
amount of structural knowledge Into deep systems, and as yet it is
quite uncertain whether our present methods of representation and
inference will prove to be adequate.
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At present, AI systems have to be told what to do, but it is a con-
siderable waste of time and energy that a knowledge engineer has to
structure the knowledge of an expert and that a programmer has to
expand the vocabulary of a natural language system. Therefore a core
research area within AI (some scientists even say the area) will be
learning. Section 4.5 presented a simple learning program based on
comparing samples; however, we need to develop programs that learn
by discovery, by interacting with the environment on their own initia-
tive. A few steps have already been taken in this direction (e.g.
Michalski et al. 1982, Michalski 1983), but the majority of the work still
lies before us.
Compared with human beings, AI programs have a very short and
limited. existence. They cannot collect information as freely as we can
and they operate for only a few hours a day. Richard Weyrauch has
proposed a new class of AI programs with a continuous existence, so-
called computer individuals. These programs should never be turned
off. and should be able to develop a model of the world and of their
users that could undergo modifications in the same way as human beings
learn from experience. Their interaction with the world would. at first.
consist of dialogues in natural language, but in later stages other sen-
sory information could be added. Such programs would force us to com-
bine and extend our present knowledge in AI tremendously; they would
also be the forerunners of Neil Frude's "intimate machines" (1983).
Both the increase in the size of the systems and qualitative
improvements made to them will considerably increase the number of
computations required to perform a task. In order that the patience of
the user should not be overstrained by excessively long response
times, the processors in the computers will have to become faster or a
new technology will have to be employed. Both alternatives have
adherents, but the second. though as yet only operational in experi-
mental settings (e.g. Stolfo et al. 1963). is of greater interest. The
main contender here is parallel processing: instead of performing all
the computations sequentially using a single processor, as practically
all present computers (von Neumann machines) do, parallel processing
would split the procedures in such a way that they could be performed
in parallel by many, perhaps thousands of processors in so-called
"non-von" computers.
If, for example, we want to answer the question "Is there an animal
which has wings and owns a nest?" we have to make a great many com-
parisons in a large semantic network. It is, however, not strictly
necessary to make one comparison after the other; most of the com-
parisons could be made at the same time, in parallel, and this would
considerably decrease response time. Clearly, in many cases it will be
extremely difficult to adapt our present procedures to this new
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technology. We will therefore have to develop a theory of cooperative
processing. It is interesting to note that it is considerably easier to
adapt PROLOG to parallel processing than LISP; this is one of the rea-
sons why Japanese scientists chose it as the language for their Fifth
Generation Project.
Finally, we still tend to think of AI as something remote, resident
in some distant computer. However, with the advent of the personal or
even the home computer, those formerly distant machines have already
started to enter our lives far more closely. We are usually unaware
that we are using a tiny computer, a microprocessor, when we program
our videotape recorder or step on a gas pedal in a car with fuel injec-
tion. Since LISP machines will very soon be squeezed onto a single sili-
con chip, AI programs will enter our everyday life in the near future.
7 Sources of Information about .AI
An excellent introduction to AI is provided by the book by Wins-
ton (1984), while other very good introductory texts are those by
Raphael (1976). Nilsson (1980), and Rich (1983). If you are more
interested in a nontechnical overview from the commercial point of view
with detailed descriptions of applications, Winston and Prendergast
(1984) is the best bet. If your interest is more philosophical. Boden
(1977) is excellent reading. A book about the development of AI con-
tEnning lots of interviews with eminent AI researchers ls McCorduck
(1982). Hofstadter (1979) is the first (disguised) introduction to AI, and
it won a Pulitzer Prize. The best in-depth presentation is given by the
three-volume Handbook oj ArtiJicial Intelligence (Barr and Feigen-
baum 1981, 1982. Cohen and Feigenbaum 1982). Furthermore. there are
the "traditional" AI journals ArtiJicia.l Intelligence and Cognitive
Science.
An excellent overview of the latest research is provided by the
biennial (in odd years) International Joint Conference on Artificial
Intelligence (IJCAI) and the biennial (in even years) European Confer-
ence on Artificial Intelligence. The Conference of the American Associ-
ation for Artificial Intelligence (AAAI) is held annually except in those
years when the IJCAI takes place in the United States. The proceed-
ings of these conferences present a wealth of information on the state
of the art.
General-interest articles. conference reports, titles of recent
papers, etc., can be found in newsletters of various national or multina-
tional organizations, such as the AI Magazine of the AAAI. the SIGAR'l'
Newsletter of the Assoclation for Computing Machinery (ACM), the AlSB
{luarterly of the Society for the Study of Artificial Intelligence and
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the Simulation of Behaviour, and the ECCA! Newsletter of the European
Coordinatlng Committee for Artificial Intelligence. More newsletters
are published by several other AI societies. These societies also fre-
quently offer introductory seminars and short courses on AI. Very
probably your nearest university already offers courses or even a full
curriculum in artificial intelligence.
If you want to start right now with AI programming on your per-
sonal computer, there is a book containing simple AI programs in BASIC
(Krutch 1OO1), but you can even build your own expert system in BASIC
with the help of a very funny book by Naylor (1983). However. if you
are more seriously interested in AI, you should learn LISP, which will
also give you the flavor of the subject: the best introduction here is
the book by Winston and Horn (1004). There are already several LISP
interpreters available for personal computers, e.g. TLC-LISp™ from
the LISP Compa~ for ZOO systems or IQLISp™ from Integral Quality
for the IBM PC . A good introduction to LISP is Golden COMMON
LISp™ from Gold Hlll Computers, since it presents the probable coming
standard COMMON LISP on a micro and also offers a tutorial. LISP from
ExperTelligence should also be available soon for Apple's Macintosh™.
In any event, if this chapter has whetted your appetite for AI and
you want further information, just contact me and I will try to help.
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In this chapter I introduce and discuss the probable impacts of AI
in the areas of the sciences. technology. military applications. econom-
ics. society, culture. and politics. In my opinion. the eight most impor-
tant impacts are as follows:
1. Less and different work. through machine substitution for physi-
cal and mental labor.
2. New industries. parts-on-demand factories. trading of "knowledge"
rather than just "information" (knowledge economics).
3. Widening or narrowing of the North-South gap.
4. More "efficient." but also more vulnerable weapons systems.
5. "Improved" computer surveillance.
6. Computational paradigm penetrating most of the biological and
social sciences where information processing occurs.
7. Computers/robots with "indlviduality. "
B. Drastic changes in human self-understanding.
The extent and directions of these and other impacts will depend
on several factors. some of which can be influenced by you, the reader
(see Conclusions).
-Department. of Med1aal Cybernetlos and ArtIf10lal Int.eWgenoe, Unlverslt.y of
Vienna. Freyung 6, A-1010 Vienna, Austria.
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2 Impa.cts in Different Areas
2.1 The ectence8
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Within the next 50 years. AI may well come to be viewed as a type
of metascience, like mathematics; that ls, AI will be used as a tool
directed toward problems in numerous scientific and technical domains
(Schank and Slade, Chapter 10).*
AI has already introduced a "qualitative" trend into sciences:
while the computer up to now has encouraged quantitative aspects,
namely numerical calculations, AI promotes the procedural aspects. A
good example ls naive physics: we all know that when a glass of water
is moved to the corner of a table it will ever.tually falloff. but we also
know that a glass cannot fall through the table, unless the table has a
hole in it. Conventional physics never took the trouble to formalize
these relations, because they were felt to be "self evident"; but a pro-
gram that has to handle solid objects, perhaps sometimes even objects
filled with liquids. must have procedural knowledge about this "naive
physics." However. this view is not always well received, as can be
seen by remarks about "computational imperialism" (Turkle 1984).
The relation between philosophy and AI has been treated in
several books (e.g. Ringle 1979). AI has been viewed as applied
epistemology (Havel. Chapter 7), while the construction of a semantic
net relies heavily on ontology. or even defines one (Trappl st al. 1982).
If AI can be regarded as a modern methodological tool being used
in the ancient enterprise of the study of mInd (Schank 1983). then it
should have a significant impact on psychology. Schank and several of
his colleagues have focused attention on many facets of cognition,
including language ability, learning, memory. motivation, emotions,
interpersonal relations, beliefs, and planning (Schank and Abelson
1977, Schank 1982). Minsky (1982) gives a whole list of new concepts
that are familiar to AI programmers and cognitive psychologists, but
that have no concrete technical counterparts In traditional psychology
or philosophy.
Does all this have a humanizing effect on psychology? Boden's
reply to this question would be "Yes''', "Mind" and "mental processes"
have once again become respectable. AI has had a considerable influ-
ence on the refutation of behaviorism (Boden. Chapter 5). The "Self"
has entered into the focus of scientific interest (Havel, Chapter 7).
The issue of free wlll has taken on a new flavor, together wIth the con-
cepts of self-determined action, authentic choice, and intentionality
*Editor'. ""te: Wherever authors are quoted with a obapt.er Dumber but. wlt.bout.
a date, I refer t.o t.he poslUon papers that oomprlse Chapters 4-11 ot t.bls volume.
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(Havel. Chapter 7). However. the participants in the Task Force Meet-
ing, including myself, did not leave Havel's ideas undisputed, especially
since it was unclear what exactly was meant by "free" will. It is
interesting to note that Turkle (1984) also refers frequently to free will
and people; she concludes, essentially, that many people don't really
grasp the meaning of this concept, a fact that Turkle deeply regrets.
Unfortunately, she never informs the reader exactly which interpreta-
tion she gives to "free will."
Since learning and memory organization will very probably be the
core areas of AI in the next decade, the results of this research should
have a marked impact on psychology. The scientific rather than the
technological aspects are expected to be of the greatest benefit to
mankind: How do people learn? Make decisions? Think? (Schank and
Slade, Chapter 10).
However, one could also argue in the opposite direction: as long
as man tried to build airplanes by imitating the solutions nature had
found, Le. wings, the attempts were unsuccessful. Only when a solution
appropriate to the material used was developed did airplanes become
viable. The same may well be true for computers: as long as we try to
build programs that more or less slmulate human mental processes, our
AI programs may not be very successful. Only when we enable pro-
grams to learn by themselves and thus improve themselves will they
begin to achieve their true potential.
There has been a similar controversy in linguistics, as to
whether or not AI research has important implications for the central
questions of that discipline. Dresher and Hornstein (1976) thought the
answer was "No," while Winograd, in a reply published the following
year, said "Yes." The dispute was mediated by Lakoff (1978), who felt
that AI "provides a formal framework for investigating interesting
problems," with special reference to scripts. Wilks (1981) again
stressed the important models that AI presents in the field of natural
language understanding.
The computational paradigm (Boden, Chapter 5) has influenced not
only psychology but also biology: the functional or developmental sig-
nificance of a given metabolite may vary widely across species or even
within an individual at different stages of the life-cycle. So the
appropriate question might not be "what is the molecular biology of this
substance?" but rather "what computation is this substance performing
for the organism?" (Boden 1981).
Turning to medicine, there is already a relatively long tradition
of modeling medical expertise in expert systems. Among the first to
appear in the early seventies were expert systems for intectious-
disease diagnosis and therapy selection (MYCIN), tor glaucoma
(CASNET), and for internal medicine (INTERNIST). Since then,
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medicine has been one of the main areas of application of AI; the Ameri-
can Association for Artificial Intelligence has even established a spe-
cial group for "Artificial Intelligence in Medicine." An excellent sum-
mary of the main papers in this field was edited recently by Clancey
and Shortliffe (1984).
But how well do such programs perform? Four systems, the three
mentioned above plus PUFF (pulmonary function) have been evaluated in
statistical studies (Duda and Shortliffe 1983). About 80% of their diag-
nostic behavior was accepted by the evaluators; and this percentage
corresponded roughly to the extent of agreement among the evaluators
themselves.
Are any of these programs already in regular use? The answer
here is "Yes" for PUFF, EXPERT (applied to serum protein electro-
phoresis), and ONCOCIN (cancer chemotherapy). And it is very likely
that the number of medical expert systems available will increase very
rapidly: since these toois were first developed, the time and effort
needed to create an expert system has been drastically reduced from
about 45 man-years to less than ten (Davis 1984).
But will they be accepted by the medical establishment? Pople,
who developed both INTERNIST and its successor, CADUCAEUS, is very
positive: "Physicians are quick adopters of new technologies that can
be demonstrated to be of value to them" (discussion, in Winston and
Prendergast 1984, p. 97). It is interesting to note that EXPERT (elec-
trophoresis) was originally developed on a large mainframe. but then
transferred to a microcomputer. It is thus very likely that. with the
continued increase in the power of micros and progress in the develop-
ment of small expert systems (expert system "shells" have already
been implemented on micros, see e.g. Widmer 1984, Widmer and Horn
1984), expert systems will also become available to the general practi-
tioner. Furthermore, pattern analysis and vision will help in the
analysis of images in medicine. e.g. ECG. EEG, X-ray, tomography, and
ultrasound pictures (Trappl et at. 1983).
I very much doubt that physicians in hospitals or general practi-
tioners will be substituted by computers. certainly not in the foresee-
able future and perhaps never. Nevertheless. I feel that their influ-
ence, and perhaps also their number. may decrease, as a result of
patients (and healthy persons) using medical expert systems on their
own personal computers. Medical self-care is on the upsurge, as a
result of both the increasing costs of and a widespread distrust in
established medicine; and self-care books are bestsellers (1.5 million
copies of one of these books, by Vickery and Fries. have already been
sold). These books are inherently stupid, as compared to expert sys-
tems, since they always have to start from one primary symptom, and
then cannot develop their analysis very deeply. At present the only
medical systems available for personal computers are simple question-
answering programs, but I predict that the situation wLll be totally dif-
ferent five years from now (TrappI1985).
2.2 Technology
The improvement of man-machine interactions in order to
increase the satisfaction or at any rate decrease the boredom or
fatigue people experience when working with a computer is an impor-
tant task for AI. Natural language interfaces (NLI) enable people to
interact with computers using their everyday language (Trost and
Trappl 1985). As soon as prestel or videotex{t) systems are available
on a wider basis, people will neither want to use boring search-trees
nor wish to learn a specific query language to extract information from
a data base. For the English language, INTELLECT™, developed by
Artificial Intelligence Corporation, is the fLrst NLI and is already
widely used. As far as I am aware, at present there exists no other NLI
cOlIWarable in performance to INTELLECT, and I don't know of NLls in
languages other than English, though many institutions are working
hard in this direction, for example, the Austrian Research Institute for
Artificial Intelligence.
A potential drawback of verbal interaction may lie in the neces-
sary limitations of such a system: while it might be acceptable to use
only simple sentences when retrieving information from a data bank,
more general application of question/answer systems would prevent
people from using the full richness and subtlety of a living language.
Straightforward price considerations will prohibit the development of
programs that incorporate all the possibilities of words and sentences
that a person reasonably fluent in English could easily grasp.
There are two other ways to make interacti':>n more user-friendly.
Keying in information could be replaced by speaking to a computer
(Ballantine 1980). And, in the long run, interfaces could be written for
each individual, personalized to fLt the needs of an individual tailor,
musician, secretary, etc., and stored on a pocket-sized "smart" card.
The user would then only have to plug the card into any terminal and it
could respond to the user's individual profile (Norman, in Joyce and
Wingerson 1983).
CAD and CAM (computer aided design and computer aided manufac-
turing) are important applications of AI to the construction and pro-
duction of goods (Teicholz 1984, Uttal 1984). An interesting aspect is
VLSI* design, since this implies that the computer can help construct
aVery large scale tnt.egrat.lon.
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an improvement to itself (Newell st a.l. 1983. Teresko 1983). However.
CAD could also be used not just for specification but for suggestion, in
the sense that the design program could originate novel ideas - ideas
that are not merely quantitatively different from previous specifica-
tions (Boden, Chapter 5).
AI will continue to change automation: the incorporation of AI in
the key points of production processes contributes to increased pro-
ductivity, enhanced production quality, improved working environ-
ments, energy savings. and the suppression of labor-cost increases
(Nagao, Chapter 8). Furthermore, AI could make possible the efficient
production of a variety of objects in small quantities ("parts-on-demand
facilities "), create varieties of new products, and enhance the function
and reliability of existing products (Nagao, Chapter 8). The largest
benefits will be for small and medium sized companies (Nagao. Chapter
8).
The most important contribution of AI to automation is in robotics.
There is at present some disappointment with robots. largely due to
inflated expectations. but the next generation of free-moving robots,
equipped with tactile sensors and especially with vision (Arbib st a.l.
1983, Braggins 1983), should meet the needs (Engelberger 1980, Albus
1981).
2.8 IIW.tary applications
An increasing number of AI researchers are working on military
projects. Very little is known about military applications in the Soviet
Union, although it is thought that Soviet scientists are working to
detect automaticaily the "scarring" or surface disturbance left by the
underwater motion of submarines (Garrison 1983). However. that is
very probably not the only research project under way.
More is known about research in the United States. which is
focussed mainly on speech recognition. vision. and expert systems. One
project aims at the identification of ships by microphones placed in
harbors. The Strategic Computer Program recently developed by the
US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) plans the
development of autonomous land vehicles equipped with advanced vision
and expert systems capabilities, a pilot's associate system to help a
fighter pilot manage his aircraft's flight and weapons systems under
battle conditions, and a naval battle management system that would
forecast likely events, suggest different courses of action. develop
detailed action plans, resolve conflicts between competing goals. and
react to changing battle developments (Schatz and Verity 1984).
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It is interesting to note that the use of such systems would make
it easier for an opponent to predict the behavior of his antagonist (and
to take counter-measures) than is presently the case with human deci-
sion makers, provided he knew the rules of the expert systems used
and had the faster computers. A second danger lies in the fact that it
is almost impossible to fully debug such complicated programs, and
under battle conditions there would be too little time to rectify obvi-
ously incorrect actions. Charles Hoare, when receiving the ACM Turing
Award in 1980 for his contributions to the definition and design of pro-
gramming languages, gave an urgent warning in his Award Lecture with
regard to the computer language ADA. developed on behalf of the US
Department of Defense: "In this last resort, I appeal to you, represen-
tatives of the programming professions of the United States, and
citizens concerned with the welfare and safety of your own country and
of mankind: Do not allow this language in its present state to be used
in applications where reliability is critical, Le., nuclear power stations,
cruise missiles, early warning systems, anti-ballistic missile defense
systems" (Hoare 1981).
Ironically, the back cover of the journal in which Hoare's lecture
is printed displays an advertisement from a software company ciaiming
"exceptionally fail-safe military applications software." referring par-
ticularly to their use of ADA!
In recent years about 400 computer scientists have joined CPSR
(Computer Professionais for Social Responsibility), which wants. among
other goais, to challenge the overdependence of the US and Soviet mili-
tary systems on unreliable, computer-based systems (Verity 1984).
2.4: Economics
Within the foreseeable future, expert systems will be able to
carry out management at middle or lower leveis, which frequently
involves routine tasks in which decisions are based on a limited number
of rules. However, whether these management echelons really will be
replaced will depend on the almost unpredictable "dynamic conserva-
tism" of organizations (Schon. cited in Pitt and Booth 1983). Several
systems are already operational, e.g. XCON, developed by McDermott
(1982) to help Digital Equipment Company (DEC) in the configuration of
VAX computer systems from the point when an order is received. Since
1980 this has been in daily use, has analyzed nearly 20,000 unique ord-
ers, and is running with 95-98% accuracy (Kraft 1984).
The effects of XCON serve as a good illustration of the potential
benefits of future systems:
1. An increased order throughput rate.
2. A reduction in costs and delay attributable to errors (which were
previously inevitable).
3. Better use of materials, since the system rapidly accepts and acts
upon constraints on component availability.
4. Better use of personnel, through redeployment of highly skilled
senior technicians to the most difficult tasks that are unsuitable
for XCON.
5. Rapid transformation of component requirement data into effec-
tive purchasing and manufacturing information.
DEC has not published any figures on exactly how much the program
has saved, but it must be substantial, since the company otherwise
would not have become such a firm believer in AI.
In the meantime, DEC has developed another program named XSEL
(McDermott 1982) that helps a salesperson to prepare the order for
Digital's computer systems. One might imagine that such a clever pro-
gram would not recommend parts that are at present out of stock or
that, for some reason, currently have a low profit margin - things a
good salesperson would also do. The annual savings to DEC are
estimated to be more than SiD million (Business Week, July 9, 1984).
Further systems are TAXADVISOR, developed by Dungan, and AUDITOR,
developed by Michaelsen (Michaelsen and Michie 1983). The names of
these systems speak for themselves.
But what about high-level managers? There are quite a number of
decision support systems available for managers (e.g. Davis 1984), but
there is as yet no AI program with a technique that could substitute for
a manager. Current expert systems are inadequate for this task
because they are monotonic, Le. they cannot withdraw earlier conclu-
sions in the light of new information. Since approximately 20% of the
knowledge base of a manager is altered every year, nonmonotonicity is
an important prerequisite for successful managerial activity (Lee 1983).
However, several attempts have already been made to formalize this
aspect (McDermott and Doyle 1980, McDermott 1982, Moore 1983), so
that expert systems with non monotonic reasoning can be expected
soon. Anyway, serious scientists with long experience in the business
world such as Hertz (1983), predict that "As AI moves to commercial
and industrial applications, the scientific and medical applications of
recent years will seem like child's play."
The most important impact of AI on economics will be in the area
of employment and employment structure. However, even among AI
researchers, the opinions expressed differ widely: Vi1mos (Chapter 11)
states that unemployment is an incurable disease when it affects poor
countries; he feels it is a problem of economic strength, and economic
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strength is mainly based on the level of technology and automation.
Nagao (Chapter 8) writes that many more jobs will be created by the
development of intelligent systems than will be lost by the introduction
of such systems. These opinions were shared by the then British
Secretary of State for Industry (Jenkin 1983).
Schank and Slade (Chapter 10) are of the opinion that, over the
next ten years, it is unlikely that AI-related unemployment will be
much of a concern. If we view the workings of the economy as a
resource allocation problem. AI programs will most probably be utilized
for applications where it would be too expensive or too dangerous to
use people. In the long term, AI programs will take over tasks that are
better suited to computers. allowing humans to devote their time to
personal services.
Boden (Chapter 5) states that traditional manufacturing and
clerical-administrative jobs will be decimated. while some new jobs for
computer engineers and programmers will be created. Whether there
will be enough new Jobs to compensate for the loss of the old ones (as
has always happened in the past. at least eventually) is however
unclear. for AI can potentially apply to all jobs where personal human
contact is not essential. New methods of work sharing and income dis-
tribution will have to be developed (with income not necessarily being
closely linked to jobs).
Nilsson (Chapter 9) also refers to the diminishing need for human
labor. The majority of jobs created by automation will require only
low-skilled labor. However. the world demand for "consumables" can
(and ought to) increase dramatically. Nilsson also poses the provoca-
tive question. "What's so bad about unemployment? .. , noting that Adam
and Eve apparently quite enjoyed it! Nilsson recognizes two fears. an
economic and a socia-psychological fear. The solution to the economic
fear lies not in inventing unnecessary jobs, but in approaches such as
those proposed by Albus {1983}. Albus suggests the formation of a
National Mutual Fund that would use credit from the Federal Reserve
System to finance private investment in automated industries. This
extra investment would earn profits that would be distributed by the
NMF to the general public as dividends to stockholders. so that every-
one would receive a substantial income. Albus notes that separating
income from employment explicitly acknowledges ..... that the primary
goal of an economic system is not to create work, but to create and dis-
tribute wealth. I.e., goods and services that people want and need."
At least two important questions remain open: first. who will be
replaced earliest by computers. and second. is it possible to make
quantitative forecasts of the likely Lmpacts?
It is not so difficult to guess who will be replaced by a computer:
but it is much more difficult to predict when this will take place.
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Expert systems, natural language systems, and robotics taken together
are already successful AI applications; they will be the first to have
significant impacts on employment. While robotics will displace blue-
collar workers, expert systems and natural language systems will
replace the middle range of white-collar workers. But here too, dis-
tinctions must be made. It will be easier to replace by a robot the
worker who puts the spare tire into the trunk than the gardener who
trims the bushes in a park. Since it will be some time before robots
with good vision, hearing, and motor coordination are available, the cut
in white-collar workers could take place earlier than that affecting
blue-collar staff. Or, as Herbert Simon once put it in a discussion
(1982), "It is easier to replace a professor by a computer than a
dredger operator". Luckily, for the professors, most of them already
have tenure (I am one of them)!
Making quantitative forecasts is very difficult, as Rumberger and
Levin (19B4) remark in their project report on "Forecasting the Impact
of New Technologies on the Future Job Market "; regarding robots, they
feel that it is not at all easy to project future employment needs for
robot technicians, because no one knows how fast or how widely robots
will be introduced into the economy; furthermore, as robot technologies
become more fully automated, labor requirements for building robots
will probably decline.
It has often been argued that new technologies will create at least
as many new jobs as will be destroyed by the introduction of these
technologies. A short glance at Table 1 shows that this is very prob-
ably not true. Many of the jobs in the fastest relative growth area are
in the computer industry. However, the percentage of the total
number of jobs that they account for is very small. Furthermore, the
jobs that are growing fastest are in the lower earnings range. This is a
trend that has already been evident in the United States for some time.
Many of the new service jobs pay far less and require fewer skills than
the blue-collar occupations that have been dwindling (see Figure 1). As
a result, the number of middle-class workers is steadily shrinking
(Greenwald 1984). Less than a quarter of the jobs in high-tech indus-
tries require any substantial knowledge of technology. According to a
recent report from Sweden, the introduction of numerical control
equipment into industry has reduced markedly the level of skills
required from experienced operators (cited in Anderson 1984).
Leontief and Duchin (19B3) made employment forecasts based on
three different scenarios: no technological diffusion, moderate techno-
logical change, and rapid technological change. Their projections sug-
gest that rapid diffusion of technology could eliminate 20 million jobs
by the year 2000, this representing 11% of all the jobs that would exist
in the absence of further technological diffusion. And it is very likely
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Table 1 Changing pat.t.erns of employment. in t.he United States, 1982-95
(after Rumberger and Levin 1984).
Oooupat.ion Employ- Employment. Required Relat.1ve





t.eobDio1ans 55 53 'iTt 13-15 129
Legal aBB1st.ants 45 43 94 13-15 86
Computer ~st.ems
254 217 85 16 86analyst.s
Computer programmers" 266 205 77 16 122
Computer operators 211 159 76 12 82
OMce maohine
repaJrers 56 39 72 12 106
Phystoal t.herapy
asBlst.ants 33 22 68 12 57
E1eot.r1oal engineers" 3ZO zoe 65 16 167
Civil engineering
t.eohnio1ans" 35 23 64 13-15 121
Per. ImP equipment.
operators 49 31 63 13-15 73
Total 1,324 1,000 76 126
FU.test CIbsolute gratDlh.-
Building oust.oclians 2,828 779 28 <12 69
Cashiers 1,570 744 47 12 69
5eoret.ar1es 2,441 719 30 12 67
General olerks,
omce staff 2,916 685 24 12 52
Nm--, profesB1onal 1,312 64Z 49 13-15 90
Walters and wait.resses 1,665 552 34 12 39
Teaohers, kindergarten/
elementary 1,366 511 37 16 110
Truok drivers 1,604 425 27 12 117
Nurses, aides,
and orderUes 1,218 423 35 12 58
Total 19,268 6,186 32 70
All occupat.ions 101,510 25,600 25
Arhe number of years of educat.ion complet.ed by t.he maJorit.y of t.he workers employed In
each occlIp8Uon durin, t.he sprin, of 1980.
'The avera,e weeldy earnln,s durin, 1979 of workers In each occupat.1on relat.1ve t.o t.he
avera,e weekly earnln,s of all workers.
-Based on t.he ,reat.est. percent.a,e Increase.
dw,h-t.ech occupaUons as deft ned by t.he Bureau of Labor St.aUst.lcs.
-Based on t.he great.est. Increase In t.he number of new Jobs.
oSburces: G.T. Snvest.rl, J.M. LukaB1ewlcz, and M.E. KJ.nst.eln, "Occupat.lonal Employment.
ProJecUons Through 1995," lIonth.ly Labor ReView, 106 ()lovember 1983), Table 1; calcula-




















Increasing degree of automatic operation
"i&ure 1 The relationship bet.ween in-
creasing levels of automation and Job
sk1ll requirements.
that a considerable percentage of the remaining jobs will require less
knowledge than those that existed in 1985.
How reliable are all these forecasts? This is very hard to estimate
because most of the parameters used to evaluate the impacts of new
technologies involve guesswork to a greater or lesser extent.
2.5 Society
'fuming to our working lile, the hope that "computers will enrich
our jobs. free us from disagreeable labor. and increase our produc-
tivity" (Lucky 1983) is overshadowed by the fact that the introduction
of high technology has already displaced a large number of workers or
degraded the Jobs of many of them. There seem to be basic contradic-
tions between improving the quality of working life and organizational
effectiveness and introducing new technology within existing bureau-
cratic organizational frameworks. Williams (1963) has listed the main
contradictions. which are reproduced in Table 2. Williams proposes a
participative sociotechnical redesign. which requires first, management
commitment to involving all parties affected by the proposed innovation
in every planning stage, and second. the development of a continuous
learning process, through which employees who traditionally would be
excluded from planning can acquire the understanding and confidence
necessary for them to participate effectively in designing the new
sociotechnical system.
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Table 2 Confiicts bet.ween the improvement. of working life and the int.roduc-
tion of new teohnologies (after WilUams 1983).
Requirements for improving
the qualit.y of working Ufe
Decent.raUzed deoision making and
democratization of work
Optimal division of labor wit.h
employees working on whole tasks
Opport.unities to learn on t.he Job,
develop skills, and acquire new
skills
Inoreased employee int.eraction
and Joint. self-management. based
on work teams
Challenging work and making a
significant. cont.ribution to t.he Job
Likely effeots of new teohnology
wit.hin existing organizational
framework
Cent.ralization of decislon making
and less democracy
Microsoopio division of labor
Skill requirements and learnlng
opport.unities in many occupations
are almost. wiped out.
Reduced int.eraction and less scope
for Jolnt. self-management.
Meaningless work and lit.Ue or no
sense of cont.ribution
That this process can be carried out effectively has already been
shown by several examples. Wilkinson (1982) describes the application
of new technology In an optical firm, which led to a degrading of many
jobs and diminished job satisfaction: the solution lay in extensive job
rotation. Melman (Joyce and Wingerson 1983) cites the experience of
an American car parts manufacturer where one plant elected to per-
petuate Taylorism when it instailed computers and the other agreed to
train workers to program. In the first plant, workers are designated
"operators"; when their machines malfunction, they flip the on-off
switch and call in a repair man. In the second, they are
"journeyman-machinists," paid higher rates than the operators in the
first plant, and are trained to maintain and program their own
machines. As Melman says, In the first plant machines are down for at
least half of the time, while in the second, where worker turnover is
almost nil, downtime amounts to only 3% of the total.
Modern technology will aiso enable white-collar employees to work
at home and thus to intermIngle working life with private life. It is with
good reason that many unions strongly object to these developments:
they are afraid that many social rights that employees have obtained
through the efforts of the unions will be lost because white-collar
workers at home will be unionized to a far smaller extent.
It is often supposed that computer literacy will be a necessary
prerequisite for most of the jobs in the next decade. This is one of the
reasons why currently so much attention is being paid by education
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authorities to computer languages (especially BASIC), even in elemen-
tary school training. But it is in fact very likely that the underlying
assumption will not hold true. The first people who bought cars, in the
late 19th and earIy 20th centuries, had also to be mechanics in order to
be able to repair their cars. Hardly anybody today really knows how a
car works, but she or he can still drive it very easily. With the advent
of intelligent interfaces we will need to know less and less about what
the computer really does. An excellent example in this direction is
provided by Apple's Macintosh™ microcomputer.
Robots are not always used to take over unhealthy, hazardous, or
boring work. Rosenbrock (1982) describes a plant making electric light
bulbs. While the plant was almost completely automatic, it also
employed a woman who picked out a short length of aluminum wire from
a box with tweezers, held it by one end, and then inserted it delicately
inside a coil that vaporized the wire to produce the reflector. This
task was repeated every four and a half seconds. When the specialist
who had automated this factory was asked why this specific task was
not also performed by a machine, he replied that "to bring in a univer-
sal robot would mean using a machine with many abilities to do a single
job which may require only one ability."
Clearly, it will only be through our own efforts that Lucky's hopes
for enriched jobs, freedom from disagreeable toil, and increased pro-
ductivity will come true.
How about socia.lliJe?
'"I'ahiUans do not have to spend their days working in field or fac-
tory, since their island is so fertile that ripe mangos (still) lay
uneaten under the wayside trees. They have developed a culture
in which personal relaUons are supreme, in which families are
extended, sexual life is adventurous, and social occasions are
marked by the subtle rituals of the dance. These facts are con-
nected, for TahiU's mango trees provide another precious
resource besides food. Dancing, offering the cup of Kava, play-
ing with children, sharing a friend's joys and anxieUes, or
exploring one's own - all these social skills take Ume. AI could
be the westerner's mango tree" (Boden 1983).
But in trying to reap the benefits of this new "mango tree" we
encounter similar problems as with employment: how to make the tran-
sition from here to there? As Boden herself says, there will be enor-
mous political and psychological problems in passing through the tran-
sition phase. Many people do not enjoy their work, but would they
really prefer to be without work? Isn't their work already more than
Just a way of sustaining physical life through earning money? Jahoda
(1982) has stressed that work is an indispensible part of human iden-
tity, which cannot easily be replaced even with the most meaningfully
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used leisure time. Jenkins and Sherman (1981) have even entitled their
book "The Leisure Shock."
Are we prepared for this increase in our leisure time, which will
inevitably come if we distribute the remaining workload more equally?
Artificial intelligence will present us with many toys to distract us from
more human interactions. Some of these toys will be improved video
games. Already, sales of game cartridges run to millions of copies, com-
pared to about half a million for the best-selling non-game program
(Lucky 1983). A current bestseller is Microsoft's flight simulator,
which is nothing other than a sophisticated video game (I like to play
with it myself!).
Another toy that AI could offer us is telepresence. Imagine a
robot equipped with sensory organs, this robot being perhaps
thousands of miles away, while you yourself are standing or sitting or
lying in equipment that gives you the same sensations (visual, auditory,
tactile. etc.) through videoscreens, loudspeakers. etc.. as the robot
has. You could have the illusion of being somewhere eise or of having
adventures that perhaps you would never otherwise dare.
But who or what will our companions be in the future? Frude
(1983) argues that in the long run robots will be built that could be the
ideal companion machines. They would not only look, feel, and sound
friendly. but they would also be programmed to behave in a convivial
manner. Each machine would appear to be charming, stimulating, and
easy-going, and yet would remain slightly unpredictable, and therefore
interesting. It would sometimes take the initiative and would have a
personality of its own.
If we take this fantasy a little further, could not such machines
aiso exhibit the character of persons who are already dead? It is
already recognised as important for a natural language dialogue system
to build up a model of its user (Kobsa et a.l. 1982. Kobsa 1984).
Interacting with a human being, the computer could build up an image of
her or his personality, which it could reproduce after the person was
dead. Perhaps already in ten years from now we may not be looking at
pictures or movies of our dearly departed, but instead carrying on
dialogues with their personality representations in a computer. And we
could even change their personalities. We could change the fascist
father (mother, etc.) into a convincingly liberal one. We could even live
out our Oedipus- (Jocasta-) complexes via simulated father- (mother-)
murder through the program - but would this be necessary after our
careful reprogramming of our father (mother)?
But. to be serious: are we really prepared for such an amount of
leisure? And what do we have to do now, so that we, or at any rate our
children. are prepared?
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Education will be considerably changed by artificial intelligence.
The first method to explicitly include ideas stemming from AI was LOGO,
developed by Papert (1980) at the AI Laboratory of MIT. Papert
showed how the fundamental concepts of mathematics could be under-
stood and mastered by young children through the use of his LOGO pro-
gram, by interaction with the computer. While computer-aided instruc-
tion is usually regarded as meaning the use of computers to program
persons, Papert reversed this process, enabling the child actually to
program the computer.
The original programmed instruction systems of the late sixties
tried to force people to learn along very limited paths; these systems
have fortunately since disappeared. Intelligent computer assisted
instruction (lCAI) needs to have problem-solvlng expertise of its own.
its own diagnostic for student modeling capabilities, and its own expla-
natory capabilities. In order to orchestrate these reasoning functions.
it must also have explicit control or tutorial strategies that specify
when to interrupt a student's problem-solving activity. what to say. and
how best to say it, all in order to provide the student with instruction-
ally effective advice (Sleeman and Brown 1982). With the advent of
beautiful color graphics and even video disk presentations, it is very
likely that such systems will find a place not only at schools or univer-
sities, but also in the training and retraining of employees.
ICAI has proved to be especially helpful with handicapped chil-
dren. Sylvia Weir (cited by Boden), when working with severely handi-
capped, mainly autistic children, observed really significant intellec-
tual and social-emotional improvements. The British Government has
already decided to spend 2.5 million pounds on electronic aids for han-
dicapped children at Britain's 700 special schools (New Scientist,
1983). Money will be spent. for example, on equipment like the turtle. a
small dome-shaped device on wheels controlled through a microcom-
puter. which is an important part of the LOGO system.
Little can be said here about the potential impacts on crime.
While the computer is certainly being used more and more for
computer-based criminal fraud or blackmail (Gillard and Smith 1983.
Lamb 1983), it is not yet generally used to improve the "effectiveness"
of crime generally. AI, for example through the development of special
expert systems, may unfortunately help.
2.8 Culture
Human self-understanding may be radically changed through
AI. How will man's view of himself change when confronted with a supe-
rior intelligence?
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Computers can be made to devote all their resources to a given
task, and they can run the same program 100 or 1000 times. In the
next century, an AI program may well be awarded a Nobel prize
(Schank and Slade. Chapter 10).
But even short-term expectations are fairly radical: 200 or even
100 years ago, a person's most important attribute in getting a job was
physical strength. With the introduction of the machine, this has
drastically changed, and most people now get their Jobs on the basis of
their knowledge or their mental abilities. If those abilities are substi-
tuted by AI programs. will people start to perform "mental jogging" in
order to remain mentally fit? And will such a situation help swing the
pendulum from a somehow "over-intellectual" culture to another one
where spontaneity, emotionality, and creativity are more highly valued?
2.7 POHUCB
Computer surveilla.nce is something many people are afraid of.
With the aid of machine vision, all pictures currently recorded by video
cameras on the streets, in banks, subway stations, etc., could be
automatically analyzed and the movements of individual people and
their companions traced. Speech analysis makes it possible to analyze
phone calls, and this would be especially easy in countries where tele-
phone companies have been nationalized. Thus, AI could make the
powerful people even more powerful. On the other hand, it has been
argued that the use of computers to store information makes it easier
to find out which information has been stored, compared to the era
when documents were kept on obscure shelves (Arbib 1977).
AI could have a positive influence on politics. The revival of
interest in human self may help to restore the respect for human indi-
viduality. privacy, and freedom of thought (Havel, Chapter 7). AI may
also help to introduce participative democracy; people could not only
find out which data are stored concerning themselves but they could
also have direct access at any time to every case or administrative pro-
cedure concerning them. provided they had requested specific permis-
sion from the government (VWnos, Chapter 11).
In the long run, a political expert system could help a political
candidate by devising campaign strategies, sending out press releases,
drafting speeches, preparing position papers, conducting polls (via
electronic mail), developing media commercials, and analyzing the
opponent's record (Schank and Slade, Chapter 10). One more step: a
computer program that displayed such encyclopedic knowledge of the
campaign and politics generally should probably be a candidate itself!
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While a proper distribution of AI products could help developing
countries and thus decrease the North-South gap (V6mos, Chapter
11), it is not really clear why such a distribution should occur. On the
contrary, it is likely that the gap will continue to widen. When compar-
ing the cost of programmable industrial robots with US industrial
wages, Pelton was able to show that the curves crossed between 1976
and 1977, which corresponded to the introduction of robots into indus-
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P'ipre 2 The costs of human labor versus lhose
of induslrial robots (afler Pelton).
However, though the industrial wages in developing countries are
far below those in the developed ones, even these wages will be higher
than the costs of robots from about 1985 onwards. While at present
many companies have production facilities in developing countries to
take advantage of the lower local wages, it is very likely that in the
near future the use of robots in the home countries of these companies
will be the cheaper strategy. It is not difficult to imagine what this
might mean for the employment situation in the developing countries.
AI has already led to an increase in international competition.
While for many years the United States had a monopoly on AI (apart
from a small group in the United Kingdom), a situation that was gen-
erally approved of or at least tolerated, the situation has changed radi-
cally since AI entered the economic market. Japan, with its Fifth Gen-
eration Computer Systems ProJect, provided the first challenge to the
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established order. Western Europe then decided to start the ambitious
ESPRIT project to counter these efforts. Both Japan and Western
Europe are afraid that the United States may impose export restric-
tions - perhaps under the pretense of defense considerations - on AI
software or dedicated hardware. Even if that does not turn out to be
the case, the monopoly of one US company in dedicated AI hardware
has led to an increase in the price of identical machines of 20% in just
one year, while all other comparable machines have become consider-
ably cheaper. Thus, AI will very likely not lead to closer COOpei'"8tion
between the United States, Japan, and Western Europe, and even
tougher competition can be expected.
Those countries all belong - ironically! - to one bloc, that of the
nonsocialist industrialized countries. Can AI be used at least to
decrease t.he tension between the two major blocs, East and West? I
would like to propose three projects for cooperation (for more details.
see TrappI1985).
The first project would be the development of a Russian-English!
English-Russian translation program. Such programs are already
under development both in the United States and in the Soviet Union;
but I would propose specifically that the work be carried out by a
mixed team. consisting of Soviet and American AI researchers. and that
the program be made sufficiently portable so that it could be used on
both US and Soviet computers. Such a program could, for example,
help to avoid unwanted ambiguous phrasing by having an authorized
translation available in advance or during emergency conversations
over the "hot line," which is actually a telex connection.
Second. I would recommend a joint project between US and Soviet
AI specialists on developing a real-world model as a semantic net. This
might help clarify differences in viewpoints, but could also uncover
similarities. Furthermore. it would also be very useful for the proposed
Russian-English translation program. There is already a project
underway, led by the US scientist Stuart Umpleby and Vadim Sadovsky
from the USSR Academy of Sciences, which sets out to clarify the ter-
minology of systems science (see Trappl 1985. Part II). Though I con-
sider this a very ambitious project. its results will. at best, be verbal
statements, while a semantic net would constitute a precise AI ontology.
Thlrd, starting from the fact that many crises in history have led
to war (although, luckily. not all of them). I propose a joint East-West
project to study history from this aspect and to try to build a crisis-
handling expert system to help prevent war, or, at least. to provide a
common basis for discussions during a crisis. This may sound naive (and
of course it is), but how wise is it to build an expert system for an
autonomous cruise missile? And wouldn't it be worth investing the cost




Some of the many potential impacts of AI considered in this
chapter look positive, a few neutral, and some negative. The extent
and directions of these impacts will depend on several factors, some of
which can be influenced by you, the reader:
• The responsibility shown by AI resea.rchers. One may of course
argue why the researchers should know any better than politi-
cians, businessmen or military experts what is best for mankind.
However, I personally see topics where I would refuse to
cooperate and others where I have shown and will continue to
show initiative. A concerned AI researcher should ask, before
starting work and while working: What are the potential impacts
of my work? And then decide whether she or he can justifiably
continue.
• The opinion 0/ the "genera.l public." In many parts of Europe
the "alternative" or "green" movement is very much opposed to
high technology, including such seemingly innocent devices as
microcomputers. The extent to which people are informed and
involved in the decisions to be made will be of the utmost impor-
tance. This will, for example, influence consIderably the ratio of
money spent on AI research in the military versus the "civilian"
domain. If the general public does not perceive the benefits of AI
(which could mean that there are really not enough of them), even
restrictive legislation may be favored.
• Unions. Unions have already conducted very hard negotiations
over the introduction, for example, of new typesetting technolo-
gies. Unions - at least in those countries where they are fairly
independent of the government - will playa major role in protect-
ing employees from the drawbacks that the introduction of AI into
the office and the work-place may bring; however, the unions
could also hinder the introduction of AI technology for reasons of
interest only to the union. For example. I am afraid that they will
not be supporters of a work-independent income. In any case, the
unions will have to persist with their efforts to reduce the number
of working hours per person in order to prevent unemployment
and to obtain a fair distribution of the benefits of AI.
• Export restrictions. It is not yet clear which policy the US
Government will follow in future regarding the export of hard- and
software. This will not only influence the relations between the
United States and "the rest of the world," but will also have a con-
siderable impact, positive or negative, on the North-South gap.
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• Technological progress. It is very uncertain what sort of pro-
gress AI will make and at what pace; see for example the incorrect
forecast of AI accomplishments made by Herbert Simon and Allan
Newell in 1958 or the difficulties encountered when developing
new hardware (good examples are the overoptimistic forecasts
regarding technology based on the Josephson effect).
In his Presidential Address at the Annual Meeting of the American
Association for Artificial Intelligence in 1983, reprinted in the AI Maga-
zine, Winter 1983, Nils J. Nilsson concluded: "At best, Artificial Intel-
ligence will both liberate us from unwelcome toil and provide us with
the most detailed picture we have ever had of ourselves. Possibly no
science has ever posed greater challenges than those."
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On Being Human in the Computer Age·
MichD.el A. Arbib··
1 The Computer Age
Goethe said, and it was something that my thesis advisor repeated
to me when he wanted me to concentrate on my thesis, "If you would
master the infinite, take the finite and master it from all sides." When
I chose the topic "On Being Human in the Computer Age." it was with
the aim of really covering two areas: one trying to assess how far pro-
gress in artificial intelligence, brain theory, and cognitive science
could tell us to what extent we are machines, and the other trying to
see the way in which computerization and automation were changing the
workplace and the human condition. But I chose a rather grandiose
title, and so I am afraid that there are times when I may get a littie car-
ried away and speak about things of which I know little. But if the
curse of the modern academy is overspecialization, perhaps a little
chutzpah will do no harm.
When I say "the computer age," I am very much aware that this is
not just the computer age. When we try to describe this century of
ours, there are many other terms besides 'computers' that come to
mind. This is the century of horrors, of World Wars, genocide, and con-
centration camps. It is a century of staggering anachronisms, when
Iranians who would return their state to the fundamental Shi'ite
-This paper Is t.he ed1t.ed t.ext. of a lect.ure deUvered on AprU 15, 1982 as part. of
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religion of the 8th century use cassette recorders to spread the word
of their Ayatollah. and when perhaps the group most adept at the art
of TV networking and computer mailing in the United States comprises
those who would have us adopt the most fundamentalist form of Chris-
tianity. It is also the century in which we have become more conscious
than ever before that we live in this world and not just in a village or a
town or a nation. I was most struck by this in 1969 when the Apollo 11
astronauts returned from the moon. and splashed down in the Pacific
Ocean 3.000 miles from the United States. The TV announcer said, "The
astronauts are home'" For the first time in human history. just to be
on the surface of this planet was to be home. Yet at the same time that
we come to think of ourselves in this global perspective, we find that
our world is threatened by overpopulation, by pollution, by the deple-
tion of natural resources. and this very consciousness of one world is
shattered by the resurgence of nationalism as each nation tries to grab
for what it can get. So all this will be in the background as we discuss
that finite topic, the impact of computers by the end of the ~~(.h cen-
tury.
When I talk about the impact of computers. I am going to be really
thinking of the computer in two different ways: the computer as a tool.
and the computer as a metaphor. In speaking of the computer as a tool,
I will stress two particular aspects: the increase in automation, chang-
ing the nature of work in our society as more and more tasks become
accessible to the computer; and the way in which the computer is
changing our notion of literacy, as what it means to read and write and
think gets changed by the computers that we can interact with and by
the rise of the computer as a personal device that each of us, at least
in the well-developed societies, can have in our own homes.
When I talk about the computer as metaphor, I am going to be look-
ing at artificial intelligence, the attempt to program computers to do
things that you would swear were intelligent until you knew that a com-
puter had been successfully programmed to achieve them. The question
I will ask is: to what extent, as we come to better understand the mind
of the machine, can we come to see a continuity with our own minds? Is
there an impermeable barrier between man and machine, or are we
highly sophisticated mechanisms; and if so. what does that mean?
2 The Image of the Computer
But before I get into these questions, let me just step back a little
and consider the image of the computer. For each of us the computer
means something different, and I would like to ensure that we have cer-
tain agreements about what is being discussed. For those of us over 40,
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the computer is probably the symbol of conformity - we remember
when computers required information to be put on paper tapes or
punched cards, and we remember the old jokes about "I am a human, do
not fold, spindle or mutilate me." But if you are under 20, the computer
is probably something quite different - what you play video games on -
and for you a computer is fun, and a friend, and probably a lot better
than your parents. We now see the computer going from the tool of the
elite, as it were, to something that is quite universal, and I think that
we will see a transition to computer literacy.
There was an article a few years ago in the New York Times about
how much we take literacy for granted. It contained interviews with
various people who managed to survive in New York without being
literate: the desperate ploys when in a restaurant of saying "What
looks good to you on the menu?" and then following suit; or of trying to
get the instructions to a friend's house that did not require one to read
the street signs. The ability to read and write has become part of our
subconscious; we no longer think about it. Yet before the invention of
the printing press, to be literate was to be an exceptional person, to
be part of a smail elite. I was struck, when reading the biography by
John Gardner of Geoffrey Chaucer, that in the middle of the 14th cen-
tury Chaucer was very fortunate to have a tutor who was exceptionally
rich and possessed all of 50 books. Yet each of us takes for granted
that we can accumulate hundreds of books of our own, just as we take
for granted the use of reading to find our way around our world.
Just as we have become used to street signs and menus, so we will
become used to the computer; and, in the words of my colleague Conrad
Wogrin, we will come to find the computer as "invisible" as reading and
writing. We have long been used to sharing our thoughts with distant
friends by writing letters to them; it is not all that long ago that people
found it frightening to communicate by telephone, and now we all take
this to be a matter of course; and we are beginning to use electronic
computer-mediated mail. The computer is going to change the way in
which we think and solve problems. There will be no need to be very
good at mental arithmetic when we can use the computer to keep track
of the arithmetic details and let us concentrate on the problem-solving.
The ability to write down our thoughts has long since relieved us of
having to acquire the skilis of rote memory that were common in prelit-
erate societies. With computers we will develop yet different memory
skills to learn about retrieval, and about how best to organize informa-
tion within our computer network so that we can find what we want.
There is a professor In the School of Education at the University
of Massachusetts who believes that "the three R's" are the tool of the
elite and looks forward to the day when Ph.D.s will not be requIred to
be literate any more. But I suspect that he is mistaken. There will still
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be the need to articulate carefully what we have to say, to edit it, to
accumulate it, so that we can best express our thoughts. To what
extent those skills will require us to write in longhand as opposed to
typing into our console and editing, I d~ not know. With the develop-
ment of computers we will see not so much a decay of skills that we
have, but rather their enhancement. But there is still the fear that
the computers are warping our lives in ways that we do not really
understand.
E.G. Schumacher, author of Sma.ll is Bea.utiful, distinguished
machines that serve men from machines that require men to serve them.
Unfortunately, the distinction is a very hard one to hold. What is the
telephone? When you want to contact a distant friend, it is a machine
that serves man. When you are happily ensconced in the shower and
the phone rings, it is a machine that forces men to serve it. Similarly
for the car, and similarly for the computer.
We cannot yet think through well enough what it is we really want
for ourselves. We are seeing increasing automation taking over not only
the blue-collar jobs but also the white-collar jobs. In some ways this is
good, because suddenly each of us can afford the services that before
only the elite could afford: we can have check accounts, we can have
dishwashers, all because we have mechanical slaves. The only trouble
is that there are a lot of people who made their living doing the
drudgery that those machines are taking over. How, then, do we build
an adaptive dynamic society in which people are not defined by some
particular social role and then thrown aside when society discovers
that that particular skill is no longer needed? The problems that we
face, while they may be exacerbated or brought into focus by the com-
puter, are much broader than that. They are human problems, but
human problems taking a different shape at this stage in our history.
3 On Being Human
There has been much work in philosophy and religion and litera-
ture and poetry and drama and art to try and address the issue of what
it is to be human, and I shall certainly not try to recapitulate all of it
right now!
Those of us working in artificial intelligence have tended to stress
things like problem solving, game playing, question answering, ability to
use some aspects of a natural language, and elements of vision in our
study of 'intelligence', We are encouraged by our increasing ability to
write computer programs that we think provide some insight into the
human mind. But we must not pretend that those dimensions exhaust
what it is to be human. True, Aristotle and many since him defined man
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(and woman) to be the rational animal. But there is a lot more to being
a human than being rational: there are the dimensions of emotion, love,
compassion, of having a family, being part of a community, belonging to
a society. Unfortunately, I will not say much about these aspects.
These are the positive sides of being human. A title like "On Being
Human in the Computer Age" has a utopian ring to it - Let us all be
better humans through love of our machines! But there are other
things about being human: there is evil, hatred, Jealousy, and war. In
fact, if we were to bet on two things that will continue right through
the computer age, they might well be war and hatred. But we will be a
little more utopian, to see some way in which we can steer our way
through the shoals of t.he remaining 6,470 days of the 20th century.
(This is how machines change you: I happen to have a calculator which
allows one to subtract one date from another - if it wasn't for that
machine, I would never have known that there were 6,470 days left in
the 20th century. This is perhaps a reason to despair about the over-
prevalence of computers in today's environment!)
Although much of what I say will be focussed on one of those
aspects of our humanity most affected by current developments in com-
puters, I am still trying, in those words of Goethe, to get that handle on
the infinite. I do not think that being human is some sort of unitary
thing that we already know. I do not believe that there already exists
an ethical or religious system that exhausts what it is to be human, and
that our look at the computer age can fit neatly into that system. I
think that there is no ultimate reality in being human, and that if you
believe there is an ultimate reality, you are doomed to delusion or to
despair. Rather, I see our reality as a contingent one: we do the best
we can. And that best that we can do is conditioned both by our intui-
tive feeling as humans, as members of our society, and by our rational
analysis of social, cognitive, and psychological "forces."
... IIan is a lIachine
Humans are very resistant to new ideas, yet after we become used
to them we forget that there was ever any problem in accepting them.
Copernicus advocated the idea, one that had lain dormant for about
2,000 years, that the earth actually moved. This was obviously a stupid
idea - the earth is stationary, it is the sun that rises, not the earth
that turns, as you notice every morning if you get up early enough.
When Copernicus first came out with this idea, althcirgh it created a
certain stir, the Church was not very worried. But the religion of that
time, Christianity as reflected in Dante's universe, had the tiers of hell
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within the earth, and then - in spheres around the stationary earth -
the planets. the stars, and beyond that God's heaven. But if the earth
was just another orb moving through the heavens, and if the stars could
extend to infinity, where were heaven and hell? So by the time Galileo
came on the scene, his theories were ripe matter for the Inquisition.
We have assimilated all that. Although we still say the sun rises
and probably mean it, we understand that this is just a way of speaking
and that, yes, it is the earth that rotates as it moves in its elliptical
orbit about the sun. It would be hard to imagine that a legislature in
the United States would enact a law saying that equal time should be
given to the view that Dante's universe is an acceptable scientific
theory. It is strange, isn't it, that Darwin's theory has not fared so
well, so that it is still a matter of heated debate in certain state legisla-
tures as to whether or not we really did descend from (horror) apes. In
fact, if one looks at history, it is probably bad enough that we des-
cended from some of those humans that were around a littie while ago...
What I want to argue is that our study of minds, brains, and com-
puters is bringing us to a similar conceptual revolution. Freud showed
us that much of our apparently free behavior has deep roots within our
unconscious. Freud started as a neurologist, and he began to develop a
mechanistic view for understanding what might be apparently irrational
in our behavior. We are now coming to better and better understand
the mechanisms of mind, the mechanisms of the brain. I would like to
think (perhaps wrongly) that 100 years from now it will seem as absurd
that there were people back in those benighted days of the 20th cen-
tury who doubted that the mind was a mechanistic phenomenon as we
now find it strange that people should doubt the concept of evolution
or that the earth does indeed move.
I should offer a caveat here about what I take a scientist to be - I
assure you I am not quite as dogmatic as I sound. There is one image of
science as progressing in terms of "normal science," some theory that
explains just about everything, until too many facts accumulate that
cannot fit into this framework. Then for a while there is turmoil, until
these new facts are assimilated in a new theory. This is the Kuhnian
model of scientific revolutions, moving from one paradigm to another.
In fact, my experience - reflected in a book like Feyerabend's Against
Method. - is that science is much more pluralistic, even perhaps
anarchistic. Not that scientists go around with bombs, throwing them
into each other's meetings, but anarchistic in the sense that science
does not progress by the Academy saying ''This is the true theory," but
rather as a result of many people trying different theories. Now let us
see the dichotomy in views of the relation between mind and brain.
Some scientists, perhaps starting from a certain religious world view,
are struck by how huge the gap is between those aspects of mind that
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we can now understand in terms of computer programs or neural net-
works - certain aspects of vision, memory, and motor control - and the
full richness of being human to which we have already alluded. There
are others of us who note that it took billions of years for an amoeba to
evolve to a human, and that without the fossil record and a bit of good
theory, you would not really believe that such an evolution could hap-
pen and then argue that, similarly, there is no discontinuity that we
can yet see that would distinguish machines in their evolution from
humans.
In our Department of Computer and Information Science at my
University, and in our interactions with our colleagues in the Cognitive
Science Program in Psychology and Linguistics and Philosophy and else-
where, we have begun to explore a number of ways in which the work in
computer modeling and brain modeling can give us an insight into cogni-
tive mental activities. We have robots that can pick up eggs without
breaking them. We understand how it is that a frog can detour around
a barrier to get at a worm. We know how a computer, if asked questions
about a relatively simple domain of knowledge, but asked in English
rather than a programming language, could come up with the correct
answer. So we see this progress: we are well beyond the amoeba,
perhaps we have already reached the worm. Some would say the worm
is a long way from the human. Others of us say that we have not been
stumped yet, so let us keep going.
In this latter spirit, I would suggest that the notion of mechanism
can help us understand our humanity. I said before that our under-
standing was pluralistic: if we are going to talk about our emotions,
then for much of the discussion our normal everyday discourse will be
fine; but if we are looking for an effective drug therapy, then the
mechanistic underpinnings become crucial. Again, for many human
problems the language of sociology, of people in interaction in society,
becomes crucial. So "hen I say that man is a machine, I am not trying
to restrict us to some narrow form of mechanism, but rather to suggest
that for a rational analysis of the human condition, an evolving notion
of mechanism is what is required.
Such conceptual evolution has already occurred in physics. It is
almost 300 years since Newton published the Principia, and at that
stage we began to see the Universe as one vast machine. But in the
20th century, the definition of physical machine has undergone its
revolutions - the phenomenon of relativity and the quantum-mechanical
change from determinism to probability amplitudes have changed our
notion of mechanism. I do not see any reason why our increasing
attempts to build better computers and to better understand ourselves
won't in the same way synergize to grow yet new notions of machine.
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To conclude this part of my paper, let me simply assert (the argu-
ment would take us too far afield here) that there are notions of free
will and social responsibility that are in no way incompatible with what
I take to be the mechanistic view. What does it mean to have free will?
I think it means that we can act in accord with our own complexities;
not that we do something that is totally unrelated to our entire preced-
ing life. We are shocked when we cannot begin to understand the roots
of our actions. Freud has helped bridge that gap by showing us how to
take the occasionally inexplicable and try to dredge up forgotten (or
repressed) experiences to better understand how we behave. Some
people have thought that quantum mechanics takes us from determinism
to free will, but if we always Jump at the toss of a die rather than
thinking through what it is that we really want to do, we do not have
free will. And so one can continue in this way, trying to think through
the complexities of our behavior, trying to see how this behavior grows
out of our own self, seeing how that self grows out of both our biological
background and our social experience, to understand human responsi-
bility within a mechanistic view of the human mind. I think we will be
able to match this with a sufficiently complex view of mechanism.
5 The Computer in the 'Workplace
I have tried to suggest that the computer metaphor is not a static
one. I do not say that we think in binary code, or that we cannot
understand something unless it is fed through one ear on a paper tape.
Rather, we are beginning to build a vocabulary that goes far beyond
the normal vocabulary of mentalism, just as Freud had already begun to
enrich our vocabulary for thinking about the mind.
With that I want to turn from the computer as metaphor and to
think about the computer as a tool, and I want in particular to examine
the nature of work. Some people, in defining freedom, have suggested
that freedom from toil, freedom from work, was the goal of human life.
But I think that, for most of us, work is part of the definition of our life
so long as that work is "meaningful." Some people work because they
know they will starve if they do not work, and that gives work meaning
enough. Others of us, fat cats of the professoriate, like to think of our
work not as a means of subsistence, but rather as a means of our
development, etc. The point is that I think it really is part of being
human not only to be a member of a famIly, to have friends, to be part
of a society, but also to have some work that is meaningful for us, and
to have some reasonable standard of physical well-being.
Marx, or at least the young Marx of the Grundrisse, observed that
in feudal society people had fixed roles. They did not have to questlon
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who they were: society was static, and God had decreed each person's
status - whether bondsman or lord, he had his duties. When the
machine came, many of those roles that had hitherto been fixed for
humans became jobs that could be done by the machine. And this had
effects both good and bad: it was liberating - suddenly people were
not locked for life in the role that the fall of the hereditary dice had
cast for them, but they could begin to explore new roles. But it also
brought alienation because suddenly they were no longer possessed of
a worth that all society recognized as a farmer or a craftsman, but they
were on the labor market and they were worth what they could get in
competition against the machine. Suddenly people could no longer
count on that sense of meaning.
In the 20th century the pace of change has picked up. It takes
perhaps ten years for some forms of employment to become outmoded
and outdated. What we have to ask ourselves as we try to be human in
the computer age is perhaps not so specifically tied to computers or
automation, but rather "How are we going to cope with massive
change?" I claimed that we are (in some sense) machines, but are we
machines to be thrown out on the dust heap once we no longer play our
economically useful role, or are we rather special machines like a fine
clock that is so beautifully engineered that you will keep it even when
it stops keeping accurate time?
It is easy to look at the temper of our age in terms of the pre-
valence of machines, just as there are some people who say "The
weather has been so bad lately because of the nuclear bomb," or "We
wouldn't have had that snow if it hadn't been for the Falkland Islands."
People are often possessed of a very simple view of causality, trying to
find just one cause for each thing that ails them. It seems to me that if
we look at the history of modern society we can see people displaced
from their jobs because of machines but we can also see people dis-
placed from their jobs because of a certain economic system. Depend-
ing on who you are, you can see technology or capitalism or communism
as the culprit. One of the things that we learn in cybernetics is the
notion of mutual causality, that you cannot just isolate one item and say
"Here is where the chain of cause and effect starts, here is the cause
and there is the effect, and that's it." So it is that we must come to
understand a complex interacting system in which the presence of the
computer, and the presence of automation, is changing the idea of what
people can achieve as a whole. There are things that we can do in the
way of predicting the weather, of mass-producing goods that were hith-
erto available only for the wealthy, and of letting everybody have a hi-
fi and a stereo, that would not have been possible without the machine.
But at the same time, many people who had a job that gave some mean-
ing to their life are now without it. Some people show little sympathy,
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stating that if these people no longer have an economic role, they
should go out and do something that "shows their initiative." However,
I believe that we must redesign our social structures so that the bene-
fits of technology "trickle down" to all these people. But, of course, it
will not just "trickle down" - it requires some coherent vision of social
justice.
I cannot offer such a vision here. But what I want to say very
strongly is that we are in a situation where the nature of the workplace
means that some of us. with good. connections or good. education or just
good. luck, can benefit tremendously from the new opportunities of the
machine, to enjoy privileges that only a few could have enjoyed in the
past. Remember that tutor of Geoffrey Chaucer's who was rich indeed
to own 50 books back in 1354. Tragically, we have seen an increasing
level of unemployment amongst minorities, and especially amongst black
youths. This is not something that responsible citizens can allow to
continue. We have to understand, then, how we can provide opportuni-
ties for these people to enable them to make their contribution to
society. In no small part, that has something to do with education.
6 Reconstructing Society
We have been talking about these problems as if they were really
quite new, but they are not. The introduction of cotton-spinning
machines in Italy in the 1300s caused a great dislocation of the indus-
trial base in medieval Europe. If one reads about the Industrial Revolu-
tion of 150 to 200 years ago, one is struck at how many of their societal
problems are ones that, if only one changes the names of the machines,
we recognize today. The 19th century came up with a great invention -
the labor union. Men recognized that the new machinery was concen-
trating economic power in the hands of the few. That was not new,
because economic power had been in the hands of a hereditary aristo-
cracy. but now it came into the hands of a mercantile aristocracy. And
so what workers did was to band together to say that "You think that
you should not pay us more than an equivalent machine would have to be
paid in terms of power and maintenance. But we are humans. We need
more than that. We cannot live on these wages." And so this great
adaptive social invention, a response to the first round of mechaniza-
tion in modern times, was the labor union. However, I fear that at the
end of the 20th century the union is becoming maladaptive, because
unions have become identified with large bodies of workers who them-
selves are identified in terms of some particular technology or trade.
As that technology or trade changes drastically, then too often the
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work of the union is to turn back the clock to say "You must keep using
this obsolete, outdated technology which gives our people employment."
I think we have to see a move toward a more adaptive society in
which we still have special interest groups, advocates for the welfare
of groups of workers who are skilled or unskilled, who are skilled for
the future or only skilled for the past. But these groups must come to
define their obligation to people not in terms of the demarcation
dispute of holding to a static framework, but by helping people under-
stand what is going on, so that they can adapt to change. Here,
interestingly enough, is where I think the computer may be developing
to a stage at which it can help us with these new social needs. Many of
our concerns with the social or industrial machine are concerns with
bigness, concerns that power has been concentrated in the hands of
large companies or big government, with workers organizing in large
groups to meet this. I would argue that we can now move into a pluraiis-
tic world where, because we have computer networks, because people
can have access to large data bases no matter where they live, with
sophisticated expert systems, knowledge networks, and visual process-
ing devices, we can begin to have people defining their skills and their
trades in terms of much greater diversification. The effective unit of
organization can be relatively small and thus restore more of the human
scale.
I do not see technology as determinate, in the sense that technol-
ogy must make us all better people, or technology as such that it must
inevitably ruin our social world. In the hands of a secret police force,
a data bank can be an invaluable tool of oppression. In a democracy,
access to home computers hooked into a computer network of data
banks can be part of creating a new level of informed citizenry. But
even though computers can be used for good and for bad, I still think
we must face up to the fact that in this age of increasing automation
(increasing, I would remind you - automation has been with us since the
first irrigation ditch, the first water wheel), technology contributes to
many social changes that are threatening to disenfranchize many of us,
to deprive many people of their livelihood.
But again, I do not think we can see this in a unicausal way, of the
machine cQ,using the social malaise. We might say that greed, need,
and power drive our economic structures, and it is the economic
demands of big business or big government that make a cheap machine
more desirable than a well-fed person. And the computer extends the
reach of this automation, so when we talk about being human in the
computer age, we are not simply saying "Let's program our computers
to do what we want them to do," nor are we throwing up our hands in
despair and saying that the computer will dehumanize us all. We have
to think in a multicausal fashion about the ways in which, as we come to
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better understand ourselves, as we come to better understand the tools
that machines give us, as we better understand our interactions within
society, we can use thls knowledge to begin to address the problems of
a changing society.
Using that knowledge means that we have to be far more self-
conscious. Here's a current example: a few years ago there was an
energy crisis. Petroleum was running out, and we were going to have to
find alternate sources of energy. But then the price of gas went down
10 cents a gallon, and people forgot the energy crisis. Well, we cannot
solve our pressing social problems with that sort of instant amnesia.
We are going to have to learn to assimilate the complexities of our
world. We are going to actually have to talk to people in other depart-
ments. We are going to have to not only talk about our little specializa-
tions, but try to understand whether they mean anything in the larger
context of society's problems.
We tend to think in very narrow terms, whether we are humanists
or technologists. We tend to define a problematique in terms of some-
thing that we can publish in a paper within a year; we have all too little
time to step back and really wrestle with these larger issues and try to
understand how what we know can make sense outside our speciality. I
recently gave a series of lectures on "The Construction of Reality." I
do not want to develop the theme of those lectures here, but I do want
to suggest that the range of topics we have discussed reminds us that
we have a reality to construct, a social reality. Even though I have
talked about man as a machine, even though I have talked about deter-
ministic models helping us understand ourselves, I have also said that
within that framework we can understand free will - we are responsible
machines. And as responsible machines who care for our children we
must try to bring all our rationality to bear to ensure that as this com-
puter age continues, hopefully long after the threat of nuclear war is a
memory of a strange and aberrant past, we can still be truly human.
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1 AI Development in the Next Ten Years
1.1 Core research &rellll and likely results
Several core research areas of artificial intelligence (AI) are
likely to make solid progress within the next decade. Each of these is
already being worked on in various countries, and progress does not
depend solely upon the success of Japan's ambitious "Fifth Generation"
project (though it might be accelerated by associated hardware and
software developments).
One of the areas is low-level vision, based on techniques using
parallel hardware and cooperative processing. Current "connectionist"
research in this area differs in its approach from work on 2D pattern-
recognition by "property-lists", and from the top-down "scene-
analysis" of 3D scenes. Based on detailed studies of image formation, it
is able to extract from the ambient light information about 3D features
(such as shape, depth, texture, and surface orientation), which in pre-
vious approaches could have been computed only, if at all, by way of
high-level knowledge of the expected scene. Some of this work is being
done in the context of human psychology and neurophysiology, some in
a more technological context. Dedicated (massively parallel) machines
·Unlverslt.y of Sussex, Brighton, UK. I am grat.efUl t.o t.he Social Solenee Researoh
Counell for support. while writing t.hls paper. I alone am responsible fer t.he
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are being designed for this research, and major advances depend upon
such hardware.
A second area in which we can expect significant progress is
robotics. This includes problems of movement control, trajectory plan-
ning, and visumotor coordination (where it will probably build on
advances in low-level vision). As in the case of vision, some projects
will rely on "artificial" means to ensure success (such as light-stripes
for automatic welding machines. capable of recognizing different sorts
of weld-joint and guiding the welder accordingly), while others will
relate more closely to psychophysiological theories of motor control
and visumotor coordination in living organisms.
Intelligent knowledge-based "expert" systems (also known as IKBS
systems) will multiply enormously in the next decade. not least because
there is considerable commercial interest in them. Different domains
of human expertise may require different approaches to knowledge-
engineering. In domains less fully covered by an explicit scientific
theory. it may be easier to extract knowledge from human experts who
are competent but who have not yet achieved the "intuitive" mastery of
the domain that topflight experts enjoy. The latter give the right
answer more often. but cannot easily introspect their reasoning
processes, which happen very rapidly and are not consciously accessi-
ble. The former take time to come to a decision. often consciously
weighing distinct considerations against each other and verbally identi-
fying areas of unclarity. Domains (such as medical radiology) that
depend on the comparison and interpretation of complex visual images
are especially difficult to automate. since low-level visual processes are
not open to voluntary inspection or control. Indeed. experts often give
highly misleading advice about how they may be carrying out the
relevant comparisons (eye-movement studies show, for instance, that
expert radiologists do not scan X-ray photographs in the way they say
that they do). In tandem with the increasing experience of AI-trained
knowledge-engineers, further psychological studies of the organization
of knowledge in different domains should be useful.
Research on expert systems will also focus on the computational
architecture required to deal with large. complex. knowledge bases.
Current systems are relatively simple and inflexible, and restricted to
very narrow domains. They can be incrementally improved, but only up
to a point. Eventually, the interactions between the increasing number
of independently-added rules become too difficult to control, and the
system's reliability and intelligibility are jeopardized. Current systems
have no access to higher-level representations of the knowledge domain
and their own problem-solving activity (see below). Special problems
arise if a system has to work in real-time. where unexpected events can
require quick switching from the current activity to some other. The
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next ten years will see some general work on powerful IKBS architec-
tures (as well as the production of more examples of specific commer-
cially useful systems), including parallel-processing devices.
Progress can be expected also in natural language processing,
both of individual sentences and of texts. Key issues include syntactic
parsing, the integration of syntax with semantics, and the understand-
ing of connected text. Machine translation could in principle benefit
from advances both in single-sentence parsing and in text analysis.
Current work on parsing is motivated both by theoretical (linguis-
tic) interests, and by the hope of improving the man-machine interface
so as to make it possible for nonspecialist users to communicate with
programs in (some reasonable subset of) natural language. Where a pro-
gram is used for some specific purpose, semantic factors can more
readily be used to help in the parsing and disambiguation of queries
and instructions input by the user. Verbal interchanges about lunar
geology, or about airline reservations, are already reasonably "natural"
because of the exploitation of semantic constraints, and further
domain-specific semantics will be developed over the next decade.
More generally applicable (theoretical) research will continue into the
best point at which to use semantics in parsing: from the beginning of
the sentence, or spreading out from the middle, or only after an initial
parse of the entire sentence?
Text-analysis programs can already give a prllcis of most short
news-stories about specific topics (such as earthquakes, hijackings,
and road accidents). But they rely on rigid, preprogrammed schemas,
which provide the semantic skeleton of the types of stories concerned.
Some recent research is aimed at enabling a text-analysis program to
learn new schemas for itself, to integrate one schema with another so
as to understand a story combining both, and to use a given schema to
reason analogically in an unfamiliar context. A high degree of success
cannot be expected within the next ten years, but our understanding
of the relevant problems should be advanced.
A variety of educational applications are already receiving atten-
tion. Some are focussed on particular curricular subjects, and require
both a model of the theory of that subject and a model of the student's
knowledge of it (which varies in level and in organization, from person
to person, and from time to time). Others are less specific, and aim to
use AI-based techniques to improve the pupil's attitude to intelligence
in general. There is some evidence that both nonnal and handicapped
students can attain greater self-confidence and intellectual achieve-
ment by experience with these specially-d.esigned programming
environments. Controlled research into the classroom effects of AI-
based systems has recently been initiated, and this can be expected to
bear fruit within the next decade.
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An extremely important area, which is increasingly being studied
because of recent hardware developments, concerns the computational
properties of large parallel systems. At present, we understand very
little of the potential and limitations of such systems. Some of the con-
nectionist work mentioned above suggests that cooperative processing
may have some highly surprising properties. For example, the number
of individual processors required to make the "human" range of visual
shape-discriminations appears to be markedly less than one would
naturally assume. Again, making a connectionist system stochastic
rather than deterministic improves its chance of finding' an optimal
solution. The computational properties of parallel machines will not be
well understood for a long time, but experience with these new systems
in the near future will doubtless lead to some advance.
Five topics studied recently in AI, and which will be further
developed over the next ten years, are nonmonotonic reasoning, naive
physics, self-updating memory, creativity, and machine-learning. I
shall refer to these difficult problems in the section on "Long-Range AI
Research" below.
1.2 IDIpacts on other sciences and technologies
The impacts of AI on other technologies will include many dif-
ferent examples of applications to individual problems. For example,
an olfactory chip is being designed using AI techniques of pattern
recognition. Given advances in very large-scale integration (VLSI),
instruments and products of many different kinds will come to include
chips whose design makes use of AI methods. Any commercial or indus-
trial task that could benefit from even a limited degree of intelligence
could in principle be performed better with the help of AI, so that the
technological applications of AI will be extremely diverse.
Turning from technology to science, AI will influence other sci-
ences in their general philosophical approach as well as their specific
theoretical content. Indeed, psychology and (to a lesser degree) biol-
ogy have already been affected by computational ideas. And. contrary
to what most people assume, AI has had a humanizing effect in psychol-
ogy. The behaviorists had outlawed reference to "mind" and "mental
processes" as unscientific and mystifying, but AI - based as it is on the
concept of representation - has made these concepts theoretically
respectable again.
AI's influence will be especially strong in the psychology of vision
and language, and (as noted above) it is likely that robotics will engage
with the psychophysiology of movement. Psychological research will
feed back into AI; for example. insofar as psychologists arrive at a
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better understanding of the organization of knowledge their work may
be useful in designing computerized expert systems. Cooperative
interdisciplinary research should be encouraged: the institutional
separation of empirical psychology and AI or computer science has hin-
dered fruitful collaboration between these groups.
1.3 Social implications
Social impacts will be of various types. First. there will be effects
on individuals and institutions brought about by specific applications of
AI, such as expert systems for medical diagnosis, legal and financial
advice, or educational help.
These programs will not merely provide a service (whose adequacy
should be very carefully monitored). but will very likely change the
social relations of the profession or institution concerned. For exam-
ple, if general practitioners, or nurses, can use an AI program to aid in
various aspects of patient-eare. the social image of the specialist phy-
sician may be profoundly affected. (And legal responsibilities for medi-
cal decisions may be assigned in a way very different from today.)
Likewise. legal programs may undermine the status of lawyers. and alter
the nature of their work. In both cases. while the mystique of the
human experts may be lessened, their opportunity for exercising their
specifically human powers may be increased.
The general public might come to be less dependent on human
experts than they are today. Reducing the power of professionals
such as doctors, lawyers, and teachers would certainly have advan-
tages. But replacing human professional advice by computer programs
will be dangerous to the extent that AI systems in public use are inade-
quate - and/or ill-understood. Systems that have taken several man-
years to develop (and whose original programmers may be retired, or
dead) are often very difficult to evaluate or alter, because even com-
puter scientists do not fully understand how they work. (It follows
that attention should be given to methods of perspicuous documenta-
tion, to help make clear what it is that a given program is actually
doing, and how.)
A second type of social impact concerns general social trends
brought about by applications of AI and information technology. These
include changes in the proportion of the workforce in service and lei-
sure industries. changes in the division of labor and sexual roles. and
changes in general lifestyles and patterns of interaction.
For example. males will be increasingly freed to take up jobs in
the "caring" professions (such as nursing, education. and social wel-
fare). Thls could change the general evaluation of emotionality in the
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masculine role, an effect that could also be encouraged by men's having
increased leisure time to spend with family and friends. Such an effect
could be liberating and humanizing, leading to a more convivial society
than we have today.
But other potential consequences of AI point in the opposite
direction. The widespread use of home terminals, for instance,
threatens to have an isolating influence even more powerful than that
of television. If people are encouraged to work, and to shop, from their
sitting-rooms. there may be unfortunate psychological effects in terms
of personal stress and loneliness. Community computer-centers could
offset these effects to some extent, providing a social meeting-place
outside the confines of the home and nuclear family. Some writers even
predict that commercially available (and highly profitable) AI-systems
will be heavily used. not only in task-oriented ways but as surrogates
for human contact. On this view, the strong tendency to anthropomor-
phism that most of us share will result in patterns of interaction being
skewed away from human beings, and towards quasihuman computer sys-
tems (with naturalistic "voices," and sometimes even "bodies ").
Although such forecasts grossly underestimate the technological diffi-
culties involved in building programmed "friends-off-the-shelf," they do
suggest that human interactions could be impoverished to some degree
in the future.
These contrasting examples show that widespread application of
AI will have subtle, and varying, influences in society. Moreover. AI
could foster a general view of humanity as either "mechanistic" or
"nonmechanistic," depending on how it is interpreted by the public.
The commonest interpretation is that AI presents us as "mere
machines," with no free choice or moral responsibility. Since this
image of man could have socially pernicious effects, people should be
helped to understand that it is fundamentally mistaken. The education
or computer literacy discussed below could help here. More generally,
we should start thinking now about what the optimal social arrange-
ments might be for a postindustrial society.
1.4 Econoaic aspects
The economic impacts will be far-reaching. Traditional manufac-
turing and clerical-administrative jobs will be decimated. But new jobs
will be created: some directly connected with new technology (like
computer engineers and programmers), others made possible because
people are freed to devote their time to services (caring professions.
education. leisure). Whether there will be enough new Jobs to compen-
sate for the loss of old ones (as has always happened in the past. at
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least eventually) is however unclear, for AI can potentially apply to all
jobs where personal human contact is not essential. New methods of
work-sharing and income-distribution will have to be worked out (with
income not necessarily being closely linked to jobs). Radical structural
changes in society are likely, and the transition phase will not be easy.
2 Long-Range AI Research
There will be "more of the same," in that the areas mentioned
above will provide perplexing problems for many years to come. Espe-
cially hard problems include learning, high-level vision, naive physics,
and abstract work in computational logic - including the development
of a taxonomy of representations and computational processes, showing
the potential and limitations of distinct types.
I referred earlier to short-term research on IKBS architecture.
But the deep problems involved in the organization and control of large
knowledge bases will not be solved within a decade. And this is quite
independent of the fact that parallel machines may support forms of
inference radically different from those implemented today.
For instance, expert systems are at present unable to explain
their reasoning except by "backwards-chaining": giving a resum~ of
the chain of inferences (rules) that led up to their conclusion. They
cannot relate their conclusion to the domain in general, nor rely on an
overview of the problem to assess the relative theoretical reliability of
different hypotheses (probabilities are of course built into rules, but
are assessed for each rule individually or in relation to a small number
of other specific rules). Nor can they monitor and adjust the structure
of their own problem-solving, for they have no high-level representa-
tion of it. They are also unable to integrate different knowledge-
domains. or to use concepts and patterns of inference taken from one
domain to reason (analogically) in another. Nor can current systems
explain their conclusions differently to different users, taking account
of the specific user's knowledge. The user can ask for a "deeper"
explanation (a more detailed inference-resum~).but the program has no
user-model in terms of which to adjust its explanations to the human's
particular range and level of knowledge. For this reason also, the pat-
tern of interaction between user and system is at present very limited.
The user cannot offer his own conclusions for comment and criticism,
for example, as students can do with human teachers.
All of these abilities that current programs lack will need a richer
understanding of the structure and content of different knowledge-
domains. Some of the projects mentioned elsewhere (such as research
on naive physics) are highly relevant to many domains. and
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psychological research into human reasoning processes could be useful
also. This is just one illustration of the fact that theoretical and
empirical research may be needed for radical improvements in techno-
logical applications.
The need for a model of the user's knowledge also delays advances
in educational programs such as those mentioned above. In principle.
computer-assisted instruction based on AI techniques could be highly
flexible, and subtly attuned to the student's particular strengths and
weaknesses. But this requires that the program be equipped with a
representation of the rich content and inferential organization of
human knowledge in the relevant domains (which. in turn, requires
psychological understanding of a high degree). To achieve this will be a
difficult task. for the long term rather than tomorrow.
A special case of human knowledge is "naive physics," one's every-
day knowledge of the properties and behavior of different sorts of
physical substances, and the nature of the causal relations between
them. This knowledge enters into vision and motor control. and also
into natural language. For example, a language-using program would
have to understand the differences in meaning between verbs such as
pour, /low, spill, drop, and the like. if it were to give instructions or
understand texts about activities dealing with liquids. Similarly. a
robot capable of seeing that a container was just about to spill its con-
tents onto the object below, and of adjusting its movements accord-
ingly, would need some representation of the behavior of fluids. (It
might of course be programmed to halt movement if it saw an unex-
pected patch appearing at the rim of the container. but that is a dif-
ferent matter.) Very little work has been done on these issues so far,
and they are likely to prOVide a challenge for many years to come.
Another topic that is likely to receive much attention in the
future is truth-maintenance when using nonmonotonic reasoning. Tradi-
tional logical systems are monotonic, in the sense that propositions are
proved once and for all: if a proposition has been inferred as true (or
as false) on one occasion. its truth-value cannot change thereafter. But
in commonsense reasoning. a proposition may be taken as true for very
good reasons. but later found (or inferred) to be false. AI systems
dealing with complex problems involving incomplete knowledge similarly
require nonmonotonic reasoning, and new canons of inference are
needed to control such knowledge-systems. and to prevent them from
falling into absurdities.
The development of self-updating computer memories is closely
related to the issue of nonmonotonic reasoning. But in addition to
allowing changing truth-values, such a memory-system needs to be able
to make inferences of many different sorts on being told "one" new
fact. Human beings do this every day. For example, if one is told that
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an acquaintance is a supporter of a particular political group, one's
internal representation of that person may "unthinkingly" alter in
many different ways (and one's attitudes and future behavior regarding
the person will be influenced accordingly). An intelligent program
presented with new information ought to be able to do the same kind of
thing. Although some preliminary AI work has been done on this prob-
lem, it is not yet well understood.
"Computer-aided design" is typically thought of as involving the
graphical display of precise three-dimensional specifications of various
products (from machine-tools, through cars, to buildings), taking into
account a wide range of values of many parameters. But a recent form
of computer-aided design involves suggestion rather than specification,
in the sense that the design program originates novel ideas - which are
not merely quantitatively different from previous specifications. For
example, heuristic programs are already being used to suggest novel
experiments (described at the intramolecular level) in genetic
engineering, or to help design new sorts of three-dimensional silicon
chips. These programs were developed in tandem with a closely similar
system that originates interesting mathematical ideas from a basis of
elementary set-theory.
The potential of systems like these should be further explored.
The computer modeling of creative thinking will require long-term
research, especially with respect to domains whose crucial concepts
cannot be so readily defined as the concepts of molecular biology.
chip-eircuitry, or set-theory. We need a better understanding of how
conceptual structures (and the inference-patterns associated with
them) can be explored, represented (on varying levels of abstraction),
compared, and indexed. Highly interconnected processing networks
may turn out to be useful for mediating "unexpected" conceptual asso-
ciations. But association is not enough: associations need to be
evaluated and controlled, and integrated into previously existing cogni-
tive structures. As yet we have little idea how to do this so as to model
creative thinking.
Machine-learning is a pressing problem for the future. If a pro-
gram cannot learn for itself, its development is limited by the time and
ability of the programmer to provide it with new information and ideas.
The system should be able to induce regularities for itself. Some pro-
gress is being made in enabling computer systems to learn about
specific aspects of particular domains. But "open-ended" learning,
where what is to be learnt is not defined beforehand, is especially
intractable.
Some connectionist workers have presented a general "learning
algorithm," claiming that the input of large numbers of instances (of
visual scenes, for example) could enable a connectionist system to learn
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to recognize the structure of the input class. irrespective of what that
structure is. However. to say that something can be done in principle is
not to provide a practical, usable way of doing it. These claims cannot
be further explored until suitable hardware is available (dedicated
machinery is currently being designed).
In general, the properties of parallel computation will be a focus
of research in the long term as well as in the next few years. It
remains to be seen whether the Japanese hopes concerning VLSI and
PROLOG (a logic-based. nonprocedural. programming language that is
thought to be especially suited to a parallel architecture) will be
achieved. But massively parallel hardware will increasingly become
available. and will enable AI to progress in ways that are impossible
using traditional types of machine.
3 Some Areas Worthy of Particular Support
Research areas can be supported for their intrinsic scientific
interest and/or for their social usefulness. Low-level vision and robot-
ics include work qualifying on both counts, and solid progress is likely
within the next ten years. Naive physics is less well developed, but is
likely to be important not only for advanced robotics but for language-
understanding too.
Research in computational linguistics and speech-understanding
merits support for its practical uses and theoretical interest. User-
friendly programming environments and man-machine interfaces
require natural-language "front ends." Although these do not need to
handle every linguistic subtlety, and so can ignore many problems that
are of more theoretical interest, there is still much room for improve-
ment.
Support for IKBS should encourage basic research into general
issues of system-architecture and nonmonotonic reasoning, rather than
leading to the proliferation of the relatively simplistic systems avail-
able today. This is a long-term project, but essential if AI systems are
to be widely used in decision-making contexts.
More research is needed on the educational applications of AI. A
few groups have already started to study the effects of giving children
(of various ages) access to the "LOGO" programming environment in the
classroom. LOGO is a programming language specially developed for use
even by young children; it utilizes a mechanical "turtle" (or an
equivalent on a TV screen) to draw pictures of various sorts. Some
experience is also being gained in using LOGO to help gravely handi-
capped children. As noted above, preliminary results suggest that this
programming environment helps both normal and handicapped children
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to express and develop their intelligence. emotional relations. and
self-confidence. As with new educational methods in general, it may be
the enthusiasm and commitment of the pioneers involved that is cruciaL
Carefully controlled studies in a range of schools, involving a range of
teachers. are needed to evaluate the claims that have been made in this
context.
Psychological research into the organization and use of knowledge
in different domains could contribute usefully to applications of AI. As
mentioned above, both educational and "expert" AI programs will need
an internal model of the student/user to enable them to interact in
flexibly appropriate ways.
The general problem of computation in parallel systems has been
referred to several times already. It is clearly an important area. For a
few years yet, we can expect exploration rather than exploitation. But
this exploration of the potential and limitations of such systems is
essentiaL
Funds should also be made available for combatting the ignorance
and sensationalism that attends AI today. Research on friendly pro-
gramming environments, and on interactive "programmer's appren-
tices," should be supported. This involves not only work on natural-
language interfaces, but also psychological studies of how people learn
to program and (what is not the same thing) how they carry out and
interpret an interaction with a quasi-intelligent program. It may be
that certain words or phrases, and certain ways of structuring the
interaction. help users to appreciate the specific Limitations of the
program they are using, and remind them that they are interacting not
with a person but with an artifact. Some universities have already
begun to develop programming environments and exercises designed
primarily to awaken naive users to the potential and the limitations
of AI programs, and the general educational value of such experiences
should be explored.
One might ask why widespread ignorance about AI matters. Part
of the answer is obvious: in a society where most jobs involve access to
computerized facilities making use of AI techniques, individuals without
any understanding of AI will be at a disadvantage (and the more of them
there are, the more social unrest is likely). But there is another
important consideration, which can be illustrated by an advertisement
recently shown widely on British television.
The advertisement showed six people sitting at six computers,
each sold by a different manufacturer. The "voice-over" message said
something to this effect: "We provided details of the performance and
cost of six different computers to the six computers themselves, and
asked them to choose the best. The X chose the X (I shall not adver-
tize the firm further by giving its name here) - and so did all the
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others. It makes you think that a person ought to choose the X too."
This type of persuasion ls pernicious, for it deliberately obscures
the fact that each machine was running the same choosing-program,
which someone had to write in the first place (the "someone" in ques-
tion being, of course, an employee of firm X). People who do not under-
stand what a program is - who do not realize that not only its data, but
also its inferential or evaluative processes, are in principle open to
challenge - may indeed be gulled into believing that "If computers
choose something, then we should choose it too." If the choice merely
concerns the purchase of one commodity rather than another, this is
perhaps not too worrying. But if it concerns more socially or politi-
cally relevant problems, such mystification could be most unfortunate.
Sensationalism feeds on ignorance, and many descriptions of arti-
ficial intelligence in the media, and in "popular" books about the sub-
ject, are sensationalist in nature. Whether proclaiming the "wonders"
or the "dangers" of AI, they are not only uninformative but highly
misleading - and socially dangerous to boot. They suggest that things
can be done, or will be done tomorrow, which in fact will be feasible
only (if ever) after decades of research (including the "long-range
research" mentioned above). And they underplay the extent of human
responsibility for these systems, in much the same way as the X-
advertisement described earlier.
Unfortunately, these sensational reports are sometimes
encouraged by ill-judged remarks from the AI community itself. A
recent hour-long BBC-TV science program began and ended with a quote
from a senior computer scientist at MIT, gleefully forecasting that the
intelligent machines of the future would worry about all the really
important problems for us (Jor us, not with us). As he put it (with
apparent satisfaction): if we ever managed to teach chimps to speak,
we wouldn't talk to them for long - for they would want to talk only
about bananas; super-intelligent machines will be similarly bored by
people, for we won't be capable of understanding the thoughts of the
machines. His conclusion was that the super-intelligent AI-systems will
justifiably ignore us, leaving us simply to play among ourselves.
Humanity has of course been advised before to neglect the diffi-
cult moral and philosophical questions, to live life on the principle that
"n Jaut cultiver son jardin." But that was said in a rather more
ironic spirit. Enthusiasts evaluating AI's contribution to society would
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The Intersection of AI and Education:
Investing in Thought-Intensive Endeavors
Stefa.no A. Cem·
1 Introduction
In this paper we examine how people, groups, and countries that
do not have access to large human and financial resources can,
nevertheless, contribute to and benefit from high-level scientific and
technological developments. In our opinion, artificial intelligence (AI)
promises to generate rewarding, if unpredictable, results provided that
some (relatively limited) resources are invested in medium- to long-term
R&D projects with thought- or expertise-intensive goals.
The optimism of this statement goes hand in hand with a fundamen-
tal pessimism arising from other considerations - for example, the con-
viction that only the United States and Japan are at present able to
envisage any real expansion of their production, because they alone
seem to have access to the high technologies needed to cope with the
keen competition in the modern international market. This implies that
even countries in Western Europe (and obviously all those countries
that are less industrialized) will play an ever more subordinate role
over the years to come. Such a picture should not appeal even to the
US and Japanese authorities and, if needed, we are ready to present
many reasons ~o show why this sort of situation is, in fact, convenient
for no one.
-Department. ot IntormaUo9. Universlt.y of Pisa, Corso ltaUa 40,56100 Pisa, Italy.
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So, let us start from the hypothesis that a more even distribution
of technological - and hence economic and social - development In the
world is beneficial for everyone. "Even distribution" and the associ-
ated "fair growth" will be referred to generally as "our purpose" from
nowon.
One of the most important recent developments in this context is
in information technologies. AI and its related methods, techniques,
and products are among the most promising branches of these technolo-
gies (it is stated as a basic premise for launching the ESPRIT project in
the EEC. the Alvey project in the UK. the Japanese 5th Generation pro-
ject. and the recent US investments in these fields).
Assuming that one agrees that AI is of great strategic importance.
the question arises as to whether it is realistic to start any R&D
endeavor in a technological field, with limited financial resources and
expertise. and hope to compete in a reasonable time with countries.
groups. and people that have access to greater funds and a better es-
tablished system of scientific education. We do not propose to attempt
any comprehensive answer to this question here. Instead, we would like
to formulate the problem and indicate possible solutions by examining
the three major intersections between AI and education: namely. AI
education. learning and the automatic acquisition of knowledge by
machines, and intelligent tutoring systems.
The line of inquiry will be as follows:
• Economic Impacts. Assuming that the development of AI R&D pro-
jects is strategically important for the development of information
technologies. and therefore has a great potential economic impact.
are there aspects of AI R&D that distinguish it from other R&D
projects. in such a way that - tentatively - we can conclude that
AI R&D is potentially suited to "our purpose" (even distribution
and fair growth)?
• Social Impacts. Assuming that the growth of information techno-
logies implies a corresponding growth in their use. that both are
somehow unavoidable, and that they will certainly have a non-
trivial social impact, are there aspects of AI R&D that single it
out in such a way that - tentatively - we can conclude that this
social impact may be positive?
2 Information Technologies: Computer Science tJef'S'US
Arlitlcial Intelligence
Many criteria can be considered to discriminate between tradi-
tional computer science and the AI approach to informatics (see for
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example Newell 1982). In this paper we cannot explicitly discuss
Newell's considerations, but we consider his work to be particularly
illuminating in helping us to understand the history and the nature of
AI as compared to traditional computer science.
In brief. whereas traditional computer science is mainly con-
cerned with numerical and well-defined problems to be solved algo-
rithmically by constructing efficient computing systems. AI is
interested in symbolic. ill-defined problems that are hard to formalize.
but that can be solved by designing adequate representations of the
knowledge available, possibly in terms of a hierarchy of levels or
viewpoints, and nondeterministic search strategies and reasoning sys-
tems.
The fundamental question is not whether such AI systems are con-
sistent, complete, or efficient, but whether they provide an adequate
solution to the original problem. At a later stage it is necessary to ver-
ify the consistency and completeness of the system in order to ensure
the correctness of the solutions. Finally, efficiency considerations
allow one to assess whether or not the system is (economically) viable.
The shift from the efficiency to the adequacy of the solution as a
primary goal has some immediate consequences:
(a) it reverses the traditional approach to information technology: it
is now necessary to design special-purpose software and hardware
starting from the specific needs of the problem and ending up
with a complete system;
(b) it requires considerable efforts and expertise on the part of both
the expert in the application domain and the expert in the formal-
ization of the knowledge needed to solve a problem in that domain;
(c) it can have a considerable impact. not only on applications in the
domain concerned, but also on computer technology more gen-
erally, provided the solution found can be shown to be valid in
other domains.
In passing I would like to note that I believe the knowledge frame-
work and the knowledge-engineering approach are promising candi-
dates for solving many of these problems and that they will remain
relevant for some years to come. However, since these issues have
been considered by many other contributors, I will not discuss them
further here. Instead, I shall concentrate on the need for high-level
competence of a qualitatively new type in the construction of
knowledge-based systems.
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3 Needs for Specific Know-How in AI
Whereas one can expect a traditional computer scientist to be
capable of designing an efficient algorithm for the solution of a well-
formulated problem. it is hard to imagine that the same skills would be
sufficient to solve problems for which no formalization is available.
because the solution can only be induced from the behavior (possibly
unconscious) of an expert in the object domain. In other words. the
traditional computer scientist does not in principle have an adequate
education (mastery of concepts and skills. and ability to communicate)
for the tasks fundamentai to AI.
Thus, education is central to any attempt to take up this chal-
lenge. We emphasize this point because our experience to date in Euro-
pean countries has been somewhat negative and we believe that a dif-
ferent attitude. from both public and private institutions and com-
panies, could significantly modify the situation in a relatively short
time.
There are at least five main reasons why AI education has not yet
gained much attention in Europe:
(1) AI has not been considered a "formal enough" field to be a candi-
date for academic interest;
(2) for all relatively new fields, Europe has tended to respond more
slowly than the United States. In the best cases. AI education is
offered in Europe as a "side" option in computer science courses
in the last years of the undergraduate curriculum, while the con-
ceptual content could and should be assimilated at a much earlier
stage. possibly even in high school;*
(3) there has been little or no interest from the consumers. I.e..
industries ;**
(4) even when there has been interest from industries in some fields
of science or technology. the reaction of the academic sector has
normally been very slow: industrial-academic cooperation gen-
erally has been poor;
(5) since AI is interdisciplinary (involving computer science. psychol-
ogy, linguistics), no traditional department has been able to
catalyze AI (educational) activities, but each specific department
has been strong enough to inhibit the emergence of the new. com-
petitive discipline.
-An exception - proving t.he rule - Is given by t.he Depart.ment. of Artlflolal Int.el-
lIgence In Bdlnburgb.
--Only reoenUy I read for the first. t.lme an advertisement. In an Italian newspaper
oall1ng for AI experts.
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Let us now consider AI education as a prerequisite for successful
AI R&D projects. We have claimed that AI requires a new type of
know-how. We would now like to suggest that Europe on the one hand,
and the United States and Japan on the other, possibly for different
reasons, should both sponsor activities on AI education and fundamen-
tal AI research, Le., projects for building up fundamental, specific
know-how in artificial intelligence. For the Europeans, one very good
reason might be represented by the statement that, while it is not easy
to build up know-how, it is still cheaper than importing it! In fact, we
believe that the technological gap between the United States and Japan
and, say, Western and Eastern European countries cannot be bridged
merely by studying existing prototypes embodying technologies that
are, or will soon be, available in products on the commercial market.
Europeans should enter a new area, and preferably the one where they
seem to have the maximum chance of investing fruitfully, namely,
thought-intensive R&D. Obviously, they must build on, and not ignore,
the state-of-the-art technology.
Further investment in AI education and fundamental AI research
would also pay dividends in the United States and Japan, because
accelerating the process of "know-how formation" in a time of crisis
can be vital, over the medium term, for economic expansion.
New and economically promising fields can be opened up while
solving important current problems, such as the growing need for selec-
tive information exchange as an adequate basis for decision making (for
example in offices, or in managing the explosion of scientific informa-
tion contained in technical reports), access to natural resources (for
example oil), the need for significant growth in agricultural production.
and the need for democratic scrutiny of weapons control, which are all
fields that could potentially benefit from basic AI advances.
In the United States and Japan, research and development in AI
must address relevant issues in a systematic way; these are thought-
intensive endeavors and not simple exploitations of existing tools (see
Schank 1983). It is regrettable that most, if not all, of the US PhDs in
artificial intelligence tend to move from research to the industrial
world.
All of these considerations rely on economic evaluations that are
far beyond the scope of this paper. However. we can estimate some
costs for building and maintaining an AI R&D laboratory. Roughly, we
need about two-four years' education for the average trainee. we would
pay himlher at a rate that might be about 30-50% higher than the going
rate for another scientist/techniclan - because the field has not yet
stabilized - and we would envisage spending an average of 150 K per
man in special hardware/software resources. We believe these costs
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are affordable for any group that is seriously interested in high tech-
nology and sensitive to the arguments presented here.
4- Is AI Special in Any Way?
Artificial intelligence is still in its infancy, like a framework for
future, dimly-perceived developments in high-level technology. There-
fore a certain amount of instinctive judgment underlies any position
concerning the real nature of AI and what its impact will be. One easy
option would be to state merely that, since AI is new and appears
promising, everyone should hurry so as not to miss the expected
rewarding results. However, we feel it is more valuable here to make
bolder and more specific statements in order to stimulate reactions.
We would claim that artificial intelligence is quite distinct from other
disciplines. and that its characteristics justify an optimistic view about
the expected economic and social impact of AI with respect to what we
previously called "our purpose."
Many scientists have complained that AI results have not yet been
cumulative, in the sense that an existing "intelligent" program or
achievement is of almost no use for a new and different project. This
aspect of artificial intelligence is not a temporary phenomenon: we
believe that it is actually inherent in the process. In fact. the formali-
zation of a piece of knowledge or reasoning is a (relatively) new enter-
prise every time. If it were possible to build a completely additive
theory of artificial intelligence, we would. in effect. have constructed a
theory of thought, which remains very improbable over the next few
centuries.
So, each new problem requires us to think hard, to attempt to for-
malize the knowledge at hand and to structure our own formalization
process. Notions such as heuristics, and imprecise, approximate, or
contradictory knowledge are very far removed from any general,
logical-deductive theory that embodies every solution to every prob-
lem.
The fact that "languages" such as mathematics or logic are helpful
in explaining how the knowledge manipulation in AI programs actually
works does not contradict the statement that the selection of
knowledge and knowledge-processing mechanisms is not a purely logical
process. Just as in mathematics, the intuition behind a theorem is not
as logical as the proof. Concerning this controversy, I favor Newell's
point of view on Nilsson's statements about logic in AI (see Newell 1981,
Nilsson 1981).
The inductive, experimental character of the construction of
expert systems - the embodiment of AI methods and toois - by
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formalizing the expertise of humans and transforming it into running
systems, makes AI difficult for a beginner but accessible to anyone who
has been trained in its methods and tools. Though AI seems conceptu-
ally difficult to a novice, we do not expect - perhaps surprisingly -
that we will have to expend much effort in this training, because the
structure of reasoning in AI is much more similar to everyday human
thought than is the case, for instance, with traditional mathematics or
even disciplines such as physics or chemistry. Moreover, intelligence
is not a question of "all or nothing," so we can grade our ambitions
accordingly. At the University of Pisa we gave two one-year'(90-hour)
courses to about 100 computer science students, and by the end of the
courses we considered the participants to be at least potential AI
workers. Some of them were so enthusiastic and worked so hard on
their own that we are sure they are capable of producing high-level
research products within a relatively short time and becoming tutors of
other novices.
We would therefore contend that, though results in AI are not
cumulative, AI education and training are very much so. As a general
reason for this phenomenon, we can point to the fact that AI education
cannot be purely formal, and that it therefore relies much more on
commonsense intuition and specific engineering practice.
Nilsson (1981) states that "AI research should be more concerned
with the general form and properties of representational languages and
methods than it is with the content being described by these
languages," but also that "notable exceptions involve 'commonsense'
knowledge about the everyday world and metaknowledge."
Although we agree that the purpose of AI is to design general, for-
mal methods and tools for representing and processing knowledge in
machines, we find this distinction between form and content somewhat
inconsistent. In fact, it seems to us that the content of research into
metaknowledge is precisely the general form and properties of
representational languages and methods when these represent
knowledge about the world, and that the study of commonsense
knowledge cannot be abstracted from its content, Le. specific everyday
problems about which one reasons using commonsense (heuristic)
methods.
On this basis, we would argue that the form and content of
representational languages and methods are inherently linked and that
a more correct definition of the concerns of artificial intelligence
would be the study of formal and commonsense reasoning about the
world by embodying this reasoning in machines using knowledge-
representation languages and methods and the study of metaknowledge.
Our point of view is that AI is basically an experimental discipllne
- the empirical study of knowledge; its theoretical framework is
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constructed by applying the experimental methods and tools to AI
itself. This experimental aspect of AI may also be beneficial in promot-
ing better cooperation between industry and the academic world. The
rigorously formal, logical deductivism of traditional science and
engineering education (particularly in Europe) has damaged the
creative, inductive processes that might otherwise be fruitfully
employed in the experimental sciences and the design of technological
artifacts.
There is another aspect that is rather specific to AI, which can
be usefully applied for "our purpose." The cooperation between two
types of source of knowledge in the construction of expert systems
requires not only knowledge in the subject domain and in AI, but also
creative skill in combining the two in a unique system that is only satis-
factory if it proves adequate for the purpose (cf. the discussion of ade-
quacy at the beginning of Section 2). This skill is missing in many
industrial and academic contexts, but, once gained, it can be very
widely applied. It requires only those resources that are likely to be
available even in low-budget projects, Le., intelligence and hard intel-
lectual work.
We have presented above some of our convictions about the need
for AI education. Many qualified persons have argued convincingly that
the study of learning and automatic knowledge acquisition in expert
systems should be a central research issue in all further AI develop-
ments (see for example Schank 1983).
We believe that the major components of intelligent tutoring sys-
tems (ITS) could represent key endeavors in AI development, Le.,
building complex AI systems based on the state-of-the-art know-how.
We explicitly refer here to such issues such as the analysis of correct
and incorrect problem-solving behavior from human protocols. natural
knowledge (linguistic. graphic, and possibly pictorial) understanding,
representation and production, cooperative mixed-initiative behavior
in a "mutual (incomplete) knowledge" framework, integrated
(hardware-software) knowledge compilation, etc. When building an
"intelligent" tutor one can begin with a traditional CAL*-like system
and progressively add "intelligent" modules to make the interaction
more "user-friendly" and effective. ITS are good testbeds for AI
development projects, because they can address a wide variety of sub-
ject fields - including AI itself - and they can easily embody a spec-
trum of levels of "intelligence," without necessarily losing their effec-
tiveness. The development of ITS during the seventies was one of the
major sources of ideas, methods. and tools for AI in general.
·Computer assisted. learning.
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Finally, we would like to integrate the three fields, AI education,
learning, and ITS, with the remark that the systematic organization of
prescriptions for expert system design, needed to render the results
cumulative, is based on the sort of creative skill that is normally attri-
buted to a good teacher; this can be embodied in an intelligent system
teaching AI notions, and this system might be able, in the future, to
learn from its own experience.
5 Conclusions
We have tried to promote an optimistic view of AI as an activity
with positive economic and social impacts even for low-budget countries
or groups by examining whether AI can be considered as distinctly dif-
ferent from other disciplines. In a discussion of the three intersec-
tions between AI and education, namely AI education, research on
learning, and the development of intelligent tutoring systems, we have
identified a number of characteristics of AI. These are the "lack oj
cumulativeness" of the results, the need for cooperation between
experts in the problem domain and knowledge engineers, the experi-
mental nature of AI, and the likely costs of an AI project.
Thus far, it may appear that the social impact of AI is of relatively
little interest. This is in fact by no means the case, and we will now try
to show that the arguments presented above to describe the particular
advantages of AI as a vehicle for economic development - if accepted -
can also form convincing starting points for a discussion of the social
impacts of artificial intelligence.*
As we said in the Introduction, the social importance of AI can be
considered to be a direct consequence of the strategic importance of
AI in the development of advanced technologies. However, this does
not mean that any type or degree of technological growth whatsoever is
socially acceptable.
Secondly, one of the main concerns of AI is the construction of
"user-friendly" systems. Actually, the shift from the "efficiency" to
the "adequacy" of the problem solution has always been paralleled, in
the history of AI, by the shift of concern from the "computer" to the
"man" in interactive systems. Since we now accept that the computer
will become an everyday tool for everyone's activities, we can easily
infer that AI and its methods will be important in the "Information
Society" of the future. But while this may seem to be the major aspect
atn a recent paper, Steels (1984) attributes the major potential impact ot At on so-
oiety to the possibfUty ot UmJting what he oalls ''knowledge erosion" rather than
to simple economio developments.
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of the potential social impact of AI, we believe that the next two con-
siderations deserve even more careful attention.
Thirdly, as AI is concerned with the formalization of commonsense
reasoning in fields that are not yet formalized, the development of AI
can playa central role in the scientific organization of knowledge (or
theory formation) in traditional "humanistic" disciplines (e.g., linguis-
tics and psychology) but also in some aspects of disciplines - such as
law or medicine - where problem solving and decision taking has tradi-
tionally been left to the "clinical eye" of the expert. Right down to
apparently "lower" aspects of the organization of work in the office,
the access to information allowed by the development of "user-
friendly" systems and the power of AI systems in problem solving and
decision making can have a radical impact on society, not only because
these systems propose solutions previously unexplored. but also
because the solutions proposed represent a formalization of the prob-
lems themselves. However. these applications of AI to real problems
should not be considered as a direct expansion of the application of
traditional information technology. The characteristic difference, we
believe. is reflected in the following area.
Because AI is also concerned with itself as a field of application
(the meta-level). the formalization. generalization. and abstraction
power reflected in AI systems allows one to imagine a technological
framework within which, possibly for the first time. the accumulation of
results, theoretically hard to justify. is obtained simply as a conse-
quence of practice. From this viewpoint. work on meta-knowledge and
meta-reasoning have an impact on the parameters defining the social
impact of AI systems applied to the solution of "external" problems
(e.g.. the speed of introduction of new technologies in different, yet
"analogous" domains).
One can argue that this characteristic is also present in tradi-
tional computer science. The difference is that the AI paradigm seems
to attack in a unique general framework - that of knowledge - all those
levels of the representation and processing of information that were
previously left to a large set of specific formalisms and languages. We
do not know whether the AI metaphor can also be considered useful for
modeling human behavior. Certainly. it is the most advanced paradigm
now available for describing it.
Therefore. we conclude by presenting one last provocative state-
ment, namely trtat networks of "intelligent" computers will be able, in
the future, to simulate (autonomously?) that part of human social
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CHAP'TER 7
Artificial Intelligence: A Lesson
in Human Self-Understanding
lua.n M. Ha.ve l •
''The substance of history consists in the experiences by which
man gains understanding of his humanity and together with it
understanding of its limits." (Voegelin, New Science of Politics.)
1 Beginnings and Potential Impacts of AI
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The middle of the twentieth century, with its particular techno-
logical, cultural, and intellectual climate, gave birth to a new scientific
discipline: artificial intelligence (AI). The newborn is growing rela-
tively rapidly compared to other scientific disciplines, and is already
approaching adolescence. We are therefore, quite naturally, becoming
seriously concerned about its future, and we ask ourselves whether we
should try to take it in hand and if so, how.
AI has its own characteristic inner development (Newell 1982) but
it also has an outer life, consisting of actual or potential (and apparent
or hidden) impacts on society, technology, and life-style, and last but
not least on our way of thinking.
For the purposes of this study I found it useful to discriminate
between three kinds of impacts that AI, like many other human activi-
ties, may have.
-META, Engel80vo nb.78, 12000 Prague 2, Czechoslovakia.
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Impacts oj the first kind are the intended outcomes of AI, Le.,
those that actually motivate specific research projects (I have in mind
particularly the engineering trends in AI). These outcomes are or will
be realized in various products like automatic consultants, advisors,
tutors, computer psychiatrists, marriage counsellors, sophisticated
knowledge bases, picture processors, identification and recognition
systems, intelligent industrial and domestic robots, etc. Impacts of
this kind were the subject of some earlier assessments (Firschein et al.
1973) and they are also a favorite topic for popular newspaper articles
and pocket books.
As impacts oj the second kind I classify those that are u.nin-
tended. They may in principle be foreseeable by people with strongly
developed imaginations, but they may also arrive quite unexpectedly.
These kinds of impact are more likely to be valued negatively and as
something beyond our control, but this is by no means a rule (similarly
it is not a rule that impacts of the first kind are always positively
valued).
The more obvious impacts of the second kind are possible side
effects and/or misuses of the intended products of AI (for example
speech-understanding systems used for Orwellian purposes like the
surveillance of private conversations). There are, however, some
deeper and less apparent impacts that were also not among the precon-
ceived aims of AI. These latter take place in the "ideosphere"
(Hofstadter's term) and involve shifts in viewpoints. For example, one
of the main maxims of AI, that "machines may be smart," tends to
reawaken the old myth of l'homme machine - with all its negative
implications for human self-respect. Or, as Margaret Boden (1977) puts
it:
"If the public believes - rightly or wrongly - that science
regards people as 'nothing but clockwork', then clockwork-
people we may tend to become. "
Impacts of both kinds have been widely disputed, within and out-
side of the AI community. Joseph Weizenbaum, for instance, is the main
representative of insiders who have warned against irreversible
dehumanizing or unethical effects of what he calls "instrumental rea-
son" (Weizenbaum 1976).
Here I wish to draw attention to a further category of impacts,
characteristic of AI, which I consider yet more fundamental than the
previous ones. I call these impacts oJ the third kind.
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2 AI Impacts of the Third Kind
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Impacts of the third kind manifest themselves through reflection.
That is, they can be discerned through full, conscious awareness of the
new situation in which man finds himself, as a consequence of AI and
the lessons it offers him.
The main intellectual contribution of AI is that it elaborates a
computer metaphor for the mind. Thus, as a challenging theme, the
mind, and together with it the mysterious "self," enter into the focus of
scientific interest. This gives some grounds for hope that AI will over-
come those much-talked-about dehumanizing effects we may be afraid
of.
Let us illustrate this point by a passage from Boden's book:
"Conlrary lo common opinion... lhe prime metaphysical signifi-
cance of artificial inlelligence is lhal it can counteract lhe
subtly dehumanizing influence of nalural science, of which so
many cullural critics have complained. It does lhis by showing, in
a scientifically acceptable manner, how il is possible for psycho-
logical beings to be grounded in a malerial world and yel be prop-
erly distinguished from 'mere maller'. Far from showing lhal
human beings are 'nolhing bul machines', it confirms our
insislence lhal we are essentially subjective creales living
lhrough our own mental conslructions of realily (among which
science itself is one). In addition. for lhose of us who are
interesled, it offers an illuminating lheoretical metaphor for lhe
mind lhal allows psychological questions to be posed with greater
clarity lhan before. The more widely lhese points are recog-
nized, bolh within and outside lhe profession. lhe less of a lhreal
will artificial intelligence presenl to humane conceptions of self
and sociely." (Boden 1977. p. 473.)
By virtue of the orientation toward the human self and due to the
inherent value of any reflective activity, impacts of the third kind are
fundamentally positive. Moreover, abstract as they may seem, they are
more significant than "lower" kindS of impacts because they directly
influence the social and intellectual climate - the very climate that
gave birth to AI.
3 Metaphors, the SeH, and the Workings of AI
Let us amplify some of the points touched upon above, as well as
identifying some further aspects of impacts of the third kind.
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3.1 AI elaborates a cOJ8PUter metaphor for the mind
There is a subtle but important difference between the metaphor
and the model. Viewing the computer as a model of something involves
the reductionist standpoint: the model provides the criteria for expla-
nation. it forces us into its specific language. The modeled entity is
virtually identified with the model; any difference is disregarded.
The metaphor, on the other hand, always reminds us of the differ-
ence: in fact, it is the tension between the identity and the difference
that gives the metaphor its creative power. Metaphors are catalytic
tools that. using the principle of analogy, lead to new ideas and to a
new understanding. A metaphor initiates exploration, whereas a model
terminates it. What is characteristic of metaphors is that they are not
despotic; they never exclude other metaphors. even mutually incompat-
ible ones.
We should bear in mind this distinction between modeling and
metaphorical transfer, particularly when talking about computers.
Take, for instance, the following statement:
" ... t.he computer is a powerful new metaphor for helping us to
understand many aspects of t.he world. but. ... it enslaves the mind
t.hat has no ot.her metaphors and few ot.her resources to call on."
(Weizenbaum 1976, p. 277.)
Clearly, the second part of the sentence is talking about the computer
as a model rather than as a metaphor.
3.2 AI and the self
The revival of interest in self, in human subjectivity, is already
documented in the highly suggestive titles of books like The Mind's I
(Hofstadter and Dennet 19B1) or The Bra.in a.nd Its Sell (Popper and
Eccles 197B).
AI is primarily a constructive discipline. It tries to construct
something that would, at least by its performance, resemble, replace,
or transcend human thinking, or in the case of robotics. resemble,
replace, or transcend humans as such. Anyone who plans to launch
such a project is inevitably confronted with questions like "What is
thinking?" or "What is man?" As a matter of fact, since the questioner
is himself human. he may pose the questions in another, self-referential
way: "What is my thinking?" or "Who am I?" Now there is an important
difference between these two ways of formulating the questions: the
former is external, using the more common outer view, while the latter
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is internal, relying on one's inner view. This is how the selJ enters
into the picture.·
Is subjectivity realizable on the principles of AI? As I see it, the
answer should be no. While constructing any artifact requires a prior
externa.l description, we experience our self only by means of the
mind's inner eye. Our subjective self is more a view than a thing.
Incidentally, this difference points to certain intrinsic limitations on
writing computer programs that attempt to realize genuine intellectual
activities. Even a very specific and rule-obeying activity like playing
chess, if considered in depth, involves the subjective intentional self as
an inseparable constituent.
But whether successful in its aims or not, AI research awakens our
desire for greater self-understanding. This very desire is, I believe,
the most positive impact of AI. The passage from Boden's book cited
above illustrates the point. Its essence is that AI can counteract dehu-
manization and that this counteracting ability may be based on illus-
trating the difference between psychological beings and "mere
matter." On the other hand, the claim that AI actually shows how the
psychological being transcends matter is somewhat overstated. This
"how" most probably refers to Boden's claim that
"t.he crucial notion in understanding how subjectivity can be
grounded in objective causal mechanism is t.he concept. of an
internal model or representation" (Boden 1977, p. 428.)
Maintaining an internal model of the world, perhaps even of hypotheti-
cal worlds and of the system's own capabilities, is one thing, but pos-
sessing inner perspective is quite another. What AI has shown up to
now is just that computers, in a sense, transcend clockwork.··
3.3 Free will revisited
Self-determined action (Boden 1977), authentic choice (Weizen-
baum 1976), or intentionality (Dennet 1978) - however we choose to
define it - appears to be something other than just an opposite of
determinism. Surely computers can be programmed to make determinis-
tic decisions as well as to take random steps? But free choice is
-An exolting Intellectual path h'om AI through the phenomenon of self-referenoe
to the riddle of the self Is one of the strands In Hofstadter's braid (Hofstadter
1979).
"It Is worth mentioning that AI Is not the only, nor even the nrst, solentlnoally
based dlsolpltne that directs attention to the subjective self. One example Is the
new physios: ''If the new physics has led us anywhere, It Is back to ourselves,
Which, of course, Is the only place we could go" (Zukav 1979, p. 114). Another ex-
ample Is the blologtoal-oybernetic approach of Ruyer (1965).
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something quite different from randomized decision making. It is a
creative act guided by reason grounded in authentic individual experi-
ence. Yet this act is essentially unpredictable. A world picture based
just on chance and necessity (Monod 1971) is no longer sufficient, for it
leaves no room for intentionality.
9.'{ eo.putatiOnallinguiBtiCB
Attempts to teach a machine to understand and talk in natural
language have revealed that talking is something more than just
exchanging coded messages. Language acts are deeds that affect
things and events in the world in a way analogous to physical actions.
Through language man enters into a complicated arena where the ideo-
sphere pervades the biosphere.
One common opinion in AI circles is that a large knowledge base
might solve the problem of natural language understanding by com-
puter. This argument may perhaps hold for an a.d hoc restricted
language with rigid semantics, but actually talking in a human language
is hardly feasible without actual human experience in the real world.
9.5 AI and new .ethodological approacheB
Current research in AI is an unusual combination of constructive,
empirical. and theoretical methods. Another new and powerful source
of ideas in AI is introspection (which serves, for example, as the intui-
tive basis for Minsky's frame systems).
AI has given a concrete form to heuristic reasoning and reasoning
by analogy; the creative role of metaphors was mentioned above.
Related to metaphors is Pribram's (1981) concept of "abduction ": this
involves the creative transfer of a whole complex of concepts from one
scientific field to another (for example, the holographic brain).
Finally, we should not forget paradoxes, rather unconventional tools
that, nevertheless, assist us in gaining deeper insight where other
tools fail.
9.8 AI wor.k:ing through literature
Besides widely distributed science fiction and standard populariz-
ing literature (which often gives a rather simplified and/or exaggerated
picture of AI), I would like in particular to point to a new kind of litera-
ture best exemplified by the well-known book GOdel, Escher, Bach: An
Eterna.l Golden Bra.id. (Hofstadter 1979) or the anthology The Mind's I
(Hofstadter and Dennet 1981). This is highly influential and stimulating
material which. in addition to its entertainment value (or perhaps by
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virtue of it), has profound philosophical and scientific significance.
Quite possibly the impacts of AI induced by this type of literature will
be more recognizable than impacts associated with concrete applica-
tions of AI.
3.7 The u.porlance or renection
Every human activity can be the subject of reflection. Both the
activity itself (its motivations, purposes, means, etc.) and the active
subject may be reflected upon. What is specific to AI is that both
these types of reflections are, in a sense, already its constituents:
man is, as we have seen, the prototype for AI, and among the goals of AI
is the testing of its own limitations.
Any proper reflection must also consider the reflecting subject as
well as the act of reflection itself - a self-referential loop that leaves
little room for fallacies or ill effects: another argument for not being
so afraid of the consequences of AI.
4- Developments Over the Next Ten Years
4.1 Core research areas and likely results
I do not expect that large knowledge systems (the present core
research area in AI) will grow ever larger. The well-known "pig's prin-
ciple" (if something is good, then more is better) certainly does not
hold here. Perhaps more attention will be given to methods of convert-
ing data into knowledge. Semantic search (as opposed to combinatorial
search) or knowledge retrieval may be new areas of interest.
"Knowledge space" may be endowed with a topography, in which events
like changing one's viewpoint may have a programmable analogy.
New conceptions of knowledge organization in the computer may
be expected. For instance, using the visual field as a metaphor sug-
gests that the system should have at every instant a "concentration
point," which, nevertheless, cannot be isolated from its surrounding
environment, Le., the context which gives it proper meaning. A shift of
topic is then represented by a transfer of the concentration point.
4.2 llllpacts on other sciences and technologies
In view of what has been said above about the third kind of impact
of AI. we can expect in the near future a substantial effect on psychol-
ogy and related fields (in fact, the effect is already visible now). I do
not mean dependence of psychology on computer modeling (if so, then
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rather on the computer metaphor) but a more fundamental change:
psychology will no longer be a science concerned with "objects" (habi-
tually called "subjects") but a well-founded effort for the deeper self-
understanding of man. Neuropsychology (a lower-level approach) and
behavioral psychology (a higher-level "outer" approach) need a third
companion (a higher-level "inner" approach), which uses introspection
as its main source of knowledge.
Through its impacts of the third kind AI may also influence other
social sciences and the humanities, perhaps even more than the natural
and technical sciences.
A few words about mathematics. It seems that the current growth
of interest among mathematicians and logicians in computer science will
continue and that AI will provide them with a number of challenging
topics for fundamental research. For instance, certain intuitively
defined qualities relevant to AI can usefully be set up in opposition to
analogous qualities that already have a mathematical explication:
heuristic vs. algorithmic. vague vs. accurate, small (large) vs. finite
(infinite), analogous vs. homomorphic, insightful vs. deductive. self-
referential vs. recursive, paradoxical vs. contradictory, etc.
4.3 Social and economic impacts
In the near future impacts of the first and second kinds will more
probably be associated with computer technology than specifically with
AI. As for the impacts of the third kind, we should be able to feel them
soon as slow changes in the intellectual climate. However, the way they
may affect our daily life is difficult to assess.
Regarding the use of computers in management, I think that what
we can learn from AI about the difference between programmable deci-
sion making and free authentic choice might spare us quite a lot of
disillusion.
5 Long-Range AI Research
I have already expressed my skepticism concerning the possibility
of fabricating an autonomous mind. A more promising long-range trend
in AI seems to be using the computer as an on-line extension of the
human brain (the occasionally used term "symbiotic AI" is inappropri-
ate here because symbiosis involves two organisms in mutual inter-
dependence). After all, in order to help somebody it is not necessary to
replace him.
To speculate about long-range social impacts - and choosing the
optimistic end of the scale - there is a chance that impacts of the
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third kind, particularly the revival of interest in human self. may help
to restore respect for human individuality, privacy. and freedom of
thought.
Turning now to those AI research outcomes that I feel are most
worthy of support, the impacts of the third kind seem to me to be the
most valuable and least dangerous. Therefore I would favor those areas
of AI that promise to yield new approaches to human self-
understanding. It seems that theoretical investigations are, in this
respect, more promising than ad hoc programming.
6 In Conclusion
A few final remarks on precautionary measures. Discussions con-
cerning scientists' ethics often circle around the issue of whether cer-
tain research areas with potentially harmful applications should be
abandoned and by whom (individuals, the scientific community, or
governments). I doubt that the problem is properly posed. Far earlier
than the stage where such issues arise in concrete form, the social cli-
mate has to have been already pathological, namely in producing the
very idea of the harmful activity in question. Neither the inventor nor
the manufacturer of a microphone is fully responsible for its possible
misuse as a bugging device: the idea of intruding into one's privacy
appeared much earlier (certainly well before Shakespeare wrote Ham-
let. for example!).
Eliminating symptoms is not the most efficient therapy. In the
case of possible harm caused by science and technology, it is the social
climate itself that should be diagnosed and cured first. The growing
concern within the AI community and the general public about the
potential influence of AI (the existence of this concern, rather than
specific measures it may suggest) indicates to me that the contem-
porary climate is resilient enough to look after itself.
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Social and Economic Impacts of Artificial
Intelligence - A Japanese Perspective
Makoto Nagao •
1 Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) has already begun to influence various
aspects of social activities, especially with the spread of intelligent
information systems and industrial robots. Its true impact will come in
the future. but there are already both great expectations for AI and
serious fears surrounding its possible effects. We must endeavor to
assess the potential impact of AI upon society from all conceivable
points of view, whilst at the same time not forgetting that the utiliza-
tion of modern science and technology has made a great contribution to
living standards and human culture.
2 AI in Japanese Industry
Japanese industries have achieved very high standards in effi-
cient and cost-effective manufacturing systems and in product quality.
They also are relatively open to the concept of artificial intelligence,
prepared to utilize AI technology in their manufacturing activities, and
ready to embark on the creation of a new era for industrial society.
But from a different standpoint it could also be said that they have no
-Department of Electrical Engineering, Kyoto Unlversit.y, Sakya-ku, Kyoto, Japan.
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alternatives for improving their industrial activities and innovating
other than the use of artificial intelligence.
The incorporation of AI into key stages of production processes
contributes to increased productivity, enhanced quality, improved
working environments, energy savings, and the holding down of
increases in labor costs. Furthermore, AI should make it possible to
efficiently produce a variety of objects in small quantities, create
ranges of new products, and enhance the function and reliability of
existing products. Other advantages should derive from the higher
added value of the products as well as lower production costs.
The utilization of AI, and especially robotics techniques, is
expected to raise the standards of small and medium-sized enterprises
in particular. Many of these enterprises presently suffer from a lack
of skilled labor. The use of high-performance, low-cost, and easy-to-
use robotic machines that incorporate AI can help solve the problem of
labor shortages while increasing productivity. Over the longer term,
this should lead to the modernization of these smaller enterprises.
3 AI in a Future Information Society
Japan is entering a postindustrial information society. Everybody
wants to reap the benefits of easily accessible and high-quality infor-
mation. The information systems that will be extended throughout
Japan in the near future must be able to accommodate the demands of
all of the people. Therefore the systems must be "people-friendly,"
and they will need AI approaches to achieve a quality that satisfies all
the likely demands. The systems should be mature enough to accept
natural language (speech. handwritten/typewritten characters. word
processors, etc.), to provide the range of information that people want,
and to both protect privacy and prevent unethical utilization of the
information systems' potentiaL
4 Some Possible Con1lgurations
Many of the ordinary, day-to-day tasks will be performed by some
sort of intelligent machine. For example, intellectual systems will
provide computer-aided instruction (CAl) in elementary and middle
schools. technical education at university level. and technical training
within industries; other applications include consultation systems for
medical diagnosis. shopping, cooking, travel, and so on, as well as infor-
mation retrieval systems of all kinds providing daily news. encyclopedic
data, and library and archival information, etc.
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On the other hand, physica.l systems will be avallable in the form
of robots for housekeeping, hospital care, guides for the blind, fire
fighting, deep-sea exploration, and so on; there will clearly be a wide
range of industrial robots in use, and other physical systems will pro-
gressively take over more and more inspection and testing functions of
every kind.
5 Unemployment Problems
The recent advance of microcomputers and microelectronics in
Japan that has created many new industrial fields and new jobs, as well
as improving efficiency, has caused relatively little unemployment (JIP-
DEC 1980). There have been no particular labor problems caused by
the introduction of factory and office automation systems in Japan, and
it is believed that no serious problems will arise in the near future from
the introduction of AI technology into industries and society in gen-
eral.
Many more jobs will be created by the development of intelligent
systems, and robotics systems of all kinds, than those destroyed by the
introduction of such systems. AI applications will create new products,
which will in turn also create new jobs.
6 The Need for Continuous Education
The introduction of many highly intelligent systems into every
part of society may divide the quality of labor into two parts: those
people who are intelligent and adaptable enough to either fabricate
robots or use them for their own purposes, and those who are unable to
adapt to the changed circumstances and are therefore driven into
lower-level jobs where robots cannot be introduced. The advanced
information society will also have the option of dividing itself into two
groups: one that makes different kinds of profit by utilizing a.ll the
information available from the systems, and the other, which has no
ability to enjoy or profit from such intelligent systems and therefore
falls into some lower level.
This phenomenon, if it ever becomes a reality, would be very seri-
ous for the society of the future. We need to think about some means
to raise the educational levels of the people so that they can adapt the
intelligent systems for their individual purposes. A gradual and smooth
transition of employment structures to forms appropriate for a future
information society is essential, and this can only be achieved by the
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continuous education of the general public (Versailles Declaration
1982).
7 Conclusion
The kind of intelligent information society discussed above will not
be realized within a short time. Robots cannot become so intelligent as
to displace many human jobs in the near future. Robots will be intro-
duced first in simple, low-level jobs in certain controlled conditions.
We still have time enough to think about and discuss the future poten-
tial of AI and how it can best be dedicated to human welfare and peace.
Artificial intelligence still has a long way to go, but the main lines of
development can already be discerned. It will progressively display its
ability to function in five main areas: as a strong inference mechanism;
as a powerful tool for the representation of knowledge; as a means of
increasing flexibility in decision making by providing organic, human-
like, decision-support systems; as a means of unifying language. images,
speech, and other sensory information through knowledge support; and
as a means of developing strong software support for increasingly com-
plex tasks (Nagao 1983).
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Artificial intelligence (AI) and other developments in computer
science are giving birth to a dramatically different class of machines -
machines that can perform tasks requiring reasoning, judgment, and
perception that previously could be done only by humans. Will these
machines reduce the need for human toil and thus cause unemployment?
There are two opposing views in response to this question. Some claim
that AI is not really very different from other technologies that have
supported automation and increased productivity - technologies such
as mechanical engineering, electronics, control engineering, and opera-
tions research. Like them, AI may also lead ultimately to an expanding
economy with a concomitant expansion of employment opportunities. At
worst, according to this view, there will be some, perhaps even sub-
stantial shifts in the types of jobs, but certainly no overall reduction
in the total number of jobs. In my opinion, however, such an outcome
ls based on an overly conservative appraisal of the real potential of
artificial intelligence.
Others accept a rather strong hypothesis with regard to AI - one
that sets AI far apart from previous labor-saving technologies. Quite
simply, this hypothesis affirms that anything people can do, AI can do
·Copyrtght. 1984 Hils J. Hllsson.
..Art1fto1al Int.eWgenoe Center, SRI Int.ernat.1onal, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA.
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as well. Certainly AI has not yet achieved human-level performance in
many important functions, but many AI scientists believe that artificial
intelligence inevitably will equal and surpass human mental abilities - if
not in twenty years, then surely in fifty. The main conclusion of this
view of AI is that, even if AI does create more work, this work can also
be performed by AI devices without necessarily implying more jobs for
humans.
Of course, the mere fact that some work can be performed
automatically does not make it inevitable that it will be. Automation
depends on many factors - economic, political, and social. The major
economic parameter would seem to be the relative cost of having either
people or machines execute a given task (at a specified rate and level
of quality). In this respect too, AI differs from many previous labor-
saving technologies in that it is relatively very inexpensive and will
undoubtedly become even more so in the future. Yet, even granting an
economic rationale for replacing human labor with machines, we as a
society may choose not to do so. That is, we may decide to continue to
employ humans in jobs "next to the window" (as the Japanese say), sim-
ply as a way to distribute income and to give people something tangible
to do.
In this paper I examine the potential economic effects of artificial
intelligence. I conclude that AI does indeed offer the potential for
achieving massive reductions in the amount of human labor needed to
produce the world's goods and services. While acknowledging that
there are understandable reasons people might feel threatened by this
outcome, it seems to me that we should view it as a blessing rather than
a curse. As John Maynard Keynes said over fifty years ago: "All this
means in the long run [is] that mankind is solving its economic prob-
lem... The economic problem is not - if we look into the future - the
permanent problem oj the human race" (Keynes 1933). From this
standpoint, I then review some suggestions for dissociating income from
employment so that people will be able to benefit from the elimination
of unnecessary toil.
2 The Diminishing Need for Human Labor
2.1 Co_onsense arguments
Before beginning a more technical discussion of the economic
effects of AI, it is worth considering a few general statements that are
being made about the consequences of automation.
First, let's look at some of the arguments supporting the view that
automation (including AI) will not result in unemployment. In a recent
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interview, James Albus, a leading researcher in robotics, made several
important points. He stated, for example: "There is no historical evi-
dence that rapid productivity growth leads to loss of jobs. In fact,
quite the contrary. In general, industries that use the most efficient
production techniques grow and prosper, and hire more workers.
Markets for their products expand and they diversify into new product
lines" (Albus 1983).
A related argument is based on the observation that unemploy-
ment is worse in the developing countries than in the industrialized
ones. Since automation is much less pervasive in the Third World and
unemployment is still so acute there, automation obviously cannot be
the principal cause of unemployment.
Even if automation makes it possible to perform every task with
fewer workers, there are a great many needs to satisfy. Albus expands
on this point by observing that there is not a fixed amount of work.
More work can always be created Work is easy to create.... there is
always more work to be done than people to do it ...The problem is not
in finding plenty of work for both humans and robots. The problem is
in finding mechanisms by which the wealth created by robot technology
can be distributed as income to the people who need it. If this were
done, markets would explode, demand would increase, and there would
be plenty of work for all able-bodied humans, plus as many robots as we
could build" (Albus 1983).
There are several industries that have pursued automation aggres-
sively without reducing overall employment. In US banking, for exam-
ple, because the increased productivity resulting from automation has
been accompanied by a relatively even higher demand for bank ser-
vices, employment grew by 50 percent between 1970 and 1980 (Ernest
1982). (On the other hand, however, we note that most of the jobs in
the banking industry involve "knowledge work" of one sort or another
- Le., the very category that is succumbing most rapidly to automation
by AI techniques. In fact, the Bank of America recently announced
that it is now seeking to reduce its employment levels significantly
(Gartner 1984).)
Even if automation proceeds rapidly, the task of converting to
automatic factories and offices will itself require considerable labor.
According to Albus, .....building the automatic factories ... is a Herculean
task that will provide employment to millions of workers for several
generations" (Albus 1983).
Critics of the hypothesis that artificial intelligence will be able to
do anything argue that there is a large number of tasks that simply
can never be completely automated. For instance, some people believe
that it will prove impossible or undesirable to automate such services
as marriage counseling, child care, and primary-school teaching. They
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might also claim that machines will never be able to generate truly
excellent music, literature, and other art forms. Some, such as Profes-
sor Thorne McCarty of Rutgers, have suggested that the economy of the
future might be based on these specialized kinds of "human-oriented"
and creative services, just as much of our present-day economy is
based on a more general array of services.
On the other hand, those who argue that the more advanced forms
of automation (like robotics and AI) will cause increasing unemploy-
ment have several reasonable arguments on their side. For example,
they point to the fact that over the past decade or so unemployment in
the technically advanced societies does appear to have grown. With
each successive business cycle, the "troughs" in the unemployment
graph move upward. Although many people lose their jobs at times of
recession, there are many others among the jobless who can blame
their plight on robots and other automatic dev~ces. Some economists
think that we are already in the initial stages of a critical period in
which large-scale unemployment due to automation is inevitable. For
example, Dr. Gail Garfield Schwartz, an economic consultant in Washing-
ton, DC, was recently quoted as saying "perhaps as much as 20% or more
of the work force will be out of work in a generation" (Neikirk 1982).
Nobel prize-winning economist Wassily Leontief, director of the
Institute for Economic Analysis at New York University, adds weight to
this prediction. He says that "we are beginning a gradual process
whereby over the next 30-40 years many people will be displaced,
creating massive problems of unemployment and dislocation .... In the
last century, there was an analogous problem with horses. They
became unnecessary with the advent of tractors, automobiles, and
trucks ....So what happened to horses will happen to people, unless the
government can redistribute the fruits of the new technology" (Leon-
tief 1983).
We should also realize that employment data, as collected and pub-
lished by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the US Department of
Labor, include all the people who are ordinarily considered to be work-
ing. We must be honest enough with ourselves to admit that probably
not all of these people are really presently required to produce the
goods and services that we need. Some might not actually be needed -
but are being paid anyway because of labor contracts that have set
excessive standards as to the number of persons it takes to perform
certain jobs. Most of us are being paid. quite legitimately perhaps, for
vacations - which is one way of spreading the available work around.
Some are being paid because various governmental bodies have been
persuaded that certain goods and services are "needed," despite the
fact that they are quite controversial and might not even be desired by
a majority of those of us who are "buying" them. Some are being paid
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for crops not produced. Some are being paid because of eliminable
inefficiencies that we prefer to continue tolerating. Because statistical
employment does not necessarily mean real employment. the magnitude
of the unemployment problem may already be greater than we realize.
Another factor pointing toward future reductions (or at least
shifts) in the labor force is the rapid progress in automating much
"white-collar" work. It has been estimated that more than half of all
US workers are engaged in "information-processing activities."
Included in this category are many managerial functions, such as
decision-making, reporting, communicating and coordinating, fact-
gathering, and the supervision of similar activities by subordinates.
Also included are many paper-handling clerical functions. The "expert
systems" and automatic planning programs currently being developed in
AI research laboratories will be able to perform many of these tasks,
with a consequent drastic reduction in the need for human involvement
or intervention.
Others have argued that the majority of new jobs created by auto-
mation will require only low-skilled labor. In a recent Stanford study
Levin and Rumberger (19B3) conclude the following:
''Most. new jobs will not. be In high-t.echnology occupat.1ons,
nor will t.he applicat.1on of high t.echnology in exist.1ng jobs
require a vast. upgrading of t.he skills of t.he American labor
force. To t.he cont.rary, t.he expansion of t.he lowest.-skilled jobs
in t.he American economy will vastly outst.rip t.he growt.h of high-
t.echnology ones. And t.he proliferat.1on of high-t.echnology indus-
t.ries and t.heir products is far more likely t.o reduce t.he skill
requirements for jobs in t.he US economy t.han to upgrade
t.hem....About. 150,000 new jobs for comput.er programmers are
expect.ed to emerge during [t.he next.] 12-year period, a level of
growt.h vastly out.paced by t.he 600,000 new jobs expect.ed for
fast.-food workers and kit.chen helpers....Past. applicat.1ons of
t.echnology in t.he workplace as well as present. evidence suggest.
t.hat. fut.ure t.echnologies will furt.her simplify and rout.1nize work
tasks and reduce opport.unit.1es for worker individualit.y and judg-
ment.. Moreover, t.he displacement. in jobs and t.he downgrading of
skill requirements for most. of t.he new posit.1ons will undermine
employment. generally, and especially t.he employment. of skilled
workers."
So we see that there are many more or less reasonable arguments
on both sides of this issue. It is Likely that we will continue, almost
daily, to hear conflicting opinions about the prospective impact of AI
on employment. For a more prescient analysis, however, we must turn




The economists whom we consult also have differing opinions on
this matter. In fact, two Nobel laureates in economics, namely Herbert
Simon and Wassily Leontief, seem to be on opposite sides. On the one
hand, Herbert Simon (who, of course, is also a distinguished AI scien-
tist) invokes the law of comparative advantage, which is, as, he states,
the standard rebuttal of economic theory to the concern that mechani-
zation causes technological unemployment. Simon claims that this law
"...shows, essentially, that both people and machines can be fully
employed regardless of their relative productivity. By adjustment in
the relative price of labor and capital, respectively, It will come about
that labor will be employed in those processes in which it is relatively
more productive, capital in the processes in which it is relatively more
productive." Simon does admit, however, that the law of comparative
advantage "...does not settle all the essential issues. In particular,
although it shows that at some wage all labor would be employed in
equilibrium, no matter how efficient machines become, it does not
predict what that wage would be. It does not guarantee that real wages
will not drop as the economy's productivity improves through mechani-
zation. It does not even guarantee that real wages will remain above
the subsistence level" (Simon 1977, p. 145).
To pursue this matter further, Simon analyzes in more detail the
effects of technological progress in a model economy (Simon 1977, pp.
147-160). Equilibrium conditions in his model are given by the following
equation:
W Lt L + (1 + T I) C =1
where wL is the labor wage rate, tL the average labor time required to
produce one unit of output, TI the interest rate, and c the average cap-
ital required to produce one unit of output. A labor-saving technologi-
cal change in Simon's model economy would lower the average labor time
required to produce one unit of output. He concludes that "...so long as
the rate of interest remains constant, an advance in technology can
only produce a rising level of real wages." He then gives several rea-
sons, some historical, why he believes it likely that (real) interest
rates will remain constant.
Simon summarizes his position by saying that "...nothing about the
current advances in automation indicates that these advances will have
any different economic effects than earlier industrialization and
mechanization. The main long-run effect of increasing productivity is
to increase real wages - a conclusion that is historically true and
analytically demonstrable."
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In Simon's model, the entire cost of capital (interest on borrowed
capital plus return on invested capital) is combined as "interest." One
wonders whether the predictions of his model would survive an analysis
in which technology makes possible a shift from salaries paid to humans
toward "salaries" paid to machines (in the form of higher profits to the
robot owners). Would he include these "salaries" as "wages" or as
"interest"?
It is true, as Simon notes, that the cost of capital (the real
interest rate) has remained fairly level over recent decades. Conse-
quently, as our economy has become more productive, both the labor
wage rate and total labor wages have risen. But, as Kelso and Adler
(1958, pp. 40-(3) argue, it is machines, not labor, that have become
more productive; therefore, it is capital, rather than labor, that might
more appropriately have received the extra reward. Our society has
simply "chosen" (through various social and political means) to distri-
bute income to consumers through higher wage rates, rather than
through higher return on investment. However, there is no compelling
reason to believe that, as capital becomes even more productive
(through the use of AI devices), equilibrium won't ultimately be attained
by rewarding capital more handsomely than labor. (For example, could
not the recent upward pressure on real interest rates be partially
explained by the fact that it is becoming ever more difficult for society
to deal with the increased productivity of capital by repeatedly grant-
ing further rises in wage rates?)
Taking a somewhat different approach, Wassily Leontief and his
colleagues have used arguments based on input/output analysis to show
that automation will lead to a reduced need for human labor.
{Input/output analysis is a computer-based technique for quantitatively
analyzing how the various sectors of an economy supply and depend on
one another for goods and services (Leontief 1966).) A series of
input/output simulations of the Austrian economy, for example, fore-
cast that intensive automation would increase Austria's customarily low
(2%) unemployment rate to 10% by 1990 unless the reduced need for
work were offset by a shorter work week (Leontief 1982, pp. 188-204).
Together with Faye Duchin and other colleagues, Leontief has
recently developed a dynamic input/output model of the American econ-
omy that has been used to make predictions about employment levels on
the basis of three different assumptions about technological change.
They conclude that a rather "intensive use of automation over the next
twenty years will make it possible to conserve about 10% of the labor
that would have been required to produce the same bill of goods in the
absence of automation. The impacts are speclfic to different types of
work and will involve a significant increase in professionals as a pro-
portion of the labor force and a steep decline in the relative number of
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clerical workers" (Leontief and Duchin 1983). After discussing these
results with Faye Duchin. I think it is likely that AI technology will
allow even more automation than that assumed in their "intensive"
scenario (Duchin 1983, private communication).
One could cite other economists who take opposing positions on
the effects of automation. In my opinion, however, those who expect AI
and automation to expand the number of jobs available fail to take into
account some important distinctions between AI and previous technolo-
gies. I believe that a relatively straightforward chain of economic rea-
soning, based on the special nature of artificial intelligence, leads us
directly to the conclusion that the total amount of human labor used to
produce our goods and services will decline markedly.
Our terminology will be simplified if we use the word "consum-
abIes" in place of the phrase "goods and services." By "consumable," I
mean to include specific physical objects, such as automobiles, cameras,
shoes, apple juice, missiles, and all the other tangible items that might
be needed (purchased) from time to time by or for persons, animals,
processes, corporations, governments, or other consumers. I also
include all kinds of services, such as rides on Jet planes, hairdressing,
the production and issuance of environmental impact reports, deciding
about factory locations, financial management, poetry composition and
readings, and such other services as might be performed in a society.
Although there may be intermediate nonhuman consumers, such as cor-
porations, processes, or robots, the most important class of consumers
consists of people - Le., of living, breathing individuals. If consump-
tion by a nonhuman does not, in some manner, relate ultimately to the
consumption of something by a human, we might well ask (anthropo-
centrically): "What's the point?"
People are both "consumers" and "producers" of consumables.
Economic systems and economic theory seek to establish relationships
between these two activities. Let us focus first on consumption.
It is particularly difficult to analyze our "needs" for consumables.
Consumables can often be replaced by substitutes without objection or
detriment. Cheap plastic parts can be used instead of more expensive
metal parts, resulting in a different consumable. If the substitution is
successful, our "need" for the original consumable disappears. Some-
times people can be convinced that they really do not need consum-
abIes formerly considered essential. (What has happened to "house
calls" by medical doctors?) Previously contented. satisfied people can
also come to believe that they can no longer be satisfied without
acquiring additional or different consumables. Suddenly we "must
have" a new kind of toothpaste, a backyard swimming pool, a particular
weight-reducing program, and so on. Times. styles, and values change -
and. as they do, our needs expand and contract correspondingly.
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Another important point is that, regardless of changing needs in
the industrialized countries. most of the people in the world presently
consume relatively little; consequently, the global demand for consum-
abIes can (and ought to) increase dramatically. James Albus has noted
the effect that this accelerating demand will have on employment: "The
world is filled with need. It is premature to worry about robots elim-
inating work as long as there exist such overwhelming problems as pro-
viding food, clothing, shelter, education. and medical care for millions
of people living in desperate poverty" (Albus 1983).
Nevertheless, one should not assume that the potential for human
beings to absorb consumables is infinite. It may in fact be very large,
but it is finite. There is a "law of diminishing returns" for consumption
as well. After a certain level of consumption has been reached. people
just don't have the extra time, attention, or desire to absorb even more
goods and services, regardless of their cost. Those consumables that
are purchased, but which are then literally forgotten and abandoned
before they are used at all, might just as well not have been produced -
except, possibly, for the role their creation might have played in pro-
viding jobs. But such jobs. we would all agree. would certainly be of the
"make-work" category. It should also be clear that the finite nature of
material and energy resources might effectively limit the production of
some consumables even before people became sated with them.
The reason for pressing this point is that some might argue that
there will always be a requirement for large amounts of human labor if
demand is potentially infinite. Automation will simply never catch up
with continually increasing demand. Now, we might agree that the ulti-
mate ceiling on demand could be very high indeed - far above current
levels. But AI applications will lead to increases in the exponent of a
productivity that is already rising exponentially. and such "superex-
ponential" increases overtake finite (even if large) limits very quickly.
(A similar argument supporting continuing requirements for human
labor might be based on a constantly shifting but finite set of needs.
Here again automation might have difficulty keeping pace with con-
stantly shifting needs - but so might human workers.)
We should also question whether we, as a society, really want to
persuade ourselves to increase consumption mainly for the purpose of
providing employment. If drastically increased consumption does not
result in more fulfilling and rewarding 11ves. the extra production
seems rather pointless. I am reminded of the naturalist John Muir's
statement, "Why, I am richer than [railroad magnate Edward] Harriman.
I have all the money I want. and he doesn't."
Now let us consider production. Consumables are produced by
processes that change from time to time. Each process involves an
amalgamation of human labor (of various types), capital {machinery and
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plant), and materials (including energy). In a free-market, competitive
economy, suppliers of consumables seek to reduce the individual costs
of these components. We might call this tendency the "law of reduc-
tion." Reduction is often achieved through "technology." (Of course,
suppliers might also seek to substitute a different. lower-cost consum-
able by attempting to convince purchasers that they need the substi-
tute instead.) Most attention is paid to that component of a
consumable's production which offers the best expectation of achieving
maximum overall cost reduction.
Given the law of reduction (and a strong belief in the power and
economy of artificial intelligence), we can conclude that the cost of the
human-labor component of any consumable will fall until it is no longer
a significant percentage of the cost of the consumable. The law of
reduction, in this case, works as follows. So long as the cost of the
human-labor component of a consumable remains a significant factor in
the latter's total cost, producers will want to substitute lower-cost
machines for human labor. This desire will motivate attempts to
increase the power and decrease the cost of computer hardware and AI
software. It is technologically inevitable that such attempts will
succeed and will continue to do so until the cost of the human-labor
component of consumables becomes insignificant. Essentially what we
shall be witnessing will be the replacement of expensive human labor
by ever-cheaper AI "labor" until a consumable's ultimate cost
approaches the sum of the costs of the non-AI capital, materials, and
taxes. (Since AI is so inexpensive. we are assuming that the cost of the
AI capital is also insignificant.) Thus. the total cost of human labor
needed to produce all consumables will become small in comparison with
the sum of the other costs.
An economic tautology that links input and output tells us that the
total income earned by people through labor is the same as the total
human-labor cost in producing all consumables. and that the total
income earned by people through means other than labor (such as
transfer payments and return on investment) is the same as the total
nonlabor costs of producing all consumables. Therefore, the total
income people earn through their labor can be expected to fall until it
is a small percentage of the total income earned by people through
other means.
These trends are already evident in our economy for many indivi-
dual industries, such as agriculture - even if they have not yet been
prominent in the aggregate. The primary income source of a typical
family farmer. for example, has shifted from his own labor to a return
on his investment in laborsaving farm machinery. In general, however.
labor has been able to move to areas in which its technological replace-
ment by lower-cost machines has not yet occurred, such as service
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industries and white-collar work. This shift has been possible because
demand has expanded to include consumables produced by such labor.
But the law of reduction is still operative, chipping away at the labor
component of these consumables as well; and, through AI, their labor
costs too will ultimately be drastically reduced. With inexpensive AI in
relentless pursuit, it seems likely that there will be few sanctuaries
left where income is derived from toil. The only way in which the labor
fraction of overall income will not be lowered is if many new
"automation-proof" consumables are added to those we need. For exam-
ple, some people think that several human-service occupations (nurs-
ing, teaching, psychiatry, marriage counseling, etc.) will remain forever
beyond the reach of automation, and that our future economy might be
based entirely on that sort of work. It seems to me, though, that there
are too few intrinsically nonautomatable services on which to base an
entire economy.
If the small percentage represented by overall labor income is
concentrated among a small percentage of the total population, then
the rest of the population will be unemployed. Alternatively, if that
small amount of overall labor income is evenly spread among the popula-
tion, everyone will obtain only a small percentage of his income through
work, there will be a disincentive to work long hours, and everyone will
be largely unemployed. In either case we have unemployment. By
"unemployed" I do not mean unoccupied. Nor do I mean to imply that
people will regard their unemployment as in any way undesirable. I
merely mean that people's time will not be spent predominantly in
working for an income. Income will come from other sources. I shall
discuss this issue further in the next section.
3 What"s so Bad about Unemployment?
3.1 Two fears
Instead of welcoming the arrival of mechanical slaves to perform
much of the world's toil, most people view the prospect of increasing
unemployment with great alarm. Leontief puts this paradox in sharp
relief: "Adam and Eve enjoyed, before they were expelled from Para-
dise, a high standard of living without working. After their expulsion,
they and their successors were condemned to eke out a miserable
existence, working from dawn to dusk. The history of technological
progress over the past 200 years is essentially the story of the human
species working its way slowly and steadily back into Paradise. What
would happen, however. if we suddenly found ourselves in it? With all
goods and services provided without work, no one would be gainfully
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employed. Being unemployed means receiving no wages. As a result,
until appropriate new income policies were formulated to fit the
changed technological conditions, everyone would starve in Paradise"
(Leontief 1982, p. 192).
Leontief's story highlights one of the fears that people have
about unemployment, namely, that they will lose their incomes. Presum-
ably this economic fear would evaporate if people could obtain an
income in some other manner so that they could purchase goods and
services produced by the machines. Many economists, as well as oth-
ers, have proposed various schemes that separate income from employ-
ment; I shall examine some of them in this section.
Another cause for apprehension has to do with social and psycho-
logical needs of human beings rather than with their economic require-
ments. What will people do with their "free time"? What activities will
be as fulfilling and rewarding as jobs? Some people are pessimistic
about the ability of their fellows (but not of themselves) to adjust to
"becoming rich." Others, like John McCarthy, an AI pioneer, opine
facetiously that this adjustment "...could take all of ten minutes"
(McCarthy 1983). I shall also have some comments about this problem.
3.2 Allaying the economic tear
There are several ways of dealing with the economically motivated
fear of unemployment. They range from rather crude approaches, like
attempting to slow down or halt technological change so as to delay or
prevent unemployment, to more sophisticated and possibly impractical
reorientations of our economic system.
Placing obstacles in the path of either using or abetting technol-
ogy might be called a "Luddite approach" to the economic problem of
unemployment. This approach is unfair to humanity because it con-
demns us to continue toiling when toil is technologically unnecessary.
To use Leontief's metaphor, it is equivalent to disrupting our attempts
to re-enter Paradise. In any case, the approach would inevitably fail
because, fortunately, no government or other group has sufficient
repressive power to prevent technical progress. Even if technology
were temporarily slowed in one country, so much the worse for that
country; its foreign competitors would soon outrace it and it would have
unemployment anyway - unemployment and poverty.
Another way to solve the economic problem posed by technological
unemployment is to invent jobs that are really either unnecessary (that
is, they do not contribute to absorbable consumables) or could be per-
formed by machines. This approach may be one way of distributing
income, but it is unfair because it condemns some people to
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unnecessary toil. There is reason to fear that the conventional goal of
full employment (espoused by both political parties in the United
States) can be achieved only through such "make-work" schemes.
Separating income from employment would seem a better way to
solve the economic problem of unemployment. This solution actually
suggests itself as a corollary of our earlier economic analysis; if income
is not derived principally from labor, it must instead come from either
capital investments, sale of materials, or transfer payments.
As regards transfer payments, the industrialized nations already
have a great deal of experience with government techniques for distri-
buting income independently of work. Social security, "welfare" pay-
ments of various kinds, farm subsidies, and the "negative income tax"
have all been used in the United States. Expansion of these programs
is one possible way of decoupling income from work. I shall not attempt
here to give arguments for or against transfer payments, except to
note that many people fear the pernicious effect of some types of
transfer payments - I.e., that they might subvert the American ideal of
a free and independent citizenry.
There have been many intriguing proposals for more of us to
obtain more of our income from a return on capital investment. Louis
Kelso and Mortimer Adler have written a book that proposes an imagina-
tive, capitalistic "...society in which machines do all or most of the
mechanical work that must be done to provide the wealth necessary
both for subsistence and for civilization." They recommend a diffuse,
private ownership of the means of production so that
"...every man, or every family, has a sufficient share in the
private ownership of machines to derive sufficient subsistence
from their productivity. In this automated industrial society,
each man, as an owner of machines, would be in the same position
as an owner of slaves in a slave society. As a capitalist, he would
be an economically free man, free from exploitation by other
men, free from destitution or want, free from the drudgery of
mechanical work - and so free to live well if he has the virtue to
do so" (Kelso and Adler 1958, p. 28).
Kelso and Adler envision that people would receive most of their
income from dividends on common stock. To achieve this situation, they
make proposals that would
(1) Broaden the ownership of existing enterprises.
(2) Encourage the formation of new capital and the organization of
new enterprises owned by new capitalists.
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(3) Discourage concentration of the ownership of capital by house-
holds in which such concentration has passed beyond the point
determined to be the maximum consistent with the just organiza-
tion of a completely capitalistic economy (Kelso and Adler 1958, p.
169).
They also list specific recommendations, including the use of tax
and credit devices, whereby families may begin to accumulate stock
ownership in corporations.
James Albus has suggested the formation of a National Mutual Fund
(NMF), which would use credit from the Federal Reserve System to
finance private investment in automated industries. Ultimately this
fund would invest about $300 billion a year, which would double the
then current (1980) rate of investment in plant and equipment. This
extra investment in private companies would earn profits that would be
distributed by the NMF to the general public as dividends to stockhold-
ers. "Everyone would receive a substantial income from invested capi-
tal. Everyone would be a capitalist, not just the wealthy" (Albus 1981).
To offset the short-term inflationary effect caused by the invest-
ment of this newly created money. Albus suggests that short-term
demand be restrained through a mandatory savings bond program.
These bonds would bear interest and be redeemable after five years.
"The key idea in this plan. which might be called an Industrial Develop-
ment Bond program, is to index the mandatory savings rate to the lead-
ing indicators for inflation on a monthly basis. If inflation is predicted,
mandatory savings go up for the next month and reduce consumer
demand. As soon as prices stabilize or decline. mandatory savings are
reduced. This policy would effectively divert short-term demand from
consumption into savings and compensate for increased investment. At
the same time, it would assure that the purchasing power to distribute
the fruits of investment in highly productive technology would be avail-
able once the new plants and modernized machinery began to produce
increased output."
As Albus notes, separating income from employment explicitly ac-
knowledges "... that the primary goal of an economic system is not to
create work, but to create and distribute wealth, Le.• goods and ser-
vices that people want and need." He goes on to say. "I believe we have
it within our power to create an everyperson's aristocracy based on
robot labor" (Albus 1983).
The process of converting to an economic system that separates
income from employment will face major, perhaps insurmountable politi-
cal. psychological, and social obstacles. "Earning a living" is a very
deeply ingrained notion in our culture. Different levels of skill, luck.
and hard work in earning a living allow a spread of incomes, from low to
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high, that many people regard as equitable and desirable. Even if most
consumables were being produced automatically, material and energy
limits might not allow everyone to consume at the rate he would like.
Since some of us (perhaps many) will still need to work, the lure of
higher incomes might provide the necessary incentive - even as it so
often does now.
9.3 Allaying the Bociopsychological fear
There are many people who are fortunate enough to gain many
psychologically valuable benefits from their jobs in addition to those of
a strictly economic nature. Job satisfaction, the joy of achievement, an
enhanced personal identity, opportunities for growth and learning, and
social interaction are among the things that many of us derive from our
work. Clearly, humans need such beneficial activities, but must they be
tied to the production of income? There is already a large number of
people who gain fulfillment and psychological rewards from activities
they pursue in retirement (at which time their income is derived from
pensions, social security, investments, etc.), or from volunteer or
public-service activities (with income perhaps provided by a spouse's
job or from inherited wealth). Many people also forego a chance at
higher incomes so that they can fulfill themselves in artistic and
creative pursuits in which the potential for income might be very low or
even nonexistent.
Although many of us fear the prospect of losing a job, do we
really fear more the loss of psychological rewards than economic ones?
One simple test is to ask, "Suppose you inherited one million dollars.
Would you go back to your old job, or would you do something else with
your time?" Probably not many people are fortunate enough to have a
job they would want to continue if they were suddenly to become
wealthy.
Margaret Boden argues quite convincingly that the new age of
automation could be "rehumanizing" rather than "dehumanizing." She
foresees a "Polynesian-type" culture based on artificial intelligence.
In Polynesia (at least in precolonial times) no one worried very much
about the fact that freely available mangos caused unemployment. Pro-
fessor Boden states: "AI could be the Westerner's mango tree. Its con-
tribution to our food, shelter, and manufactured goods, and to the run-
ning of our administrative bureaucracies can free us not only from
drudgery but for humanity. It will lead to an increased number of "ser-
vice" jobs - in the caring professions, education, craft, sport, and
entertainment. Such jobs are human rather than inhuman, giving satis-
faction not only to those for whom the service is provided, but also to
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those who provide it. And because even these jobs will very likely not
be full-time, people both in and out of work will have time to devote to
each other which today they do not enjoy. Friendship could become a
living art again" (Boden 1983). It should also be noted that, besides
providing people with time for human-oriented activities, automatic
devices can be utilized in support of these activities to make them
richer and more enjoyable.
Thus, it seems that there is no real reason to believe that a paying
job is essential for a rewarding life. There is abundant evidence that
people can receive important life-fulfilling benefits from a wide variety
of activities that do not generate income. Some, like Willis Harman,
envision a new conception of work made possible by our growing ability
to produce goods and services automatically (Harman 1981).
Before leaving this topic, however, we might mention another pos-
sible function of employment. In addition to the positive benefits that
accrue to a job holder, some observers, citing the correlation between
crime and unemployment rates, see compulsory employment as a way to
keep people out of trouble. Such a view not only seems inordinately
pessimistic with respect to human nature and the human potential, but
is probably wrong about the underlying causes of criminal activity. In
any case, there are probably more humane ways to maintain civil tran-
quility than chaining people to work they dislike. Also, as Herb Simon
has pointed out "...most people who are alarmed at [the prospect of too
much leisure time] do not find that they themselves are endowed with
too much leisure. But there are 'many people,' it is argued, who would
not know what to do with leisure time, and who, presumably, would lend
their hands to the Devil" (Simon 1977, p. 142).
-4 The Transition
For those who are willing to grant that artificial intelligence and
related technologies will eventually reduce the total need for human
labor and that there are stable and desirable socioeconomic systems
that separate employment from income, there still remains one very
difficult question: how do we get there from here? Now some might say
that we have plenty of time to worry about that problem and that now
is too early to think about a transition. In the first place, it might be a
long time before we develop the ultimate systems that will be able to
perform the new Jobs created by currently emerging AI systems.
Secondly, a huge amount of human labor will be required to convert
present-day industrial societies to fully automated ones (not to mention
the labor needed to lift the living standards of the Third World).
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Nevertheless, I think there are good reasons people should now
start concerning themselves with this problem. First, the pace of
technical change is accelerating. While it is true that the technical
problems involved in creating artificially intelligent systems are still
immense, we may solve most of them within the next generation.
Second, if we begin to welcome rather than fear the "unemployment"
consequences of AI, we can avoid the technological lethargy that unwar-
ranted anxiety might otherwise induce. Third, socioeconomic changes
are extremely slow (compared with technical progress). We must allow
time for the several stages needed for the transition to new systems of
distributing income. There will be at least five to ten years of discus-
sion and argument among intellectuals and other social thinkers. Next,
the voting public must have sufficient confidence in some of these ideas
to approve any necessary legislation. At the same time, we must antici-
pate an inevitable reaction against these changes, stimulated by a gen-
eral yearning to return to the "good. old days" in which everyone did an
honest day's work for an honest day's pay. People may blame these
economic experiments for one or more of the expected future slumps in
the business cycle. Taking all of these processes into account, it may
well require one or two generations before the necessary changes can
be made in our economic system, even if concerned people begin think-
ing earnestly about the problem right now.
The fourth reason for starting to think about the problem and
instituting some transitional measures now is that this will minimize the
discomfort of workers who are already being affected by automation.
There are grounds for believing that the current high unemployment
rates of the industrialized countries are not completely explainable by
business cycles and will be cured by neither "supply-side" nor
"demand-side" economic policies. This unemployment is rather a symp-
tom of the "new automation," and it will continue to worsen even as
business conditions improve. If the root causes of high unemployment
are in actuality related to automation, policies that recognize this fact
will have a better chance of alleviating the misery and poverty of the
unemployed.
There are several things that we can begin to do now to prepare
for these effects of AI. First, we must convince our leaders that they
should give up the notion of "full employment" as a goal for the postin-
dustrial economic system. It is unachievable, unnecessary, and
undesirable - and it keeps us from focussing on the real problem.
Retraining is critically important, but we must not assume that
everyone who now holds a blue-collar or middle-management job can
become a computer scientist or programmer when his present job
disappears. We must begin training for such automation-resistant
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"human service" jobs as teaching, family counseling, daycare, and
health care. We must also educate people in arts, crafts, literature,
writing, and sports so that they will benefit more from their increasing
leisure time. People cannot become "Polynesians" without training.
Many community colleges already give adult education courses with this
orientation; these programs should be expanded.
We should also begin to work much more earnestly on the many
transition projects required to move us into the computerized, postin-
dustrial age. Probably our most important task is to improve the living
standards of people in Third World countries. I agree with James Albus
that "Without rapid economic growth, a world of growing shortages will
become an increasingly dangerous place. Nations competing over a
shrinking stock of wealth and resources will inevitably come to military
confrontation. The world's best hope is a great surge of industrial pro-
ductivity that can outstrip the present population explosion and give
us one more period of affluence in which we will have another chance at
bringing the human population into stable equilibrium with the finite
living space aboard the planet Earth" (Albus 1981). Another transition
task is to design and build new automated equipment and factories.
This work should be preceded by national projects, like those spon-
sored by the Japanese, that plan and develop the necessary technol-
ogy. Additional projects could be initiated to improve education and
health care in all parts of the world. Communities throughout the
United States have been concerned about the problem of aging high-
ways, bridges, and other transportation and communication facilities.
Upgrading this "infrastructure" would absorb surplus labor during the
transition stage. The postindustrial, information age will need another
infrastructure - one consisting of computer systems, data bases, and
networks. Putting all of this in place and maintaining it will require
human labor for several more years.
Much of the work I have just mentioned can be funded only by
governments. Because such work accomplishes goals that need to be
satisfied, it should not be thought of as "made-work." But it does have
the desirable side-effect of giving people employment during the tran-
sition from an economy in which most income is derived from employ-
ment to one in which most income is derived from other sources. In
order to undertake these large public projects, we need to think dif-
ferently about the matter of spending public funds. Instead of asking
the rather outmoded question, "Can we afford. such expenditures?" we
need to learn to ask instead, "Should otherwise idle human labor be
employed to accomplish socially desirable tasks?" The use of terms
like "spending public money" and "affordability" focuses on arbitrary
accounting conventions rather than on reality. What really counts
is not an abstraction like money but whether or not people who could
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be working on these projects would otherwise be idle and whether or
not the rest of society can produce enough goods and services to
satisfy the demand of people working on public projects.
In seeking to analyze the financial aspect of these public works,
one could begin by observing that laborers are idle because the type of
work they would have been doing in producing consumables in the
private sector is now being done by machines. During the transition -
that is, before these idle laborers receive fully compensating income
from sources other than employment - part of the automation-derived
benefits realized by business and consumers should be used to help pay
the salaries of the workers on public projects. Simply put, the public
projects can be financed by taxes levied on automation and consump-
tion. Salaries paid to workers on public projects will increase demand
(beyond what it would have been if those workers had remained unem-
ployed and unpaid), but this demand can be met by the increased pro-
ductivity of the automated industries. Of course, the taxes levied on
automation must not be so high as to destroy the incentive to automate.
Furthermore, they should decline as the cost of labor for the public
projects goes down because of automation.
As automation takes over more and more of the work heretofore
performable only by humans, we need to take steps to ensure that peo-
ple become unemployed in a gradual and nondisruptive fashion. New
approaches to work, such as job-sharing, should be encouraged.
Shrinking of the workweek and a compensating increase in income
derived from nonemployment sources, such as stock ownership and
transfer payments, should proceed in step.
5 Conclusions
To recapitulate, I have argued that artificial intelligence is quite
different from previous automation technologies in that it will lead to
machines capable of performing quite inexpensively most of the tasks
that now require or are best done by human labor. Business people in a
free economy will then use these machines in preference to humans
because this substitution will lower the cost of production - and simul-
taneously raise the quality - of goods and services. The overall conse-
quence of using machines instead of people to produce goods and ser-
vices will, of course, be unemployment.
Even though we have historically thought of unemployment as a
serious problem to be corrected, the new unemployment might better
be thought of as a liberating development. It will permit people to
spend time on activities that will be more gratifying and humane than
most "jobs." Nor need this unemployment be accompanied by reduced
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levels of production and consumption. Various changes in our economic
system can be suggested that will allow an ever-expanding flow of goods
and services to be distributed equitably - not only in the industrialized
nations, but in the "underdeveloped" ones as well.
I acknowledge that these developments will take time. The tech-
nology of artificial intelligence is still young; perhaps a generation or
two must pass before its full impact on employment will be felt. Prog-
ress can of course be accelerated somewhat, if we so desire. Similarly,
it will take at least a generation or two to make appropriate changes in
our economic system - provided we start thinking seriously about these
problems now. In the meantime, since AI and related technologies are
undoubtedly already beginning to have some effect on employment, our
concern is hardly premature.
It would be both foolish and tragic for us to slow our progress
toward automation because of concern about unemployment. The world
needs all the productive capacity it can create if its inhabitants are
ever to live as human beings should. In fact, we may now be entering a
very narrow and perhaps last-chance time window in which to make the
transition from poverty, despair, and constant revolution and warfare
to a more stable, just, and prosperous world society. Besides the will to
accomplish this transition, we shall need all the help automation can
give us.
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Social and Economic Impacts of
Artificial Intelligence
Roger C. Schank· and Stephen 51ade •
1 AI in the 19908
There are many branches of artificial intelligence (AI) and each
has its own research agenda. However, there are several general prob-
lems that affect efforts in the main areas of AI: natural language,
vision, robotics, speech recognition, and expert systems. The first is
learning. It is widely accepted that AI programs require very large
amounts of knowledge in order to be effective. Once we know how that
knowledge is to be represented, in general, we must then fill the com-
puter with specific facts. These facts about the world are innumerable
and ever changing. A smart program must be a learning program. It
must be able to respond as a person does to new information and situa-
tions. It must adapt to changes in its environment. It must be able to
grow on its own.
Another aspect of the same problem of the large amount of
knowledge in these programs is both theoretical and technological. The
theoretical problem is How can that knowledge be organized? The
main current computer systems that contain and handle tremendous
amounts of information are very large data bases. These systems tend
to be fairly homogeneous and inflexible. By contrast, AI knowledge
bases tend to be heterogeneous and variable. What is an appropriate
·Computer Scienoe Department, Yale University, PO Box 2158, Yale Statton, Hew
Haven, CT 06520, USA.
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model, then, for making these AI programs orders of magnitude larger?
This leads to the technological question of How can we actually build
such large, complex programs? Our machines are getting more power-
ful and this allows us to build larger programs. But it is still not cer-
tain that the machines of tomorrow will be able to keep up with a
geometric growth in AI programming requirements. There will always be
a need for more powerful machines for AI research. The problems of
knowledge representation, acquisition, and organization will continue to
be at the core of AI for decades to come.
We have taken the view in our own research that large, complex
computer programs should be psychologically motivated. That is, the
computer programs should be models of human cognitive behavior.
There are several reasons for this point of view. First, people provide
us with an existence proof for intelligence. We know that people can
understand language, solve complex problems. and learn through
experience. Therefore, we know that such behavior is possible. There
may be other ways of developing intelligent computer programs. but we
wish to try to model human cognition in as direct a way as possible.
Second, since our programs are psychological models, we can take
advantage of psychological experiments and methodology in formulating
our theories. We can appeal to psychological evidence in developing
our programs, and, in turn. our programs and theories can prompt
psychologists to try new experiments.
Third. and most important, we want our programs to be psychologi-
cally correct so that we can learn more about the human mind. As com-
puter scientists, we are well aware of the intrinsic importance of intel-
ligent machines, but we must aver that an understanding of human intel-
ligence is a far greater goal than the creation of smart computers. Our
work in modeling human cognitive processes has focussed attention on
many facets of cognition including language ability, learning. memory,
motivation, emotions, interpersonal relations. beliefs. and planning
(Schank and Abelson 1977. Schank 1982).
In the next decade we expect that the two central problems of
learning and memory organization will be explored in greater depth. It
is very difficult to predict exactly what the results might be. since the
answers are obviously unknown. However, these two areas should have
the greatest impact on the field as a whole, since they touch on practi-
cally all areas of AI.
2 AI and Future Technology
The initial effect of AI on other scientific enterprises has been
the use of AI's tools and methods. One can already witness the applica-
tion of LISP software-engineering techniques and hardware to other
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areas, such as CAD/CAM, text editors, and compilers. At Yale, we have
ongoing research efforts in all three, which are quite separate from our
AI research program.
Just as AI can no longer claim sole ownership of LISP, neither can
it be proprietary regarding its basic paradigm of process models of
human cognition. Numerous other fields, including psychology, philoso-
phy, linguistics, and anthropology, are investigating AI theories and
models of cognitive processes. This new interdisciplinary focus on cog-
nitive behavior is called cognitive science. We see this as a very excit-
ing research area, ancillary and complementary to AI.
Expert systems offer another way of relating to other fields. The
AI methodology of modeling expert behavior can be applied to other
scientific endeavors. Until now, the achievements in other fields by AI
programs have been rather modest, when compared to human perfor-
mance. We would expect though that future programs - especially
those that can learn from experience - will be able to solve problems
that might have baffled the human expert.
At Yale, we are developing several such expert systems that are
meant to adapt to new situations based on prior experience. A funda-
mental assumption of this research is that the basis of expertise is
experience itself. Our computer programs build a large memory of pre-
vious cases in a specific domain on which they can draw when a new
problem arises. The previous cases are the source of general rules
that can handle the normal situations. This is comparable to the com-
mon rule-based model of expert systems. However, when a novel situa-
tion occurs, the program should be able to analyze the new event in
terms of previous events that shared similar features. Thus, even
though no particular rule was invoked, the program would still be able
to reason about the problem at another level.
In the next 50 years, AI may well come to be viewed as a type of
meta-science, like mathematics. That is, AI will be used as a tool
directed toward problems in numerous scientific and technical domains.
A program that can reason and reformulate its knowledge according to
experience will be a powerful tool in any application.
There is a belief among many people in AI that computers will be
able to become far more intelligent than people. This is a debatable
proposition, but there is one aspect of the argument that may be par-
ticularly relevant here. Computers can be made to devote all their
resources to a given task. They are not subject to the usual array of
human distractions such as hunger, thirst, boredom, or exhaustion.
Furthermore, if you have developed a program to explore a certain
problem, it is very straightforward to run that same program on 100 or
1000 computers at once - until one of them comes up with the answer.
It will most likely happen that a computer program will make significant
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discoveries in medicine or economics or mathematics. In the next cen-
tury, an AI program might very well be awarded a Nobel prize. A per~
son will have written the program, but the program will have made the
award-winning discovery.
3 AI and Society
In the next ten years, there will probably be no significant social
effects from AI. Certainly, the proliferation of home computers will
continue and the public will become more aware of computers. How-
ever, the home computers will not be able to support the large, complex
AI programs. People will begin to realize the great difficulty in building
a computer that can reason as a person can.
People will have much greater exposure to computers, both at
home and at work, and there will be a greater need to make computers
more accessible. The design of the man-machine interface will be a
vehicle for AI technology in general and natural language processing in
particular. The computer should communicate effectively with the
user, understand the intentions of the user, and learn about particular
users from repeated exposure.
Thus, the relationship between man and computers will continue to
evolve over the next ten years, and AI will be able to offer ways to nor-
malize that relationship by making it easier for people to work with
computers. There will be a greater public understanding of the prob-
lems of AI and also its possible applications.
One possible social impact of AI is unemployment. Over the next
ten years it is not likely that this will be much of a concern. Viewed as
a resource-allocation problem, the use of AI programs will most likely
be for applications that are either too expensive or too dangerous to
use people. AI programs will be fairly expensive (compared to word
processing and other personal computer applications) due to the
hardware requirements and the fact that there are not many people
trained in AI.
In the long term, AI programs will take care of tasks that are
better suited for computers, allowing humans to devote their time to
personal services. For example, computers will playa major role in
education in the coming years and the role of the teacher will change
considerably. We would expect that the teacher in the next 10 or 20
years will be able to concentrate less on preparing lessons and
correcting homework, and spend more time dealing with the interper-
sonal and social aspects of school. AI will play a growing role in educa-
tion. Current educational software is at a very primitive stage. These
programs often consist of little more than an electronic book in which
the child types RETURN to see the next page. One active area of AI
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research is ICAI (intelligent computer assisted instruction). An ICAI
program builds a model of the student and tries to understand the
misconceptions the student may have about the problem. Natural
language abilities will clearly be of great importance to the educational
programs of the future.
4 AI and Economics
AI programs require quite large amounts of computer power. As
hardware becomes less expensive, more powerful, and more widely
available, AI programs can finally become economically feasible in the
marketplace.
As mentioned above, AI plays a growing role in the design of
software systems - particularly the user interface. Given the increas-
ing power of hardware, these commercial systems will become ever more
common and widespread. The demand for these intelligent systems will
be tremendous. In ten years, an AI interface will be the sine q~a non
of any major software system.
There is, however, a problem with this scenario. There will not be
enough trained people available to build the systems. Even today,
there is a critical shortage of manpower in AI. Only a limited number of
people across the world are currently actively engaged in AI
endeavors. Expansion of the field will certainly occur, but it is likely
that the average quality of the work will diminish. It may seem odd to
some people to state this problem. Aren't there thousands and
thousands of computer programmers in the world? We see job training
centers popping up to turn unemployed steel workers into program-
mers. We recognize the demand for programmers and apparently there
are many efforts underway to meet this demand.
However, the situation is quite different in AI. An AI programmer
requires considerably more training and ability than an applications or
systems programmer. The problems are not well formulated. The
answers are not absolute. The usual training for an AI programmer
(who should already be a proficient programmer) involves a period of
apprenticeship at a research lab. This is vaguely comparable to an
internship or residency in medical education. The problem, though, is
that most medical schools in the United States graduate more doctors
each year than the cumulative total number of AI researchers trained
in the entire world.
Thus, the amount of progress in the field and the application of
results is severely limited by the number of researchers. This short-
age of trained researchers and practitioners will have a noticeable
damping effect on the economic impacts of AI.
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5 AI in the 21st Century
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Imagine the world 100 years from now. There will be robots that
can understand speech, read the newspaper (if there are newspapers).
recite Shakespeare. and assemble a bicycle. These robots will be
closer to R2D2 or C3PO than to any current machine. They will be our
servants.
This is the science-fiction vision. It is probably true. but it is
surely a small part of the picture. Saying that AI research will cul-
minate primarily in robot slaves is like saying that the main result of
the discovery of electromagnetism is color television.
Clearly there is a technological aspect of AI that drives much of
the research. However, there is a very important scientific aspect of
AI that involves the study of the mind. What is the organizational
structure of human memory? How do people learn? How do people
make decisions? How do people think?
It is the answers to these admittedly grand questions that hold
the greatest potential benefits to mankind. AI as a science may be able
to point the way to discoveries in other areas. It may be possible to
apply such advanced AI programs to a variety of pressing human prob-
lems - medical. educational, political, economic. and social.
As a case in point, imagine what a political candidate might expect
from AI in 100 years. There could be a program that could advise the
leader on the course of action to take in a given situation. One might
think of this program as a political expert system. The program could
devise campaign strategy, draft speeches, send out press releases.
prepare position papers, conduct polls (via electronic mail), develop
media commercials, and analyze the opponent·s record.
Now let us take it one more step. A computer program that could
display such an encyclopedic knowledge of the campaign and politics
generally should be a candidate itself. While we do not wish to suggest
that people will end up voting for computers, it is reasonable to predict
that computers, with the help of AI programs, will playa growing role in
the way in which our governments are run. For example. an AI expert
system on preparing the budget will most likely evolve over the next
century. Such a program would not be a mere spread-sheet calculation
program, but would analyze the line items of the budget from a political
perspective. A country's budget is the national agenda, an allocation of
the country's resources. and a reflection of the political values of the
country. An AI program designed to prepare the budget should know
what the goals of the leadership are and how those goals can best be
enacted through the budget. The program should know about the polit-
ical feasibility of passing various provisions and what impact they will
have on society.
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This political advisor is but one of many types of application of AI
that could have a much greater impact on people's lives than a robot
that brings you your coffee every morning. The horizons for profound
applications of AI are wide.
8 AI Today
As indicated above, the areas of learning and knowledge organiza-
tion are of central importance. These touch on many of the subfields
within AI, including natural language processing, vision, speech recog-
nition, expert systems, and robotics. We have also mentioned the rea-
sons for developing a psychological methodology for modeling cognitive
phenomena.
One main requirement for productive and useful AI research is the
capability to work on large, real-world problems. There is a broad con-
sensus that no major breakthrough in AI will emerge from a small, con-
cise program or from toy domains. AI programs should be explorations
in complexity and should tackle the world as it exists.
One extension to this argument is that AI researchers should look
at problems that span more than one subfield. Thus, there should be
efforts in integrating expert systems and natural language, or speech
recognition and vision. Researchers tend to shy away from these large
problems, saying that there are still many small problems that have yet
to be solved. That may be, but by looking at larger problems, we may
gain important insights into the nature of intelligence and cognition.
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CHAPTER 11
AI - Subjective Views. Future.
and Impacts
'Pibor V6.mos·
''If your intellect lets you down, approach experience, which is a
weaker device and not so lofty... " (Montaigne: On Experience,
Essais III, Ch.15.)
1 Wbat"s in a Name?
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At the outset I would be happy if we could agree on a less gorgeous
but more solid name for our subject. I fully realize that artificial intel-
ligence (AI) is now an accepted and impressive-sounding title - as
cybernetics was, 20-30 years ago - but it is giving rise to sci-fi expec-
tations, especially among those people to whom we would like to sell our
achievements and ideas, and it has an unfortunate tendency to intro-
duce charlatans to a field that is, in fact, a real R&D area for hard
work. the typical mixture of 1% inspiration and 99% perspiration. with
discipline and controlled self-assessment. And misleading our audience
is even more dangerous in a period when for the first time moderate
successes, at the limits of current possibilities, have been achieved by
people devoted to this area of problem solving. "Machine intelligence."
for example, would be more attractive from the viewpoint of not
attracting cheap propaganda or of raising false expectations.
·PresIdent, International Federation for Automatio Control (IFAC), Computer and
Automation Institute, Hungarian Academy of Solenoes, Kende utca 13-17, Budapest,
Hungary.
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This short note on my philosophical approach also indicates the
direction of my further remarks. I would like to select for examination
those areas where relevant results are being obtained, Le., real prob-
lems that can be solved or at least have reached the stage of realistic
formulation. In this context I will emphasize not only the primacy of
practical applications (not demonstrations) but also the degree of
problem complexity. This is where the real importance of AI is to be
found: as an approach for solving or helping to solve problems of real-
life complexity, which are either almost or completely insoluble by con-
ventional, straightforward computational methods.
Like any scientific discipline, our field is growing in two direc-
tions: methods (methodologies) and applications. If these are not
related (not necessarily simultaneously or directly), both lose their
relevance.
In my opinion. two major fields have emerged in the recent past as
successful, relevant, and promising directions: vision and knowledge
engineering (the latter including the term "expert systems" and,
somehow, the problem of understanding). I will discuss each of these
areas in turn, before examining possible social and economic implica-
tions of AI.
2 Perception: VISion and Voice Recognition
2.1 Vision
The use of artificial vision devices is already a practical proposi-
tion, with hardware and software on the market for several different
purposes. The most important are as follows:
Picture processing
special applications for remote sensing, used in meteorology, agri-
culture, natural resource surveys, archeology, etc. (devices in-
tended to facilitate automated massacres are beyond my scope);
biomedical applications (especially recognition of morphological
characteristics, such as shape and texture);
inspection functions, especially in technological processes (rough-
ly the same tasks).
Robot vision
object recognition (2D. 3D, color, partially invisible, shaded, and
overlapping objects, etc.);
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situation recognition (range finding, objects in motion. relations
between several objects).
Here a few remarks are in order. It is quite typical yet perhaps
still surprising that research projects start out with very ambitious
(and highly intelligent) general goals, but as they approach realization,
attention is progressively restricted to rather pragmatic and economic
solutions. Most vision applications would not be considered as real AI
results by the more extravagant AI philosophers. These applications
use several simple edge-detection, region-discrimination, and selection
techniques, combined with the calculation of easily computable
geometric characteristics (area/perimeter, momentum, connectivity,
etc.). Easy teaching methods, standard object modeling, and the calcu-
lation of texture features (intersections, correlations, etc.) are the
major tools here.
Even the search procedures are mostly very simple for decision in
case of ambiguities. The alternatives are well-known in advance, a
learning period evaluates the most relevant features of particular
cases, some statistical or fuzzy parameters can help in branching and
accelerating the search, and if the machine decision is not sufficiently
convincing (beyond some preset level of certainty), the human operator
must intervene. Most of these applications have evolved toward feasi-
bility through the availability of microprocessor-based work stations,
Le., by solutions whose costs lie in the US $10,000-20,000 range, when
camera, other peripherals, and software are included.
A rapid further advance in this field seems very likely. As the
applications proliferate, cheaper, strictly dedicated, and limited recog-
nition and inspection systems are expected to replace many monoto-
nous, and not really human workplaces in the areas of inspection, selec-
tion, simple evaluation, transfer, assembly, and other industrial opera-
tions (painting, welding, etc.). Vision is replacing such expensive tools
and fixtures, and it promotes the fleXibility of manufacturing
processes. Most probably in the very near future (5-15 years) machine
vision will be as natural an ingredient of work stations as microproces-
sors are today; big industries with a wide variety of products built of
standard modules will be the norm. Applications will be extended to
commerce and the services. Some people dream of a household robot by
the 1990s; being personally engaged in doing such work regularly at
home, I am unfortunately not so optimistic!
What kind of research will be needed in order to achieve these
goals? The computer industry is performing its role in providing
hardware - the present-day microprocessors are more than sufficient
for most applications, while very fast parallel processors for picture
processing (especially for tracking moving targets and such like, which
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are not easily recognizable) are on the horizon. The optical industry
mated with semiconductors promises new input devices. Areas where I
would intensify efforts are the following:
parallel recognition algorithms;
character recognition, cheaper and more powerful optical charac-
ter readers;
a more systematic attack on morphology. This would mean a real
AI-like approach: to transcribe the classical morphological
descriptions of biologists. geologists, etc., into a formal meta-
language and transfer this procedure into recognition and discrim-
ination;
more 3D research, knowledge-based help for the guidance of mov-
ing objects (transfer machinery) in the industrial environment and
for robot assembly and other kinds of complex manipulation that
need flexible adaptation;
a computational link between computer-aided design on displays
and automated operations (machinery. robot operations). This
task leads toward knowledge-engineering but it also has a relevant
visual interface, the understanding of images composed by various
methods (computer graphics, 2D-3D transformations, photos,
etc.).
Many of these tasks will imply improved methods of handling pic-
torial data. Some people think that data-base management is the same
for any kind of data. but I do not believe in the efficiency of general-
ized methods in this respect because the requirements are especially
stringent and specific to the problem.
2.2 Voice recognition
Vision has been singled out here from other kinds of perception.
This is natural in that it is the most relevant aid to human activity and
the most advanced, too. The other important field is voice recognition.
We can rather clearly perceive distinct boundaries as the order of com-
plexity increases. A recognizer for a few tens of words is commercially
possible and an easy task for any expert engineer. The next order of
magnitude (a few hundred words) is rather expensive but still feasible.
One order of magnitude higher and the problem already appears to be a
Himalaya. The reasons are now clear and have been discussed by many
authors - including those who have attained altitude records by dint of
terrible efforts and also those who simply examined the basic, underly-
ing problems of complexity. My personal impression is that in the next
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decade we shall see a lot of very practical applications of strict, uncon-
texted (or simply contexted) military commands like spoken languages,
a new tool that could help people in communication with computer-
based devices and also leave their hands free for action, but a feed-
back, checking, and confirmation operation will be needed in every
sensitive case. The replacement of the good stenographer-typist is
,still far distant. This means that the main emphasis of activity should
be on a low-context target of, at maximum, several hundred words. At
many work stations and in other personal use situations this will
trigger the next revolution: the mass replacement of keyboards. but
not of human writing.
3 Knowledge Engineering
The second major area I feel to be very promlSmg is knowledge
engineering (expert, knowledge-based systems and related topics). This
new technology of including human expertise in computer-aided sys-
tems will not be a replacement of human activity but a higher-level
man-machine interface. To cite the conclusion of another recent
paper of mine:
''We cannot predict what the future perspective of the expert sys-
tem is. They are not going to replace genuine human intellectual
activity but are promising helpers in coming man-machine sys-
tems. Most probably a merging of recent trends in information
systems and expert systems provides a new stage of information
technology. Relational and distributed database, user-friendly
man-machine communication, information service-networks will
provide a practical application spectrum without the gor,peous
nomenclatures which are nowadays popular in selling science and
products." (Vc1mos 1983.)
Recognition will continue to be an important step in any kind of
automation. In process control this role was played by the process
instrumentation (thermometers, pressure, composition. and other sen-
sors, transducers), but for most activities this link failed, since it
really needed a part of human intelligence (perception) but was never
itself creative, or really human. The mass processing of inputs can also
revolutionize the potential of numerous sciences through the storage,
processing, and retrieval of immense quantities of samples (medical,
historical. archeological documents, etc.). It can help in mass screen-
ing of populations, in exploration for mineral resources, etc.
Concerning expert systems I can only repeat my last sentence.
These systems will offer a new and substantial tool in the rethinking of
existing knowledge in various fields, in the distribution of this
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knowledge all over the world, and in extending the global human
knowledge base to a much broader community with real-time access.
They will be a great help (if properly used) in education, training, in
any kind of maintenance (including biomedical), and in improving ser-
vices; they will constitute a logical further development of the com-
puter and communication revolution, if mankind will only realize that
modern technology can also be used for the people rather than predom-
inantly against it!
4 Social and Economic Implications
Many of the foregoing remarks relate also to the social impacts of
AI. I have had several opportunities to express my opinion on the
problems of unemployment related to automation. Unemployment is an
incurable disease when it afflicts poor countries that cannot provide
working places, nor afford appropriate training or retraining for the
people. But in countries that are more well off, the political/economic
decision as to whether or not to rearrange human activities as a conse-
quence of progress in technology rests with the rich. The new needs
for more social care, infrastructure, and services are far from satura-
tion. It is really all a problem of economic strength, and economic
strength is mainly based on the level of technology - in other words,
automation.
The other relevant social question is whether these new trends in
automation characteristic of AI can be helpful in strengthening democ-
racy and increasing individual freedom, or whether, on the contrary,
they will be new weapons for Big Brothers against the individual and
new means for the "uniformization" and manipulation of the masses.
This is an open question and cannot be answered by our science. We
can only say that both directions are feasible. Because many papers
and books have already been written on the disastrous alternative, I
will discuss the optimistic one. I would like to quote here from a paper
on the "State and Citizen," presented at a General Assembly Meeting of
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences:
"Our entire administrative structure is affected by what we
developed somewhere along the line with the appearance of the
written word, in an era when the clerks were literate and the
people not. The development of information science, telecommun-
ication networks, data banks and information systems makes both
possible and imperative an administration that is entirely dif-
ferent from the existing one. On the one hand this will be a
prerequisite if we are to be able to work competitively, and on
the other hand, it offers new possibilities for improving the
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qualily of life, developing lhe socialisl democracy, and increasing
lhe allractiveness of our sociely.
In connection wilh compulerized information, dangers have
been slressed for loo long concerning ils possible use by a cen-
lralized, bureaucratic slale lo conlrol its citizens. Much less
emphasis has been laid on lhe opposile outlook, I.e., lhe exlension
of lhe rights of citizens, lhe lransformation of public adminislra-
tion inlo a real service; after lhe initially cenlralizing lendency
of compulerizalion a much more forceful decenlralization. Wilh
lhe developmenl of nation- and world-wide information syslems,
cenlralization and decenlralization become modified lo an exlenl
where il is easy lo imagine, using currenl lerms, counlries
wilhoul capilals and inlernalional syslems functioning wilhoul
cenlers, which are nol hierarchic bullruly cooperalive as hoped
for by lhe pioneers of socialism.
All lhese are nol lhe dislanl dreams of fulurologisls or sci-
fi novelisls bul real possibililies for lhe nexl one, lwo, or al mosl
lhree decades; preparalions made lodayare already lale ralher
lhan timely. We are very close lo a siluation in which lhe aclual
slalules, regulations, and lhose decisions of governmenl lhal are
of inleresl are permanently and openly accessible lo every
citizen via lhe screen of his home lelevision sel. The imaginary
curtain erected. over several thousand. years by the alienated.
state and. its clerics and. offices can finally be d.rawn baclc Jar
ever.
In lhis way decisions and regulations can be made accessible
and underslandable lo everybody; questions can be specified
exactly and aulomaled on lhe basis of judgmenlal crileria acces-
sible and underslandable lo anyone, so lhal "arrangements,"
lrickery, "influence," and lhe granting of privileges will become
obsolele; il will be possible lo separale oul lhose decisions lhal
require human judgmenl so lhal lhe person or body laking
responsibilily can be clearly identified. Jusl as socialisl produc-
tion and dislribution can be realized in practice only al a high
level of malerial production, compulerized information opens up
new possibilities for socialisl adminislration.
This is how production-social slruclure-organization-
adminislration can arrive al a new synlhesis. For us to be able lo
survive world compelition over lhe coming decades, lhis link in
lhe chain will be decisive.
We are facing lhe possibilily of a sociely of a qualilalively
differenl composition and of a qualilatively differently mode of
adminislration. The change has already commenced, and we can-
nol remain passive concerning it."
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We need to examine a problem that has been rather neglected
until now. In our efforts to humanize work, we focused our attention on
avoiding tedious, monotonous jobs, and in that way increased the
creative content of the work. We expected a fairly unlimited extension
of human intellectual activity for people who had not before
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experienced it. This expectation is mostly realistic: we see how man-
kind has stepped out of illiteracy, how quickly children can master
computers, how many useful skills can be learned if they are taught in
an appropriate way, at an appropriate age, in an appropriate environ-
ment. On the other hand there is a significant proportion of the popu-
lation whose intellectual ability or development is retarded for prena-
tal or perinatal reasons, and who at present can only be integrated into
society in terms of low-level useful activities. Maybe this will be a
major new task for both medical people and sociologists - the problems
of the specially handicapped in a new society. I am involved now in a
project that is attacking one part of this problem and is using expert
systems for help.
Reference has already been made to the economy. I have men-
tioned the evolution of future industries (e.g., vision) and new profes-
sions are emerging (e.g., the knowledge engineer). Most important is
the fact that wealth and welfare stem from higher technology; we have
observed the fragility of fortunes based on the lucky availability of
natural resources but lacking the "culture" of technology, as compared
with the relative stability of the highly advanced countries in spite of
all the unpleasant symptoms of the recent economic recession. Our
field is one of the most promising; it influences and promotes other dis-
ciplines, and it advances technologies in such a way that its impact on
the economy ought to be mostly positive. One real caveat concerns its
one-sided introduction into only the advanced countries: this runs the
risk of making the gap between developed and developing countries
even wider, which is undesirable for both. But proper distribution of
these results could help the developing countries, especially in train-
ing and in the service and maintenance of more advanced equipment and
systems. The open, commercial availability of computer-accessible
expertise can promote international trade, standardization, and the
introduction of new equipment. and thus still higher levels of trade. As
software becomes a major commercial item, a more sophisticated version
than a network-service available expertise will be even more - if (and I
can't emphasize this enough) properly used!
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AI Curriculum in Vienna
1 Introduction
This appendix describes the curriculum for the elective special-
ization in AI in the joint computer science study program of the Univer-
sity of Vienna and the Technical University of Vienna. A total of
twenty-eight course units are offered, of which six are required
options. The units are made up of lectures (LE), exercises (EX), sem-
inars (SE), laboratory exercises (LU), and practical exercises (PR).
They cover a wide range of topics, including an introduction to AI.
methodology and applications of AI, and potential impacts of AI. The
methodological units deal with the areas of knowledge representation,
problem solving, searching, and planning in AI, logic and deduction,
learning and knowledge acquisition, and AI programming. AI applica-
tions examined. include expert systems, natural language understand-
ing, vision. robotics, automatic programming, intelligent computer-e.ided
learning systems, and cognitive science.
The structure of the AI curriculum is shown in more detail in Table
Ai (overleaf).
2 Purpose and Scope
After successful completion of the course, the student is able to
design and implement AI systems to be used. in economics, research, and
administration, apply AI concepts for the development of computer sys-
tems, and develop and improve AI methods.
Table A1 Layout. of t.he artifioial intelligenoe ourriculum at. t.he Universit.y
of Vienna and t.he Teohnical Universit.y of Vienna.







Problem Solving, Search and
Planning in AI (2)
Logic/Deduction
Logic in AI (2)
Formal Met.hods in AI (2 SE)
Theorem Proving (2)








its Applicat.lon to AI (2+1)

























Seminar in AI (2)
Practioal Exercises in AI (4)
Impacts of AI (1)
3 Description of the COurBe Units
The required units are as follows:
• Introduction to AI (1 LE),
• Knowledge Representation (2 LE),
• Problem Solving, Search, and Planning in AI (2 LE),
• Either Logic in AI (2 LE) or Theorem Proving (2 LE),
• Functional Programming and its Application to AI (2 LE + 1 EX).
Brief descriptions of each course unit now follow:
IntroducUon to AI (1 I.E)
What is meant by "artificial intelligence {AI)"? What are the
important subfields of AI? What are the basic concepts? Which metho-
dologies are specific to AI? What are the characteristic features of
successful AI applications? What relations has AI to psychology.
linguistics, and computer science? What can be said about the future
of AI?
ICnowledce Representation (2 I.E + 1 EX)
Significance of knowledge representation, basics, declarative
representation, semantic nets. logical representation, procedural
representation, frames, representation of vague knowledge. default
reasoning, semantic primitives, pattern matching, knowledge represen-
tation languages, FRL, KRL. KLONE, RLL. flavors.
Proble. SolYiDg. Search. and Planning (2 I.E)
Using production systems for the representation of problems,
problem solving as search in graphs. algorithms for directional and
best-first search, search in AND/OR-graphs to solve decomposable
problems, search algorithms for the choice of moves in game trees,
problem solving with time-variant data, planning in connection with
heuristic search, hierarchical planning, belief revision systems.
:LooP: In AI (Fo..... 1Ietbod8 In AI) (2 LI:)
Modal logic, deontics, time logic, knowledge logic, action logic, mul-
tivalued logic, nonmonotonic logic, combinatorial logic, application of
logic to AI.
l'orwal. lIetbocl8 in AI (2 SE)
Formal definition of problems and their resolution, generation of
strategies in games, rewriting rule systems, lambda calculus.
Skolemization in the predicate calculus, transformation into
clauses; Herbrand interpretations, semantic trees, theorem of Her-
brand; method of Davis and Putnam, completeness of the method; the
resolution principle; unification and algorithms for unification; com-
pleteness of the resolution; refinement of the resolution principle -
linear resolution; paramodulation.
llatbe_tical Logic (two UDit8. each 2 LK)
Logic with quantors - language, interpretations, structures,
models, calculi, deductions, deduction theorem, prenexe normal form,
Skolem normal form, dual Skolem normal form, realizability, refutation,
independence of axioms, specific constants, "Herbrandisierung",
"Dualherbrandisierung", "Herbrandsches Praenexformeltheorem",
"Herbrandsches Reduktionstheorem", "Herbrandsches Refutations-
theorem", the resolution principle, introduction of functors and predi-
cates, completeness theorem of Goedel, theorems of
Loewenheim-Skolem, theorems of Lindstroem, theorems of Trachten-
brot.
Fuzzy InferenciDg (1 LK)
Real-world knowledge, incompleteness. fuzziness, inconsistency,
fuzzy facts, fuzzy inferences, logic, probability theories, fuzzy set
theory, possibility theory, other theories of fuzziness, applications in
medicine.
LeU'IIiDg and. ICnowJeqe AcquiBiUon (1 LK)
Machine learning, learning by instruction, learning by example,
learning by analogy, learning simple concepts, learning multiple con-
cepts, multistep learning; automated knowledge acquisition, construc-
tion and modification of knowledge bases.
FunctioDal~ and its Application to AI (2 I.E + 1 EX)
Concepts, development and significance of functional program-
ming; introduction to functional programming with examples in LISP;
differences between AI programming and traditional programming;
application of functional programming to various subfields of AI.
PROLOG and LoP:~ (2 I.E + 1 EX)
Introduction to the programming language PROLOG based on
Clocksin-Mellish, presentation of examples taken from Coelho-Pereira,
lambda calculus, additional concepts for logic programming, comparison
of the predicate caiculus with PROLOG.
kpert s,wte- (2 I.E + 1 EX)
Range of expert systems; application and characteristic examples
of expert systems; structure of expert systems - knowledge base,
inference component, dialogue component. explanation component,
planning component, knowledge acquisition component; architecture of
expert systems - methods of knowledge representation, reasoning,
inference and control structures; construction of expert systems,
knowledge engineering.
ArUfictal Intem.ence In IIediciDe (2 9E)
Introduction to specific AI methods used in medicine via special
AIM systems: decision support for diagnosis, therapy, and prognosis;
representation of medical knowledge: symptoms. diseases, and diagnos-
tic and therapeutic procedures, hierarchies. classification models,
causal models; inference methods. generation of hypotheses, trigger,
evaluation methods, incompleteness and uncertainty; system control,
consideration of risks and costs; explanation of the underlying reason-
ing.
Natural Languqe Undentendfng (2 I.E + 1 EX)
Problems encountered. when processing natural language, linguis-
tics. phrase structure grammar, transformation grammar. anaiysis of
text, syntactic parsing. semantic parsing. knowledge representation,
reasoning, scripts, plans, generation of utterances in natural language,
dialog strategies, applications in medicine.
eo..-ten aDd Natural Llmpage (4 SB)
Comparison and discussion of different methods for processing
natural language, adaptation of selected methods to the special require-
ments of German, implementation of these methods, rating the methods
using acquired practical experience.
SceDe AnaIyBjB (2 I.E)
Data, preprocessing, color, detection of edges and corners,
analysis of regions, structural analysis; representation of r.'1aracteris-
tic features of a scene, segmentation, transformation 2D-2.5D, 2D-3D,
stereo; single scene interpretation, generation and verification of
hypotheses concerning objects. scene interpretation, hypotheses of
movements, analysis of movements.
Pattern :Rec:ognition (2 u: + 2 BE)
Basics of the theory of pattern recognition, relation of pattern
recognition to other subfields of AI; finding patterns, preliminaries to
pattern matching, "Glaettungsverfahren", using fllters, going along
lines, detecting edges; selection of variables (feature extraction) - sta-
tistical and syntactical methods; statistical classification - parametric
methods, nonparametric methods, learning systems; syntactical classifi-
cation - pictorial grammars, stochastic grammars.
Robotic. (2 I.E)
Definition and description of robots used in industry - definition
of the notion "Industria-Roboter" (Industrial rf?bot); concept of the
industrial robot - kinematics, types of construction of robots, power,
control, measuring systems, effectors, sensors; application areas; peri-
pheral devices for industrial robots - conveyor devices, article recog-
nition; reasons for using industrial robots - economy, better quality,
greater flexibility, no need for trained workers, innovation. danger of
losing market share, more-human working conditions, law; examples.
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Laboratory BDtrc~on RoboticII (4: W)
Solving simple problems using a robot that works according to the
Skara principle, development and debugging of programs in an AML
(Automatic Manufacturing Language) for the control of robots and peri-
pheral devices.
Auto-.tic Programming (1 LB)
Problem description, logical programming, automatic program syn-
thesis, knowledge-based program synthesis, automatic program
transformation, program synthesis using examples, automatic program
verification, systems for automatic programming.
ay.bolic Katb.e-.ticB (2 LB)
Algorithms based on number theory, algorithms for symbol manipu-
lation, programming languages for symbol manipulation, canonical forms
of formulas, new algorithms for symbolic integration, integration viewed
as a decision problem, systems for formula manipulation - MACSYMA,
REDUCE, SCHOONSHIP, SAC-ALDES, MuMath.
Intem.ent CAl and Tutorial s,.te- (1 LB)
Types of ICAI systems - monitors for problem solving, trainer,
instructor, advisor; components of ICAI systems - expert, model of the
trainee, tutor system; application areas - symbolic integration, failure
analysis for electronic equipment, interpretation of NMR data, medical
diagnosis, games, debugging of programs, advising the user of complex
systems, user-friendly interfaces; examples of ICAI systems; special
deduction methods.
Copitin Science (1 IE)
The computer metaphor (the computer viewed as a model of human
information processing) as a point in common between artificial intelli-
gence, psychology, philosophy, and linguistics; performance models,
exploration modeis, structural models; research in intelligence; results;
is a new form of human self-understanding required?
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SeIIInar In NeuroiDfolWAUcs (2 BE)
The general structure and function of the braln, information pro-
cessing in neural nets, switch elements, output regulating elements,
models of the cerebellum; the feedback loop, perception, higher
senses, three-dimensional frequency analysis in the visual system, com-
parison of visual sensation to hearing; differentiation between algo-
rithmic and nonalgorithmic thinking processes, control problems, spe-
cIalization of the two hemispheres (speech, etc.), memory and recall.
ge1liDar In AI (2 SK)
Working in special subfields of AI - the student gains knowledge
of the problems, features, and ranges of particular AI systems by
preparing a report and giving a talk.
Practical EzerclBes in AI (. PH)
The student learns the techniques and methods of AI programming
by designing and implementing his/her own small AI system.
IJIpacts of AI (1 BE)
The responsibility of the scientist (politician, businessman, ...) for
his own actions. What impacts can be foreseen by considering existing
AI programs? What impacts will be generated by future developments?
What kinds of impacts exist? Is it possible to differentiate between
"good" and "bad" scientific'proJects? Would such a differentiation lead
to action? AI as "inhuman intelligence"?
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cognitive psychology, parallels with
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comparative advantage, law of, 108
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computer literacy, 43-44, 54
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for the mind, 91, 92
computer models of human intelli-
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Computer Professionals for Social
Responsibility (CPSR). 37
computer requirements of AI pro-
grams, 128
computer science study programs.
6
computer science vs. AI, 79, 80
computer surveillance. 1, 31, 47,
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and natural language. 259
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computing facilities for AI
research, 27
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continuous existence, AI programs
with,28
conversion of industrial societies
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cooperative processing, 29, 64, 67
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costs
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104
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creative thinking, computer model-
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contribution of science and tech-
nology to human, 99
impacts of AI on, 31, 46-47, 143
cybernetics, 60, 131
CYRUS program for understanding
Lext, 9
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Christianity, 56-57
Dartmouth Summer Research Pro-
ject on Artificial Intelligence,
6
Darwin, theory of evolution, 57
data-base
interfaces, natural language, 141
systems, 9
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of,20
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tations of, 45
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definitions of AI, 5-6
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for, 8
dichotomy between mind and brain,
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early warning systems, 37
"Eat-At-Restaurant" script, 14
ECCAI Newsletter, 30
economic fears concerning unem-
ployment, 114-117
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and AI, 46, 66, 68, 74, 78-88,
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and employment, 61
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for, 68
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energy savings using AI, 100
"environments" for AI computing.
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law and AI, 87, 142
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processing, 66, 127, 130
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technological change and, 138
nuclear power stations, 37
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object recognition, 132
olfactory chip, in pattern recogni-
tion, 67
ONCOCIN, medical expert system for
cancer chemotherapy, 34
"one-hour course" in AI, 5-30
ontology, 32, 49
operators for state transformation,
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orientation, concept of, 21
outdated technology and employ-
ment, 62
outer view, human, 92
ownership
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effects, 116
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paradoxes, 94
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project on, 2
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philosophy and AI, 32, 126, 141
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tasks, 101
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and new technologies, 34
social image of specialist, 68
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picture processing, 132
pilot's associate system for military
purposes, 36
planning, search procedures in, 15
pluralistic world, progress toward,
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politics
and AI, 1, 31, 47-49, 129, 143
campaign strategy, devised by AI
programs, 129
candidates supported by AI pro-
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expert systems for, 47
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population explosion, 120
postindustrial society, 69, 100
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Principia, 58
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probabilistic approach vs. deter-
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efficiency, 86
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behavior, analysis of, 85
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procedural aspects of science, 32
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parallels between AI and cogni-
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